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O
n 12 February, I informed you by 
e-bulletin that 7,457 solicitors had taken 
out practising certificates for 2010 – an 
increase of 30 on the same date in 2009. 
The figures represent a reduction to 0.4% 

in the annual rate of increase in the numbers of solicitors 
practising, compared with an annual rate of increase 
of 4.5% in 2006. It is beyond doubt that the depth and 
persistence of the economic recession has caused this 
reduction. And, while the actual numbers taking out 
practising certificates was not as low as had been feared, 
it is undoubtedly the case that significant numbers of 
qualified solicitors, many newly admitted, are having 
difficulty securing employment within the profession. 

The Society continues to provide support and assistance 
to those of our colleagues who are out of work. As you will 
be aware, the Society appointed Keith O’Malley as its career 
support advisor at the beginning of May 2009. In the nine 
months to end-January 2010, over 700 solicitors have made 
contact with the career support service. By the end of its first 
year, the service will have provided one-to-one consultations 
to over 250 solicitors, responded to circa 2,300 email enquiries 
and 1,600 telephone enquiries from members, 
provided feedback on 1,000 CVs and provided 
training in career matters to over 150 colleagues. 

increased demand
While I am pleased to report that a significant 
number of those solicitors who were registered 
with the Society’s career support service during 
2009 have secured employment, the service has 
encountered increased demand since Christmas,  
as some trainees are not being kept on by 
firms when they qualify. These newly qualified 
colleagues are strongly encouraged to register 
with career support to avail of the various 
strategies that have proved successful for their 
predecessors during 2009. In addition, a repeat 
of the series of career seminars on interviewing, 
CV preparation and networking commenced in 
Dublin on 3 February 2010 and in Cork on 25 
February 2010. I am hoping that Blackhall Place will remain an 
important focal point for these colleagues, both as a resource for 
information and support, and as a vital communication link with 
the rest of the profession. 

In recent weeks, each member of the Society will have 
received a copy of the Society’s new Support Services Directory, 
which summarises the support services on offer to all members 
in one user-friendly booklet. I would encourage all members 
to make Law Society membership work for them by taking 

advantage of the broad range of services outlined in the directory 
to support their professional growth, career development and 
personal needs. 

Commercial undertakings
Before Christmas, I issued an e-bulletin to the profession in 
relation to the matter of commercial undertakings. While 
some solicitors’ firms have secured separate insurance cover for 
commercial undertakings, the Society has strongly recommended 

that solicitors should not issue undertakings in relation 
to commercial loans. 

Where solicitors have obtained additional cover 
for commercial undertakings, the terms of such cover 
are a matter between the insurer and the solicitor. 
Where there are no universally-agreed terms of cover, 
problems will inevitably arise in seeking to match the 
terms of insurance with the specific undertakings in any 
individual transaction. In addition, a system without 
agreed documentation is almost impossible to regulate, 
both for the Society and for the Financial Regulator. 
The legal, business and political communities in 
Ireland are only now starting to comprehend the 
enormity of the consequences of a decade of reckless 
lending. An essential part of any banking system is to 
ensure that proper security is in place where loans, 
particularly of a substantial nature, are advanced. 

All of these issues were discussed at the most recent 
meeting of the Council held on 19 February, and the 

Council has agreed that regulations should be drafted to prohibit 
the giving of undertakings in commercial transactions. Obviously, 
the ‘devil will be in the detail’ of such regulations – all aspects 
of which will be thoroughly debated by the Council. In the 
meantime, practitioners are again recommended not to provide 
undertakings in the case of commercial loans.

Gerard Doherty
President
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hand
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nationwide

send your news to: Law Society Gazette, Blackhall place, 
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 midland
This page was so busy last month 
that we were unable to mention 
the very special dinner held 
before Christmas in honour 
of the Midland’s finest. The 
occasion honoured colleagues 
who have attained that special 
place – 50 years in practice – and 
unscathed, too! President of the 
Midland Bar Association Mary 
Ward and her colleagues were 
delighted to honour the immense 
contributions to their legal 
communities of three stalwarts – 
Tom Shaw, Denis Johnston (both 
from Mullingar) and Michael 
O’Carroll (Athlone). The special 
guests were honoured by the 
attendance of so many of their 
colleagues and members of the 
judiciary, who included Judge 
Henry Abbot of the High Court; 
Circuit Court judges Anthony 
Kennedy, Raymond Groarke 
and Desmond Hogan; and 
District Court judges, including 
retired Judge John O’Donnell. 
It was especially pleasing to see 
the galácticos from the Midland 
Circuit Court from yesteryear – 
senior counsel Harry Whelehan 
and Edward Walsh. 

Mary Ward also organised a 
successful seminar on legal costs 
in late January with Paul Conlon 
of Paul Behan & Associates (legal 
cost accountants), Elizabeth 
Sharkey (county registrar for 
Westmeath) and Verona Lambe 
(county registrar for Offaly) 
and Patrick Flynn (legal cost 
accountant of Tormey Solicitors, 
Athlone). The question and 
answer session proved very 
beneficial. Mary was chuffed to 
note the record attendance of 
81 solicitors, which just goes to 
show that solicitors are always 
interested in costs! 

The association held its AGM 
on 10 February in the Park Hotel 

Mullingar (see report in ‘People and 
Places’, p38). John D Shaw also 
outlined the up-to-date position 
on certificates of title with 
lending institutions. 

Plans are underway to 
arrange a seminar in April or 
May on criminal law, the paper 
to be presented by a leading 
criminal lawyer from Dublin 
and, hopefully, a barrister to deal 
with drink-driving offences. A 
mid June seminar will focus on 
probate and administration of 
estates, which will be presented 
by Ann Stephenson, solicitor and 
probate lecturer. 

 duBlin
The opening of the new 
Criminal Courts of Justice in 
the middle of the month by An 
tUachtaráin was a huge event 
for the legal community. What 
a building to grace our capital! 
Every bit as iconoclastic as the 
other Gandon masterpieces and a 
huge confidence boost to the city, 
to be augmented all the more 
shortly with the completion of 
the city’s new conference centre. 

Congratulations to Stephen 
Walker, who replaces Gerard 

Carroll as incoming managing 
partner in Whitney Moore, 
and also to Julian Yarr in A&L 
Goodbody, who will soon 
succeed Paul Carroll.  An array 
of seminars is being scheduled 
throughout March. First up is 
a look at the new Defamation Act 
2009, with libel experts Simon 
McAleese, Paula Mulooly and 
James MacGuill. This legislation 
will be of huge significance, 
as it radically changes the way 
defamation cases have been 
managed in the past and alters 
the Statute of Limitations and 
other pivotal changes. NAMA 
gets an outing on 4 March, when 
Mark Barr and Cliona Rogers, as 
well as a leading property valuer, 
will analyse what it means for 
both clients and the professionals 
involved, the type of litigation 
that might ensue, the likely 
timetable and its overall impact 
on the property market. 

In addition, the council of the 
DSBA organised members’ open-
forum meetings during the past 
month to look at the commercial 
undertakings issue and the 
overlap with the new Professional 
Indemnity Insurance Regulations. 

A full commentary of the frank 
exchange of views will be carried 
in the Parchment. 

 limeriCK
The Limerick Bar Association 
had a very successful and 
enjoyable Law Ball on Friday 27 
November 2009 in the Dunraven 
Arms Hotel, Adare. Special 
guests were Judge John Edwards, 
Judge Carroll Moran, Judge 
Tom O’Donnell, Judge Aeneas 
McCarthy and Judge Eamon 
O’Brien. A welcoming speech 
was made by the president, 
Elizabeth Walsh, and a reply on 
behalf of the guests was made by 
Judge John Edwards, who offered 
timely words of encouragement 
and advice to the profession in 
these difficult times. 

 meatH
At the Meath Bar Association 
AGM in January, Phil Brady 
of Brady & Co in Trim was 
elected the new president of 
the association. Katie Barbour 
of Keaveny Walsh & Co in 
Kells continues in the roles of 
honorary secretary and honorary 
treasurer, while Miriam Regan 
of Regan McEntee & Partners in 
Trim remains on as PRO. Helen 
McGovern represented the bar 
association at the official opening 
of the new Criminal Courts of 
Justice building in Dublin in 
January 2010. 

 COrK
As we go to press, colleagues are 
looking forward to the annual 
dinner. ‘Nationwide’ looks 
forward to hearing from SLA 
president Eamonn Murray on 
proceedings. g

‘Nationwide’ is compiled by Kevin 
O’Higgins, principal of the Dublin 
law firm Kevin O’Higgins.

at the presentation of the cork city council ‘Better Buildings awards’, 
legal firms took the top three prizes in the ‘commercial Business 

Premises’ section. The prize-winners were (l to r): John Purcell 
(representing Barry m O’meara & Son, which took first place), Eamon 
murray (Eamon murray & company, Solicitors, who came second), and 

mary Dorgan (mary Dorgan & company, Solicitors, who took third)
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fai flags significance of corporate entertainment
anyone who has driven 

through Dublin 4 recently 
will have noticed the impressive 
new addition to the skyline, the 
Aviva Stadium. The stadium 
is jointly owned by the FAI 
and the IRFU and will be 
completed in May 2010. The 
first international football game 
kicks off against two-time world 
champions, Argentina, on 11 
August. General admission 
seats for international games 
have already sold out and the 
tightness to the pitch and 
impressive design will make it a 
real cauldron. 

The new home for Irish 
football will host modern 
conference facilities and a 
variety of options for corporate 

entertainment on match day 
through the FAI Vantage Club, 
with restaurants and bars to 
cater for every taste. When 

key accounts and business 
contacts are becoming more 
important to retain, corporate 
entertainment, even for small 
law firms, can play an important 
role in growing and maintaining 
business. 

International research has 
consistently flagged the value 
of corporate entertainment 
to small and medium-sized 
businesses across a range of 
sectors. To find out more about 
what Aviva stadium could offer 
your practice, including new 
opportunities for premium seats 
and boxes, call 1890 202 010. 

mr Justice Peter Kelly of 
the High Court expressed 

astonishment that AIB handed 
out €550 million in loans to five 
companies formerly controlled 
by Liam Carroll with only a 
solicitor’s letter of commercial 
undertaking and the deposit of 
title deeds as security. He was 
speaking in the Commercial 
Court on 18 January 2010.

As reported in the Irish 
Independent, Mr Justice Kelly 
said it was “astonishing” and 
“extraordinary”, given the vast 
sums involved, that AIB’s only 
security for the borrowings was 
letters of undertakings from a 
solicitor’s firm and the deposit 
of the title deeds. The bank’s 
security was described by the 
judge as “fairly fragile” and “a 
far cry from a legal mortgage”.

It follows that a security 
relying on a solicitor’s letter 
of undertaking only, without 
deposit of title deeds, must be 
even more fragile.

growing concern
Mr Justice Kelly was echoing 
the growing concern in many 
quarters about the system 
whereby solicitors give letters 
of undertaking in commercial 
property transactions. During 

the boom years, solicitors were 
pressurised to do so both by 
borrowers and by lenders. This 
has frequently led to situations 
where the undertakings have not 
been complied with and many 
substantial loans have not been 
properly secured. 

The system contributed 
to the reckless lending of the 
boom years and is one that the 
Council of the Law Society 
believes should be discontinued 
in the public interest.

It is essential to any sound 
banking system that proper 
security is put in place 
where loans, particularly of a 
substantial nature, are advanced. 
The frailties of the commercial 
undertakings system have 
facilitated reckless lending and 
fraud, with massive losses to 
lenders, as in the Lynn and 
Byrne cases. 

The conflict of interest 
in which solicitors can find 
themselves, acting both for the 
borrower and the lender, is at 
the heart of the problem. 

no agreed system
Commercial undertakings are 
a substantial source of client 
complaints to the Law Society 
about solicitors. They are also 

a major source of claims on the 
Society’s compensation fund. In 
addition, they have given rise to 
so many substantial professional 
negligence claims that, last 
autumn, the professional 
indemnity insurers insisted 
that the Law Society must 
take commercial undertakings 
out of the Society’s minimum 
terms and conditions for PII or 
they would cease to insure the 
profession.

The fact that there has 
never been an agreed system of 
documentation for the giving 
of undertakings or certificates 

of title in commercial loan 
transactions (in stark contrast 
to the position in relation to 
residential loan transactions) 
has made the giving of such 
undertakings impossible to 
regulate. 

The Society has 
recommended that best 
practice in commercial 
lending transactions is for 
each party – the vendor, the 
purchaser and the borrower – 
to retain separate legal advice 
to protect the three different 
legal interests concerned. In 
the great majority of large 
commercial transactions, the 
lenders have always insisted on 
retaining their own solicitor 
to ensure that their security is 
put in place. This is because it 
is implicitly recognised by all 
parties, including the lenders, 
that this is, self-evidently, a 
superior system.  

At its meeting on 19 
February 2010, the Council 
of the Law Society heard 
that the Society’s Regulation 
Department is drafting 
regulations to prohibit 
solicitors giving the commercial 
undertakings that have proved 
so detrimental to the public 
interest. 

‘fragile security’ of undertakings

mr Justice Peter Kelly
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The Solicitors (Continuing 
Professional Development) Regulations 
2009 came into operation on 
1 January 2010. Solicitors are 
advised to familiarise themselves 
with the revised 2010 CPD 
scheme booklet, which will 
be posted on the Law Society 
website in March 2010. 

The annual requirement for 
the 2010 cycle (1 January 2010 
to 31 December 2010) is 11 
hours’ CPD. Of these 11 hours, 
a minimum of three hours 
must comprise management 
and professional development 
skills, and at least one hour must 
comprise regulatory matters. 
 
Changes to the scheme
The new regulations introduce 
a number of changes to the 
CPD scheme, all of which are 
detailed in the 2010 scheme 
booklet. The main change 
is the introduction of a new 
category of CPD on ‘regulatory 
matters’, which refers to matters 
of accountancy and the general 
regulation of solicitors. 

Further changes provided for 
in the new regulations relate to 
modifications of the minimum 
CPD requirement. The revised 
scheme booklet details the 
particular circumstances in 
which the minimum CPD 
requirement may be reduced. 

A newly-qualified solicitor 

is entirely exempt from the 
requirement to undertake 
CPD for a period of 12 months 
following his or her admission 
to the Roll. 

A senior practitioner (that 
is, a solicitor over 40 years 
in practice) is required to 
undertake a minimum of three 
hours CPD during the 2010 
cycle. 

A solicitor who holds a 
practising certificate (or is in 
the full-time service of the 
state) for only part of the 2010 
cycle is entitled to reduce his/
her requirement in proportion 
to the number of weeks actually 
worked. 

In maternity/parental/ carers/

adoptive leave cases, a solicitor 
who does not practice for a 
period of not less than one week 
during the 2010 cycle is entitled 
to have his/her minimum 
CPD requirement reduced in 
proportion to the number of 
weeks actually worked. 

In cases of certified illness, 
retirement and unemployment, 
a solicitor who does not 
practise for a period of not less 
than eight weeks during the 
2010 cycle, may have his/her 
minimum CPD requirement 
reduced in proportion to the 
number of weeks actually 
worked. 

A solicitor who works 
part-time hours (that is, is 
remunerated only for working 
less than five days a week) by 
reason of domestic necessity, or 
because employment can only 
be provided to the solicitor on 
a part-time basis, may also have 
his or her requirement reduced 
in proportion to the number of 
days worked. 

Full and detailed explanations 
of the above modifications, 
together with clarification on all 
aspects of the new scheme will 
be provided in the revised 2010 
scheme booklet. 

Further details may also be 
obtained by contacting the CPD 
scheme unit on 01 672 4802 or 
email cpdscheme@lawsociety.ie. 

are you a solicitor returning 
to the workplace and 

seeking a refresher on the 
essentials of legal practice? 
Are you a barrister with three 
years’ experience in practice 
who wishes to transfer to the 
solicitors’ profession? Are you a 
registered European lawyer or 
Qualified Lawyers Transfer Test 
candidate? 

If the answer to any of these 
questions is ‘yes’, the Essentials 
of Legal Practice course 

from 5-23 July 2010 inclusive 
(weekdays only) is for you. 

This course will cover the 
core essentials of legal practice: 
• Professional conduct, 
• Solicitors’ Accounts 

Regulations, 
• Conveyancing, and
• Probate and tax. 

Intensive in its nature, the 
course will bring professionals 
up to speed in these areas in a 
concise and condensed manner. 

There is no examination; 
however, attendance at all 
elements is mandatory. The 
course fee is €2,800. 

Upon successful completion 
of this course (and an in-office 
period of up to six months), 
barrister candidates are eligible 
to be entered on the Roll of 
Solicitors. 

For further details on this 
course, contact Michelle Nolan 
in the Law School, email: 
bltransfer@lawsociety.ie. 

  nOtiCe – sBa agm

notice is hereby given that the 146th 

agm of the solicitors’ Benevolent 

association will be held at the law 

society, Blackhall place, dublin 7, 

on friday 16 april 2010 at 12.30pm 

to consider the annual report and 

accounts for the year ended 30 

november 2009, to elect directors, 

and to deal with other matters 

appropriate to a general meeting. 

  silent reVOlutiOn

mayo County Council has won the 

‘egovernment local ireland’ award 

for its online services website, which 

was described as “a model in cutting 

costs and time in the processing 

of planning submissions via online 

planning applications. submitting a 

planning application has dropped from 

two hours to just a few minutes. at 

the announcement on 19 february, 

co-host of the awards, the managing 

director of elucidate, maeve Kneafsey, 

said that there has been “a silent 

revolution going on at quite a rapid 

rate within the state sector in 

moving so much of their activities 

online”. she referred to the recent 

collaboration between the property 

registration authority (pra), the 

law society of ireland, the irish 

Banking federation, the revenue 

Commissioners and the Companies 

registration Office, which has seen 

the processing of online applications 

by the pra jump by 800% “from just 

35 to 350 cases a day”. 

  new OmBudsman

the chairman of the Competition 

author-ity, william prasifka, has 

resigned from his position to take 

up the role of financial services 

ombudsman. a graduate of Columbia 

university school of law, he 

previously was the irish commissioner 

for aviation regulation. He practised 

as a lawyer, first in new York and 

then in dublin, advising in the areas 

of irish, euro-pean and american 

competition law. 

  Building BlitZ

the niall mellon trust is currently 

recruiting volunteers to participate in 

its house-building programme in the 

townships of south africa. see  

www.nmtownshiptrust.com. 

Cpd changes flagged

the essentials of legal practice
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republic of Ireland football 
manager Giovanni 

Trapattoni took time out from 
announcing the Irish team to 
play against Brazil to name the 
start date for this year’s Calcutta 
Run. In a joint press conference 
with Law Society President 
Gerard Doherty, Trapattoni 
encouraged runners and walkers 
to line up for the annual 
fundraising event at the Society’s 
headquarters at Blackhall Place 
on 15 May 2010. 

The Calcutta Run is 
organised by the Law Society 
and the legal profession to 
raise funds for the upkeep of 
homeless children in Dublin 
and Calcutta. The charities 
that will benefit are GOAL and 
the Peter McVerry Trust. In 
typically animated style, ‘Trap’ 
encouraged participants to 
“Give it a go and get running!” 

Gerard Doherty added: 
“With the Irish manager, I 
am delighted to start the ball 
rolling on this year’s Calcutta 
Run. We urge all members of 

the profession, trainees, families 
and friends to get behind it in 
whatever way they can. The 
run has been a great fundraising 
success since its inception and 
has received fantastic support 
from solicitors, the length and 
breadth of the country. 

“This year, more than ever, 
there is a desperate need for 
funds for both charities,” he 
continued. “Members of the 
profession can support the 
event by taking part on the day 
or making a donation – thus 
playing their part in making this 

year’s run what we hope will be 
a stellar success.” 

Everything you need to know 
about the run is available at 
www.calcuttarun.com, where 
would-be participants can 
register for a sponsorship card 
and newsletter. 

any practitioner who wishes 
to practise law through Irish 

must take the PPcII advanced 
Legal Practice Irish (aLPI) course 
and pass an end-of-course 
examination. There will be 12 
hours of direct contact time, with 
other hours for online course 
tasks and interaction. The course 
contact hours will run on six 
consecutive Thursdays from 6pm-
8pm, starting on 13 may. The 
fee is €600. application closing 
date is 29 march 2010. This 
course will fulfil your full cPD 
requirement for 2010. 

For further details and an 
application form, contact maura 
Butler, course manager, Law 
Society, Blackhall Place, Dublin 
7; email: m.butler@lawsociety.ie,  
tel: 01 672 4802. 

issues about taxation law are an 
inherent and increasing part 

of all practice areas. It doesn’t 
matter whether you are advising 
on commercial transactions, 
property transfers or estate 
planning. 

A new certificate course 
in taxation law, being run 
by the Education Centre in 
April, hopes to demonstrate 
the relevance of the area for 
all practitioners. Core course 
topics will include a review 
and application of legal issues 
focusing on capital gains tax, 
capital acquisitions tax, VAT and 
stamp duty. 

The course begins on 
Wednesday 21 April and 
lectures will run weekly from 
6-8.30pm in Blackhall Place, 
with a workshop scheduled for 

the evening of 2 June. This 
will enable those attending to 
apply what has been learned in 
lectures to case-study scenarios, 
facilitating a deeper learning 
experience. The course will 
conclude with an examination 
of taxation issues relevant to 
insolvencies, which, given 
the economic climate, is an 
increasing area of practice. 

when to offer tax advice
All too often, practitioners 
are reluctant to get involved 
in the area of tax law, possibly 
unnecessarily referring clients 
elsewhere for tax advice – even 
though comprehensive advice 
might have been offered to the 
client on all other legal matters. 

This course will enable 
practitioners to readily identify 

areas where they are competent 
to provide taxation advice and, 
of equal importance, enabling 
them to confidently identify 
aspects of file work where 
more specific advice might be 
required. 

The course will provide 
professionals who have not yet 
specialised in taxation with an 
understanding of key issues and 
concepts. It will also interest 
practitioners who have a 
working knowledge of the area, 
and will seek to enhance and 
develop their expertise. 

For further information on 
these and all other diploma 
programme courses, visit the 
diploma programme pages at 
www.lawsociety.ie or email 
diplomateam@lawsociety.ie or 
tel: 01 672 4802. 

the essentials of legal practice

taxing course for taxing times

‘trap’ names date for Calcutta run
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Launching the calcutta run 2010 were (l to r): republic of Ireland manager Giovanni Trapattoni, President of 
the Law Society Gerard Doherty and republic of Ireland assistant manager marco Tardelli
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the Hibernian Law Journal’s 
annual lecture was held at 

Blackhall Place on 4 February, 
writes Peter McKeown-Walley. Titled 
‘The Three Courts’, Mr Justice 
Kevin O’Higgins spoke about his 
experience working as a judge in 
the Circuit Court, High Court 
and the Court of First Instance 
in Luxembourg, now known as 
the General Court. 

He struck a perfect balance 
between the  academic and 
the anecdotal in a speech 
that was as informative as it 
was entertaining. As well as 
his recollections of a career 
spanning more than four decades 

(24 years of which have been 
spent as a judge), he gave an 
insightful perspective on the 
inner workings of the General 
Court. In particular, he described 
the integral role played by 
his research team, known as 
‘referendars’, in the formulation 
of a judgment at the General 
Court, resulting in his own role 
becoming similar to, as he put it, 
“an office manager”. 

During the questions session 
that followed, Mr Justice 
O’Higgins and Mrs Justice 
Macken agreed that experience 
of Europe, followed by a return 
to the bench in Ireland, created 

a better understanding of, and 
forged closer ties with, the 
European Courts of Justice. 

The publication date of this 
year’s Hibernian Law Journal (HLJ) 
will be announced shortly. 
This year’s edition will contain 
articles covering competition law, 
private international law, human 
rights law, intellectual property, 
constitutional law, international 
law, family law and criminal law. 
Contributors range from trainee 
solicitors to law firm partners, 
thus ensuring a diverse range of 
topics, opinions and styles. 

For more information, see 
www.hibernianlawjournal.com. 

a new Inheritance Enquiry 
Unit has been set up by 

the Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food to assist the 
legal representatives of deceased 
farmers to secure outstanding 
payments to the estate of the 
deceased. Where applicable, 
the new unit will arrange for 
the transfer of single payment 
entitlements. 

Launching the unit, Minister 
for Agriculture Brendan Smith 
said that the centralised unit 
would assist the legal repre-
sentatives of the deceased to: 
• Identify those schemes  

in which the deceased  
person participated and 
establish whether there are 

any outstanding payments due 
to the estate of the deceased, 

• Assist legal representatives in 
contacting various sections of 
the department, 

• Advise on which legal 
documents are required, 

• Make arrangements for the 
issue of any outstanding 
payments due to the estate 
of the deceased and for the 
transfer of single payment 
entitlements (if any). 

The unit will act as a 
single repository for legal 
documentation submitted by 
representatives of the deceased 
– thus removing the necessity 
of forwarding duplicate copies 

to several sections within the 
department. 

A short information leaflet 
outlining the functions of the 
Inheritance Enquiry Unit is 
available on the department’s 
website, www.agriculture.gov.
ie, and from local department 
offices. 

As soon as is practicable, 
the executor of the estate of a 
deceased farmer and/or the legal 
representative should contact: 
Inheritance Enquiry Unit, 
Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, Eircom 
Building, Knockmay Road, 
Portlaoise; tel: 1890 200 560; 
email: inheritance@agriculture.
gov.ie. 

‘Your country, Your call’ is 
a national competition 

to find and reward two 
proposals that could help 
secure prosperity and jobs for 
Ireland. The winning proposals 
are expected to help change 
the way Ireland does things, 
allow businesses to grow, 
employment to be created and 
prosperity to flourish. 

The competition will award 
the two winning proposals with 
a prize of €100,000 each. 
Both will be implemented with 
the support of an independent 
working group – and a 
development fund of up to 
€500,000 for each project. 

‘Your country, Your call’ is 
about helping to create future 
prosperity while generating 
hope, confidence and a 
positive outlook. Its aim is to 
get everyone in the country 
to look at what he or she can 
do to get creative, be more 
imaginative and generate fresh 
thinking. a special website 
– www.yourcountryyourcall.
com – has been set up and 
includes details about how 
to apply. Visitors will be able 
to see who is entering, what 
ideas are being proposed and 
seek possible collaborations. 
Website visitors are invited to 
leave messages of support or 
link to discussion groups on 
other social networking sites. 

Entries should be submitted 
by 30 april 2010, after which 
they will be reviewed, assessed 
and filtered to a point where 
two winning entries will be 
selected in mid September. 

The Law Society is 
encouraging its members, 
trainee solicitors and their 
families and friends to get 
involved in ‘Your country, 
Your call’. The competition is 
open to everyone – so visit 
the website and get thinking, 
talking and proposing! 

Your country, 
your call!

inheritance enquiry unit established

HlJ explores ‘three Courts’

at the hLJ annual lecture were (front, l to r): mrs Justice Fidelma macken (chair of this year’s lecture), mr Justice 
Kevin O’higgins (guest speaker), Julia Emikh (editor) and rosemary Wall. (Back, l to r): Peter mcKeown-Walley, 

alan Burns, regan O’Driscoll, Emer O’connor, avril mangan, alice Lanigan, roberta Guiry and mary Forde
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the Society’s Career Support 
Service has scheduled career 

management and job-seeking 
skills training at regional 
locations in March. 

Training courses will be 
delivered over one full day and 
will cover all aspects of job 
seeking, including self-appraisal, 
how to draft an effective CV, the 
hidden market of unadvertised 
jobs, and interview performance. 

On Wednesday 10 March, 
the venue for training will be 
the Harbour Hotel in Galway. 

Training moves to Limerick 
on 24 March, and to Sligo 
on 31 March. Further venues 
and dates will be publicised in 
March. 

The seminars will qualify 
for CPD group-study credits. 
They will be free of charge to 
solicitors registered with the 
Career Support Service as either 
out of work or facing job loss. 
A charge of €40 will apply for 
other attendees. 

Capacity will be limited. As a 
result, it will not be possible to 

admit anyone to these seminars 
who has not booked a place in 
advance. Training begins at 9am 
sharp each day and concludes 
at 5pm, with one hour off for 
lunch from 1-2pm. 

For full details on these 
training events and to book 
your place, visit www.lawsociety.
ie/en/pages/careersupport/ or 
email careers@lawsociety.ie. 

Career Support is a Law 
Society initiative, set up to assist 
solicitors who are faced with 
career challenges. A range of 

supports are in place that can be 
accessed countrywide, including 
the ‘EXPAND’ programme, a 
CV review and feedback service, 
email and telephone support, as 
well as information provision. 

Solicitors who are not 
working are entitled to other 
supports too – such as free 
membership and discounts on 
diploma courses and on CPD 
Focus training. For information 
on any of these concessions, 
contact Career Support at 
careers@lawsociety.ie. 

Career support ‘goes country’ in march

serious shortages of solicitors 
in parts of rural Australia 

may present real opportunities 
for the hundreds of Irish-
qualified solicitors who, very 
sadly, have found employment 
very hard, if not impossible, to 
obtain in Ireland.

A comprehensive report 
published in July 2009 by the 
Law Council of Australia has 
identified a serious problem 
of lawyer shortages in ‘Rural, 
Regional and Remote (RRR) 
areas of Australia’. The report 
is based on a major survey of 
practitioners in these areas. 
Referring to RRR areas as 
“facing a crisis in the area of 
access to justice”, the report 
finds that “a large number of 
legal practices in Australia do 
not have enough lawyers to 
service the legal needs of their 
communities. Overall, 43% of 
principals surveyed indicated 
that their practice currently 
does not have enough lawyers to 
serve their client base.”

And the report finds the 
situation to be deteriorating. 
“A large number of legal 
practitioners, many of them sole 
practitioners, will retire in the 
next five to ten years. Overall, 
42% of the legal practitioners 
who responded to the survey do 
not intend to practise law in five 

years’ time. It is necessary to 
find skilled practitioners to fill 
these gaps, or else many legal 
businesses may close for want of 
successors.”

growing strongly
The Australian economy has 
one of the highest growth 
rates and lowest levels of 
unemployment of the world’s 
developed economies. 
Although Australia has not 
been untouched by the global 
economic and financial crisis, 
it did not technically enter 
economic recession at any stage 
and is now growing strongly 
again. China’s almost insatiable 
demand for Australia’s vast 
mineral resources is one of the 
economy’s main drivers. 

Director general Ken 
Murphy made a presentation 
on the RRR report to a well-
attended seminar of young 
solicitors in Blackhall Place on 
24 February 2010. The seminar 
was organised by the Society’s 
Career Support Service. He 
emphasised three things to his 
Irish solicitor audience: first, 
that the word ‘remote’ has a 
vastly different meaning in 
geographical terms in Australia 
than it does in Ireland – quite 
apart from the differences 
of climate. Second, the legal 

work in RRR Australia can be 
very interesting. Third, while 
Irish solicitors would be very 
welcome and likely to fit in 
easily in Australia, the firms 
who would seek to recruit 
them would wish them to put 
down roots in Australia and 
stay indefinitely – not just for a 
couple of years while waiting for 
the Irish economy to recover. 

transfer test arrangements
Murphy has been using his 
contacts at the highest levels 
of law societies in the capital, 
Canberra, and in the different 
states in Australia to lobby 
for a liberalisation of the 

Qualified Lawyers’ Transfer 
Test arrangements to ease the 
way for Irish solicitors seeking 
to requalify in Australia. The 
desirability of liberalisation 
has been raised by Murphy 
personally with the attorney 
general for Australia, Robert 
McClelland MP. He is the 
Australian counterpart of 
Ireland’s minister for justice. 
McClelland was warmly 
supportive, but made it clear 
that the Council of Australian 
Chief Justices has a key role in 
the process and that policy in 
the area is not entirely under the 
control of the attorney general. 
The director general also met 
some of the individuals in the 
Law Council of Australia and 
Law Institute of Victoria who 
were involved in the production 
of the RRR report. 

A full copy of the report can 
be obtained on the Law Council 
of Australia website, www.
lawcouncil.asn.au. There are 
uniform principles for assessing 
qualifications of overseas 
applicants for all Australian 
states. These can be accessed on 
www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lpab. 
Applications are decided on a 
case-by-case basis. Information 
in relation to Australian visa 
requirements can be obtained 
on www.immi.gov.au. 

solicitor shortage in parts of australia

Once a jolly Irish solicitor camped 
down by a billabong
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a compendium to the Solicitors 
Acts 1954 to 2008 and Legal 

Services Ombudsman Act 2009 has 
just been published by the 
Law Society. This is a unique 
product, designed to enable 
solicitors to access the law 
relating to the profession and 
the Society in a user-friendly 
and comprehensive manner. If 
you have paid your practising 
certificate for 2010, you will 
have received your free copy 
with this issue of the Gazette. If 
you are a member of the Society, 
your free copy is downloadable 
in the members’ area of the 
website at www.lawsociety.ie. 

what is it? 
The Compendium contains the 
full texts of the 1954, 1960, 
1994 and 2002 Solicitors Acts and 
the Legal Services Ombudsman Act 
2009. Relevant sections of the 
Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Act 2008 are also reproduced, 

together with an addendum 
that refers to provisions of the 
Investment Intermediaries Act 1995 
and the Investor Compensation Act 
1998, insofar as they relate to 
solicitors. 

How will it help? 
This publication will assist 
practising solicitors by 
locating, in one single place, 
all legislation governing the 

profession. In addition, the 
extensive cross-referencing (by 
section and compendium page 
number) will assist solicitors 
in identifying the provisions 
that have been amended or 
substituted, by reference 
to the provisions of the 
subsequent act(s) effecting such 
amendments or substitutions. 

While the 1994 and 2002 
acts now contain most of the 

statutory provisions relating to 
solicitors, important provisions 
in both the 1954 and 1960 
acts remain in force. Indeed, 
important amendments to 
the 1994 and 2002 acts have 
been enacted by the 2008 act. 
Therefore, it is important that 
solicitors can trace the evolution 
of a particular statutory 
provision from the 1954 act 
through the 1960 act to the 
1994 act and/or the 2002 and 
2008 acts. The Compendium is 
designed to assist in this task. 

The new CPD scheme for 
the 2010 cycle requires solicitors 
to complete a minimum of one 
hour on education/training 
in regulatory matters and the 
Compendium will provide a key 
resource in this regard. 

How to use it?
Where the text of an earlier act 
has been amended or substituted 
by a later act, the relevant 

the society has just published its revised Compendium to the Solicitors Acts and the Legal Services 
Ombudsman Act 2009, with an online version that’s a dream to use, writes emma-Jane williams

society launches ‘new and      improved’ compendium

The 1954 act was the result of 
over ten years of lobbying by the 
Law Society – the Society’s first 
submission was made in 1943. 
The act was developed from 
legislation dating back as far 
as 1866 and 1898. concerns 
about the constitutionality of 
certain provisions of the 1954 
act were recognised by the 
courts and were remedied by the 
1960 act. 

The 1994 act introduced 
provisions relating to solicitors’ 
dealings with their clients. The 
most well-known provisions 
include sections 8 and 9 in 
relation to complaints, and 
section 68, which introduced 
statutory obligations into the 

solicitor/client relationship. The 
1994 act also gave the Society 
increased powers regarding 
complaints and contained 
provisions on education. all 
practising solicitors were 
conferred with the powers of a 
commissioner of oaths relating to 
the administration of oaths and 
the taking of affidavits. 

The 2002 act restricted 
advertising by solicitors. It also 
dealt with Solicitors Disciplinary 
Tribunal matters, the obstruction 
of investigations, and expanded 
the Society’s powers to attend 
solicitors’ offices. 

The civil Law (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) act 2008 revised 
rules for membership of Law 

Society committees, particularly 
with reference to lay membership. 
amendments were also made 
clarifying the Society’s powers 
to investigate and initiate the 
investigation of complaints 
against solicitors, hearings by 
the high court in relation to 
solicitor disciplinary matters, and 
directions for solicitors to pay 
compensation for inadequate 
legal services provided to clients. 

The Society successfully 
lobbied for a provision to be 
included whereby a solicitor could 
contract with a client to limit 
their liability, but not below the 
minimum insurance cover that 
solicitors, generally, are required 
to carry. 

HistOrY and deVelOpment Of tHe SOLICITORS ACTS
legal services Ombudsman
upon implementation of the act, 
the ombudsman’s primary role will 
be to oversee the handling by the 
Law Society and the Bar council of 
complaints by clients of solicitors 
and barristers. The key functions of 
the role will be: 
• To provide a form of review for 

clients of solicitors and barristers 
who are dissatisfied with the 
handling of a complaint made to 
the Law Society or Bar council, 

• To oversee the complaints 
procedures in place in the Law 
Society and Bar council, and

• To monitor and report annually to 
the minister and the Oireachtas on 
the adequacy of the admissions 
policies of both professions.
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analYsis

society launches ‘new and      improved’ compendium

reference to the text of the later 
act(s) is indicated in red in the 
left-hand margin. 

eCompendium – how to 
access it
An electronic version 
of the Compendium – 
with the increased 
functionality that the 
web provides – is 
available to download 
in the members’ 
area of the Society’s 
website. Using the 
online version, 
members can click 
on cross-references, 
which will link 
directly to the 
relevant amending 
legislation. 
Solicitors should 
simply follow 
the online 

instructions. As and when 
additional relevant legislation 
is enacted, it is intended that 
an updated edition of the 

Compendium will be 
published electronically. 

The Solicitors Acts 
1954 to 2008 form the 
basis of the regulation 
of the solicitors’ 
profession and, as such, 
it is imperative that 
solicitors are aware 
of their statutory 
obligations, as well 
as the powers and 
duties of the Law 
Society. The Society 
believes that the 
Compendium will 
play an important 
role in assisting 
members with understanding 
the legislative environment in 
which they operate. 

Additional copies of the 
Compendium may be purchased, 
priced at €30 (plus postage 
and packing), from the Society. 

Telephone 01 672 4912 or email 
e.mccormack@lawsociety.ie.  g

Emma-Jane Williams is the Law 
Society’s policy development executive.

SOLICITORS ACTS 1954 TO 2008
&

LEGAL SERVICES OMBUDSMAN ACT 2009

A Compendium

Compendium cover chosen.indd   1

15/01/2010   16:14:37

        [1954.]               
                 

Solicitors Act, 1954.                
              [N

o. 36.]

8

Definition of 

“solicitor” 

substituted by 

section 3(1)(a), 

1994 Act, and  

extended by 

section 2, 2009 

Act. See page 89 

and page 224. 

“Supreme Court 

or” repealed by 

Part I, First 

Schedule, 1960 

Act. See page 76. 

Section 25, 1960 

Act, substituted 

President of the 

High Court for 

Chief Justice. See 

page 71. 

"the register of practising solicitors" has the meaning assigned to it in 

section 47; 

"registrar" has the meaning assigned to it in section 8; 

"the roll" has the meaning assigned to it in section 9; 

"the Society" means the Incorporated Law Society of Ireland; 

"solicitor" means a solicitor of the Courts of Justice;

"solicitor in the full-time service of the State" has the meaning assigned to 

it in subsection (3) of section 54; 

"solicitor qualified to practise" has the meaning assigned to it in 

subsection (1) of section 54; 

"trust" and "trustee" extend to implied or constructive trusts and to cases 

where the trustee has a beneficial interest in the trust property, and to the 

duties incident to the office of a personal representative, and "trustee", 

where the context admits, includes a personal representative; 

"unqualified person" means— 

(a) a solicitor who is not a solicitor qualified to practise, or 

(b) a person who is not a solicitor. 

(2) A reference in this Act to performance of functions includes, as 

respects powers, a reference to exercise of those powers. 

(3) A reference in this Act to contravention of a provision includes, 

where appropriate, a reference to refusal or failure to comply with that 

provision 

(4) A reference in this Act to the Chief Justice shall, where the function 

in question stands delegated under section 6 of this Act to a judge of the 

Supreme Court or High Court, be construed as a reference to that judge. 

4.—The functions vested in the Society by or under this Act shall be 

performed by the Council. 

5.—(1) The Society may make regulations in relation to any matter or 

thing referred to in this Act as prescribed or to be prescribed or as being 

the subject of regulations. 

(2) The Society may make regulations for the purpose of the execution 

of the provisions of this Act. 

(3) Every regulation made under this Act shall be laid by the Society 

before each House of the Oireachtas as soon as may be after it is made. 

Performance of 

functions of 

Society. 

Regulations 

generally. 
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ONE TO WaTch: NEW LEGISLaTION
Companies (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009
On 23 December 2009, the 
minister for Trade and commerce 
signed into law the companies 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) act 
2009. This act introduces new 
provisions to deal specifically with 
the re-domiciling of investment 
funds to Ireland. 

The minister stated: “This act 
introduces some important new 
provisions into the companies 
acts and includes a number 
of initiatives introduced as 
a response to new business 
opportunities recently identified 
by industry.” he added: “These 

measures include allowing 
certain companies continue on 
a temporary basis to use uS 
Generally accepted accounting 
Principles (uS GaaP) in the 
preparation of their accounts. The 
act also introduces a mechanism 
to allow certain types of collective 
investment fund to migrate their 
activities into and out of Ireland 
without firstly having to wind up in 
their current jurisdictions.” 
 
Company law amendments
the use of US GaaP: section 1, 
regarding transitional accounting 
standards, provides for the use of 
uS Generally accepted accounting 

Principles (GaaP) by certain parent 
companies during the transitional 
period of moving the company 
to Ireland, to the extent that the 
use of those principles does not 
contravene any of the provisions 
of the companies acts or any 
regulations thereunder. 

This section applies to 
the accounts of a relevant 
parent undertaking for the first 
four financial years after it is 
incorporated in the state or ends 
not later than 31 December 2015. 

continuation of foreign 
investment companies: the 2009 
act makes provision for a new 
section 256F to be inserted into 

the companies act 1990. This 
section provides that a body 
corporate, which is established 
and registered under the laws of 
a relevant jurisdiction (outside of 
Ireland) and which is a collective 
investment undertaking, may apply 
to the registrar to be registered as 
a migrating company in Ireland by 
way of continuation. 

The registrar shall not register 
the migrating company as a 
company in the state unless all of 
the requirements of the companies 
acts in respect of the registration 
and of matters precedent and 
incidental thereto have been 
complied with. 

On 15 December 2009, the 
Supreme Court decided the 

case of Roche v Roches ([2009] 
IESC 82). The court ruled on 
the constitutional status of three 
embryos created by Mary Roche 
and her husband through IVF 
treatment in 2002. The embryos 
were frozen at this time and 
never implanted. The applicant 
(Ms Roche) sought to have these 
frozen embryos made available 
to her for implantation. She 
argued that the right to life 
of the embryos should be 
vindicated by their implantation. 
Her estranged husband had, 
however, withdrawn his consent 
for the use of the embryos. 

In July of 2006, the High 
Court decided that there was no 
enforceable contract between 
Ms and Mr Roche entitling the 
former to make use of the spare 
embryos. The court also held 
that the embryos did not have 
the constitutional protection 

afforded to the ‘unborn’ by 
way of article 40.3.3. Ms Roche 
appealed the decision to the 
Supreme Court. Three years 
later, the Supreme Court 
unanimously dismissed the 
appeal. 

The five judges presiding 
in this case made references 
in their judgments to the need 
for appropriate legislation 
regulating the complex issue of 
assisted human reproduction. 
While the appeal was dismissed 
unanimously on the grounds 
that article 40.3.3 of the 
constitution does not apply to 
pre-implantation embryos, the 
Supreme Court agreed that the 
latter ought to be respected and 
protected. 

moral status
Murray CJ examined the moral 
status of embryos and the 
protection that society feels 
they should be owed. The 

Chief Justice concluded that the 
latter was a different issue to 
the matter at hand, which was 
whether the frozen embryo is 
human life within the meaning 
of article 40.3.3. The Chief 
Justice opined that it was not 
for a court of law to ultimately 
decide when human life begins. 
Murray CJ stated: “… it is for 
legislatures in the exercise of 
their dispositive powers to 
resolve such issues on the basis 
of policy choices. 

“The trial judge quoted 
from the report of the 
Constitution Review Group of 
the Oireachtas, published in 
1996, to the following effect: 
‘Definition is needed as to 
when the ‘unborn’ acquires 
the protection of the law. 
Philosophers and scientists 
may continue to debate when 
human life begins but the law 
must define what it intends to 
protect.’

“Therefore, in the context 
of this case, there is uncertainty 
or no consensus as to when 
human life begins. The choice 
as to how life before birth can 
be best protected, and therefore 
the point at which in law that 
protection should be deemed to 
commence, is a policy choice for 
the Oireachtas. 

“The courts do no have at 
their disposal objective criteria 
to decide this as a justiciable 
issue. […] The onus rests in 
the Oireachtas, to make the 
initial policy determination 
so as to define by law when 
‘the life of the unborn’ 
acquires protection. The other 
alternative is an amendment to 
the Constitution.” 

‘novel issues’ 
Justice Hardiman described the 
issues at hand as “novel issues in 
our jurisprudence”. He stated: 
“Science will not stand still 

Judges call for legislation on ass       isted human reproduction
the lack of legislation to govern pre-implantation embryos could see ireland becoming, by default, 
an unregulated environment for practises that may prove controversial, writes Joyce mortimer
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minister for the purposes of that 
provision.”

an overseas market purchase 
is defined as a purchase by a 
company that issues shares, or by 
subsidiary of that company, of the 
first-mentioned company’s shares, 
if the shares are purchased on 
a recognised stock exchange 
outside the state. The company 
that has issued the shares subject 
to an overseas market purchase 
shall publish on its website, for a 
continuous period of not less than 
28 days beginning on the day that 
next follows the overseas market 
purchase concerned and is a day 
on which the recognised stock 

exchange concerned is open for 
business, the following information: 
• The date of the overseas market 

purchase, 
• The price at which the shares 

were purchased, 
• The number of shares that were 

purchased, 
• The recognised stock exchange 

on which the shares were 
purchased. 

If a company defaults in complying 
with this section, the company and 
every officer of the company who 
is in default shall be guilty of an 
offence. 

iaaSa committee membership: 

Section 3(j) provides the list of 
registration documents required 
by the registrar. an application 
signed by a director of the migrating 
company must also be furnished. 

overseas market purchase: 
section 3 of the act introduces 
the ‘overseas market purchase’. 
Section 3(a) amends the definition 
of ‘recognised stock exchange’ 
as provided for by section 215 
of the companies act 1990. The 
new definition is as follows: “a 
recognised stock exchange for the 
purposes of any provision of the 
companies acts is an exchange 
or a market, whether within or 
outside the state, prescribed by the 

human rights watch

Judges call for legislation on ass       isted human reproduction
waiting for us to update our 
laws.” He highlighted the very 
serious considerations that arise 
upon an analysis of the legal 
status of embryos. The judge 
stated: “The fact that difficulties 
are raised does not absolve the 
legislature from the obligation 
to consider the degree of respect 
due to fertilised embryos and 
to act upon such consideration 
‘by its laws’. There has been a 
marked reluctance on the part 
of the legislature actually to 
legislate on these issues: the 
court simply draws attention to 
this. That is all it can do.” 

Justice Hardiman drew 
attention to the urgency of the 
issue, stating: “… scientific 
developments in the area of 
embryology and the culturing of 
stem cells will not stand still. It 
has been very recently suggested 
that it may shortly be possible 
to develop human sperm from 
such cells. 

“If the legislature does not 
address such issues, Ireland 
may become by default an 

unregulated environment for 
practices which may prove 
controversial or, at least, to give 
rise to a need for regulation.” 

‘treated with respect’
Justice Geoghegan opined that 
while the pre-implantation 
embryo does not have the 
constitutional protection 
afforded to the unborn, this 

does not alleviate the need for 
legislation to regulate the issue. 
He stated:  “I want however 
to make it clear at this stage 
that I am in agreement with 
the often expressed view that 
spare embryos, being lives or 
at least potential lives, ought 
to be treated with respect. The 
absence of a statute or statutory 
regulations indicating how 

that respect should be given 
is undesirable and arguably 
contrary to the spirit of the 
Constitution.” 

The moral and ethical 
dimensions to this issue are 
manifold. The judge emphasised 
the complexities involved, 
stating:  “Since most of the 
problems are of an ultra modern 
nature, I rather doubt that there 
is a constitutional solution to 
them, but that does not mean 
that there cannot and indeed 
should not be regulation by the 
Oireachtas.” 

‘relationship of carriage’
Justice Denham held firmly that 
the constitutional protection 
for the right to life of the 
unborn does not apply to pre-
implantation embryos. Her 
argument is based on the focus 
in article 40.3.3 on the special 
relationship between a mother 
and the child she carries. She 
stated that constitutional 
protection does not begin before 
this relationship of carriage 

section 27 of the companies 
(auditing and accounting) act 
2003 is amended by way of 
section 4 of the 2009 act. This 
section provides that a committee 
established by the Irish auditing 
and accounting Supervisory 
authority under section 27 
of the 2003 act (prior to the 
commencement of the 2009 
companies act) shall be deemed 
to have been properly constituted 
and shall be deemed to have all 
the necessary powers to perform 
its functions accordingly.  g

Joyce Mortimer is the Law Society’s 
human rights executive.
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commences. Having reached 
this conclusion, she went on 
to address the issue of spare 
embryos and their use, saying: 
“Some states have taken steps to 
prohibit the keeping of surplus 
embryos. Other states make 
specific provision in legislation 
for surplus embryos. There is 
no legislation in Ireland on the 
issue, nor any other form of 
regulation on assisted human 
reproduction.” 

She drew attention to the 
Report of the Commission on 
Assisted Human Reproduction 
(2005). The commission 
recommended that a regulatory 
body should be established by an 

act of the Oireachtas to regulate 
assisted human reproduction, 
and that appropriate guidelines 
should be put in place. 
Justice Denham stated that it 
was clearly a matter for the 
Oireachtas to regulate this 
sensitive and important area. 

wide abyss of ambiguity
Finally, Justice Fennelly’s 
judgment, albeit concise, also 
addressed the wide abyss of 
ambiguity existent in the area  
of assisted human reproduction 
in Ireland. The judge stated: “It 
is disturbing, to use no stronger 
word, that some four years  
after publication of the Report 

of the Commission on Assisted 
Human Reproduction, no 
legislative proposal has even 
been formulated. Counsel for 
the attorney general argued 
before us that there is no law 
or public policy regarding the 
protection of frozen embryos, 
in short that they have no legal 
status.” 

Subsequent to the Roche 
case, Minister for Health 
Mary Harney assured that 
proposals would be brought 
to government in the coming 
year to assist in the drafting 
of legislation to govern 
assisted human reproduction 
(AHR). A statement from the 

Department of Health said that 
the development and use of 
AHR technologies “raise legal, 
social and ethical issues that are 
complex and profound”. 

It is decidedly objectionable 
that there is no legislation to 
govern this multifaceted issue. It 
is neither fair nor right that the 
courts are being called upon to 
decipher matters of this nature. 
It is hoped that, five years after 
the Report of the Commission on 
Assisted Human Reproduction, this 
important subject will finally 
attain legal clarification. g

Joyce Mortimer is the Law Society’s 
human rights executive.
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letters

send your letters to: Law Society Gazette, Blackhall 
place, dublin 7, or email: gazette@lawsociety.ie

From: John Doyle, secretary, 
Irish Commercial Mediation 
Association, c/o Dillon Eustace, 
33 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, 
Dublin 2

in the course of a recent 
council meeting of the 

Irish Commercial Mediation 
Association (ICMA), it 
was noted that, despite the 
increasing acceptance of the 

benefits of mediation, many 
solicitors continue to show a 
distinct nervousness about using 
the process. ICMA believes that 
solicitors, as the first port of call 
for clients with a dispute, should 
be conversant with the process 
of mediation, as its use should 
be given consideration in all 
dispute situations. 

Mediation is an accepted 

feature of Commercial Court 
cases and similar provisions 
now apply in certain cases in 
the Circuit Court by virtue of 
SI 539 of 2009, which came 
into effect on 1 January 2010. 
As colleagues will know, this 
SI amends the rules of the 
Circuit Court and introduces 
a new order 19A, rule 7, which 
provides for the possibility of 

cases being adjourned while 
mediation or other forms of 
alternative dispute resolution 
are considered. The council of 
ICMA includes a number of 
solicitors and we would urge 
colleagues who have any queries 
regarding mediation to contact 
any member of the ICMA 
Council. Their contact details 
are available at www.icma.ie. 

nervous about commercial mediation

where’s the golf enterprise trophy, 1953?
From: Brian D O’Brien & Co, 
Solicitors, 23 Main Street, Swords, 
Co Dublin

i have been doing some research 
in the Gazette regarding 

solicitors and golf. 
The Enterprise Trophy 

originally was for an 
interprovincial team contest but, 
in recent history, has been played 
for by teams from Northern 
Ireland and Ireland. I have played 
in this competition since the late 
’70s and the actual trophy was 
never produced at any match! 
A replacement trophy made up 
of an old cigar tube and golf 
ball was presented instead, until 
the competition was suspended 
with the commencement of 
the quadrangular competition 
between Ireland, Northern 
Ireland, Wales and the Ontario 
Bar from Canada. A photo of 
the Enterprise Trophy appeared 
in the November 1953 edition 
of the Gazette, which would 
appear to be the only evidence 
that the trophy actually existed. 
Rumour has it that this was last 
seen flying in the air over the 
lakes of Killarney, having been 
jettisoned by some disgruntled 

golfer. However, in any event, 
it has gone missing. Could I ask 
that you publish this photo in 
your Gazette in the hope that 
it is sitting in some solicitor’s 
office? It would be great to get 
it back to be presented again at 
interprovincial contests in the 
future.

From the Law Society Gazette, 
November 1953:
“Following upon the very 
successful and enjoyable 
interprovincial meeting held 
at Little Island Golf Club, Co 
Cork last year on the invitation 

of the Southern Law Association, 
a similar meeting was held this 
year on Saturday 17 October at 
Balmoral Golf Club under the 
auspices of the Belfast Solicitors’ 
Association.

In the interprovincial team 
contest (Stableford), Ulster 
won with a total of 166 points, 
Leinster being second with 154 
points. Some of the Leinster 
players sportingly opted to play 
for Connaught to make up the 
full team for that province. 
A very handsome trophy was 
presented by the Southern 
Law Association for annual 

competition in this event, 
namely a silver replica of the 
Enterprise engine, to be known 
as the Enterprise Trophy. The 
inscription on the plinth reads 
‘A chose in action presented by 
the Southern Law Association 
for annual competition between 
solicitors from the several 
jurisdictions of Munster, Ulster, 
Leinster and Connaught’. 

The individual championship 
was won by Mr J Boston, 
Belfast, with a score of 37 
points, the runner-up being 
Mr AJ Walmsley, Belfast with 
35 points. The prize for best 
score by a visitor was won by 
Mr MT Neary with 33 points 
and Mr GJ Moloney won the 
special prize in respect of the 
score for four sealed holes.  All 
visitors were entertained to 
dinner by the Belfast Solicitors’ 
Association on the night prior 
to the competition – this date 
having been arranged so as to 
facilitate their return journey 
on the Saturday afternoon. The 
dinner was a most successful and 
enjoyable function and there was  
a large and distinguished attend-
ance to greet the visitors.”  g

Inauguration of the Enterprise all-Ireland Golf competition: 
Joseph Barrett (Dublin), aJ Walmsley (Belfast), and cJ Daly (cork), 

with the Enterprise Trophy
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w
hy did you go into law? 
I was a great believer in process and in 
reasoning and ensuring that there was 
a logic or process attached to every 
decision. I felt that being engaged 

in legal practice allowed me to advise members of the 
public in a private capacity on that process. 

I worked at the time as a rural general practitioner, 
engaged in the day-to-day business of law, serving as 
a lawyer in rural Ireland in the early 1980s. I would 
have cut my teeth in the District Court in places like 
Portarlington, Portlaoise, Abbeyleix and Rathdowney. 
Almost all of these court venues have now been 
amalgamated into Portlaoise. So legal practice has 
changed quite considerably. I was a general legal 
service practitioner in rural Ireland until 1987, when 
I was asked by Fine Gael to put my name forward for 
a selection convention. My father had been a TD for 
many years, representing the people of Laois/Offaly. 
He became ill in 1987. I was asked by the party if I 
would stand. I did, and I was successful. 

Fine Gael has been the main opposition party for quite 
some time now – what makes you get up and go into 
work every day? 
I think it is the excitement and variety in public 
service, the fact that every day brings something 
different. Mind you, there are remarkable similarities 
between practising law and practising politics in the 
day-to-day activity. One’s best laid-out diary can be 
upset by a sudden phone call early in the morning that 
can have a huge consequence on one’s diary.

CHarlie’s 
angles
Charlie flanagan td, solicitor and fine gael’s justice 

spokesman, says he’s up for the job, given the opportunity. 

mark mcdermott met him on the day that willie O’dea’s 

affidavit came up for discussion in the dáil

• life as a 
solicitor

• Organised crime 
and mandatory 
sentencing

• Bankers behind 
bars?

main pOints

Nothing like that this morning? 
No, but last week we had George Lee. Today, we have 
Willie O’Dea and his statements that I will be asking 
questions about in the afternoon. But I suppose the 
schedule and timetable of a TD is endless, insofar as 
every day brings something completely different. I 
have to marry the legislative functions of engaging in 
the legislative process here – the making of the rules 
and regulations, the processing of the legislation here 
in Dublin on the one hand, with, say, the constituency 
representative function of a rural TD on the other, 
and it is a question of having a balance. 

At the beginning of February, Fine Gael was very 
critical of the government with regard to tackling 
criminal gangs and organised crime. How would your 
party tackle these problems? 
Well, from the criminal justice point of view, what 
we need is a greater level of coordination. We have 
a number of almost independent republics. We have 
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the gardaí, we have the Courts Service, we have the prison system, 
and we have the probation and welfare services. There is not, if you 
like, a great level of coordination or pulling together of all these 
agencies within the criminal justice system. I think there is a duty 
on government to make sure there is a more coordinated approach. 
It seems to me to be a little unfair on the Garda Síochána that we 
would expect the guards to clean up our streets of drug-taking 
when, for example, our ports and small airstrips are such a soft 
touch in terms of the illegal importation of drugs into the state. 

In the past 12 months, much legislation has been introduced 
specifically to deal with gangland issues. Is this legislation being used 
to good effect? 
We in Fine Gael, when I was appointed as spokesman, said we 
would support the government in its introduction of robust 
legislation that would make a difference. We supported the 
criminal justice legislation package of last year. But really, you 
can have all the legislation in the world, but unless you have the 
resources and the enforcement procedures to go with it, that 
legislation is pretty useless. For example, we have not had any 

gangland hearings in the Special Criminal Court to date. We have 
not seen the benefits that were heralded by the new legislation, so 
it is important that we look at more than legislation, that we look 
at procedure and that we look at resources, and that needs to be 
done in a coordinated way. 

We spend so much on our prison system that we need a root-
and-branch policy review of our prisons, because clearly it is 
not working. Our prisons are full to capacity. We have serious 
problems with drugs within our prisons and we have the totally 
unacceptable scenario where people have been convicted by the 
courts and sent down – many of them convicted of very serious 
criminal offences and sentenced to long periods of incarceration 
– but there are reports and evidence that they are continuing to 
run their evil empires from behind prison bars. There are reports 
that gangland murders have been ordered from within prisons. 
That is bringing the whole role and function of prison very much 
into disrepute if people can continue to engage in crime from 
within prison, and it is very difficult for any minister for justice to 
convince the people that [the government] is going to clean up the 
streets if we have this occurring behind bars within our prisons. 
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One thing that Fine Gael would do – and I would 
be anxious to see – would be an end to automatic 
remission. Obviously, down the years, we have 
enjoyed the concept of remission for prisoners 
ab initio. It is my belief that remission should be 
earned, either through education, literacy, working, 
certificates or preparation for life after prison and 
reintegration [to society]. I would bring an end to 
automatic remission. 

Would that not put further pressure on the prison 
system as it currently stands? 
It would not necessarily, because we have thousands 
of people in prison on an annual basis for non-
payment of a civil debt, or for non-payment of fines, 
and that should be stopped. I don’t believe there is 
any role or function for [prison sentences for] non-
payment of a civil debt. I would look more towards 
attachment of earnings or community service, or 
both. I think prison should be reserved for serious 
criminals convicted of serious crime who pose a threat 
to society and communities. The jailing of 62 people 
last year for non-payment of a TV licence fee to my 
mind is wrong. 

As well as ending remission, I believe there are 

very strong arguments in favour of having a minimum 
mandatory life sentence of not less than 25 years for 
gun murders, save in exceptional circumstances. 

Why stop at gun murders? Why not include knife 
murders … any murder? 
Because a life sentence is the most serious sentence 
that can be handed down by the courts when a jury 
convicts somebody of murder. The judge has no 
choice but to sentence the person to a mandatory life 
sentence. However, if one looks at the length of time 
that murderers serve in prison, we can see that it is not 
anything like a life sentence. 

Recently we had the unacceptable spectacle in the 
High Court where a witness gave evidence in a murder 
trial that a person – the defendant, who was ultimately 
convicted and is now spending time in jail – was 
reported as having said: “Listen, if you are going to 
commit a murder, Ireland is the place to do it, because 
you will be out after eight or ten years.” I mean, that to 
my mind is a sad reflection on aspects of the criminal 
justice system. 

Just to speak about mandatory sentencing for a 
moment, I am not a great fan of mandatory sentences, 
but I do believe that there is grave disquiet in 

lifesliCe Of
Home place 
From mountmellick, co Laois, 
originally, but lives in Portlaoise. 
married to mary, they have two 
daughters, Olwen (20), studying 
business and economics in Trinity, 
and Sorcha (13), boarding in 
King’s hospital School in Dublin 
– “both of whom are interested 
in politics, but neither terribly 
interested in law”. 

education
“I was educated in Knockbeg 
college, carlow, and board- 
ing school. I did history and 
politics in ucD. I studied in Black-
hall Place and qualified in 1982.” 

most influential person
“my father was a public 
representative, or actually ‘public 
servant’ in the strict sense. While 

he may be a long time dead, I 
think the values that he embraced 
are valid for me, and I often look 
to them, insofar as being open 
and hard working, and maybe not 
having all the answers, but being 
committed to the task.” 

Chilling out
“I do no more than walk with my 
big dog, Ernie, a half elkhound. 

he and I go off on a Saturday and 
Sunday morning to the woods and 
we reflect on the week that has 
gone by and the week to come.” 

reading?
“I am reading myles Dungan’s 
conspiracy, which is a fantastic 
read of criminal trials in the 19th 
century. I am getting through it 
slowly but it is a great read.” 
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communities at the lack of consistency among the 
judiciary in terms of sentencing. Now, of course, I 
recognise the separation of powers and the need to 
ensure that we, as legislators, don’t interfere with 
the discretion of judges, but I do believe that it is 
incumbent on the judiciary to introduce an element of 
consistency that is not there currently. 

What about white-collar crime? Do you think that there 
are bankers in Ireland who should be behind bars? 
I do, I do. On the face of it, yes, there is undoubtedly 
a prima facie case against a number of senior bankers, 
and I would form the view that, again, public opinion 
may well be that, because of it, there is a two-tier 
system – that white-collar crime is not treated within 
the criminal justice system in the same way as other 
criminal offences. I think it is wrong that people who 
are clearly in breach of both company law and criminal 
law have not yet been brought to court. 

Do you think Fine Gael would have made any difference 
had it been in power?
I think it is important that there be certain targets. I 
mean, it is a year now since the Director of Corporate 
Enforcement announced his investigation into banking, 
and I don’t think when that announcement was made 
that people felt that a full year would elapse without 
any files arriving at the office of the DPP, or without 
the DPP taking any action – that we have criminal 
charges. Now, the director did state himself that there 
was a resource issue, but I think that was dealt with, and 
had it been dealt with in a more rapid manner by the 
government, maybe action would have been taken by 
now. But I think it is essential that both the Director 
of Corporate Enforcement and the Director of Public 
Prosecutions act on what, on the face of it, appears to 
be a breach of the criminal law. 

I think it is important that there would be certain 
time limits and targets placed on, for example, the 
Director of Corporate Enforcement. I would have 
thought that perhaps he might have published an 
interim report that would indicate what exactly he has 
done to date, or what he proposes to do, but a scenario 
[exists] where people who may have a case to answer 

are enjoying the high life in more sunnier climes and 
away from the economic hardship that families are 
suffering by their actions. To my mind, that again is a 
poor reflection of our criminal justice system. 

How do you react to rogue solicitors and their effect on 
the image of the profession? 
Some high-profile cases have undoubtedly let down the 
profession in a way that is unfair to the 99% of hard-
working members of the profession who are engaged 
in what is the essence of public service – serving the 
public, serving the needs of the citizen, albeit for the 
most part in the private sector. I think that the high-
profile cases have damaged the profession, but the 
profession has responded by changing its structures 
and not being resistant to change, and I think a major 
component of that change will be the Legal Services 
Ombudsman, whose appointment is somewhat 
overdue. 

Are any names being whispered?
I don’t know. If their names are being whispered, I am 
not sure, but I think the delay is somewhat undue. 

Another challenge that the Law Society faces is 
on the matter of, I would say, the sole practitioner. It 
is a well-hackneyed phrase that the sole practitioner 
represents the backbone of the profession, but being 
a sole practitioner has become a lonely and fraught 
endeavour for many. I think there is a lot to be said – 
having practised myself, albeit for a very short period 
as a sole practitioner – for the pooling of resources. I 
think there is a lot to be said for being in a position to 
have a cup of coffee with colleagues on a daily basis, to 
talk about a difficult file or a problem. 

I think sole practitioners should not be reluctant 
to embrace amalgamations, particularly in smaller 
practices, and particularly, but not exclusively, the 
rural general practice, because we are moving more 
and more now towards [the role of] specialist advisor. 
Sometimes I feel that the debate is being stifled with 
the hackneyed answer about the sole practitioner 
being the backbone of the profession. In other words, 
it is untouchable, and sometimes I feel for sole 
practitioners, of which there are many.  g

“In many cases, 

particularly in 

criminal drug 

cases, what we 

as legislators 

laid down to be 

a mandatory 

sentence is not 

being adhered 

to by the courts, 

who appear to 

be opting for 

the ‘exceptional 

circumstances’”
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praCtiCe management

• monitoring and 
managing your 
practice

• devising a 
business plan

• reviewing your 
overheads

• timely and 
accurate billing

main pOints

t
his year is set to be one of the most 
challenging trading times of the last 
decade. Our business management skills 
are being tested to the limit, and the year 
ahead will clearly highlight those who 

took the glamorous route of surfing on the crest of 
the ‘Celtic Tiger’ wave and those who battled and 
ripped through the breakers. Anyone can manage a 
business during a boom; however, it requires skill, 
determination and real entrepreneurship to manage 
through a recession. With cash flow crucial for the 
survival of many businesses, you must monitor and 
manage all aspects of your practice: cash collection 
and billable and controllable overheads, to name some 
of the key areas.

profit motive
Most people enter business to make a profit. It is 
simple business economics: profit = survival.
Business owners across all sectors fall into two 
categories when it comes to making profits, taking 
either a passive approach or an active approach. 
A passive approach means you are happy to rely on 
whatever profits are left after paying all the overheads 
– surprisingly, the majority of people settle for this 
option. A passive style of managing your practice does 
not involve setting goals or preparing any business 
development plans. You merely accept whatever is left 
over after you clear all the overheads and, as a result, 

inadequate profits lead to insufficient investment in your 

practice and in pension provision and, ultimately, will be 

reflected in an inadequate retirement income. it’s time to 

get with the programme, says Yvonne mcCormack

BOttOm
tHe

line

you tailor your lifestyle to suit the profits remaining at 
the end of the year. It is a real ‘que sera sera’ approach 
and will not get you through the difficult year ahead. 

The alternative is to take an active approach to 
business management. This will be a hard approach 
to take given the economic outlook, but will be the 
only option to ensure business survival. This approach 
means you decide how much is needed to cover salary, 
tax, pension and overheads and then strive to achieve 
this amount. Too few people adopt this approach, 
despite the fact that it’s the preferable of the two 
options. You must strive to make enough profit to 
enable you to achieve both business survival and your 
overall goals.

Profit is critical for working capital and retirement 
planning. Inadequate profits will result in an 
inadequate investment in your practice, pension 
provision, and ultimately an inadequate retirement 
income. To use a cliché ‘turnover is vanity, profit is 
sanity and cash is reality!’ Think profit at all times. 
You must adapt an active approach to profit now. 
Don’t leave it too late to plan your business/future – 
act now.

man with a plan 
The majority of solicitors focus their energies 
predominantly on providing a service to their clients. 
However, this is often done to the detriment of 
their own practices. The majority of your time will 
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obviously be spent working in the business, but you 
must also set aside time to work on the development 
of the business. The most profitable legal practices 
are the ones that have devoted the time to plan and 
review their operation. 

Step one is to formulate a business plan. Identify 
where you are now, decide what you want from your 
business, and establish a mission. Decide where you 
want to be five, ten or 20 years from now. Once you 
have set aside time to answer the above questions, 
you can then start to document your business plan 
and set your goals for the next five years. Your 
practice will not survive if you continue to do the 
same thing as you have been doing, but expect 
to achieve different results. Setting aside time to 
manage your business will be the key to survival. 
The recession has had a serious negative impact 
across all business sectors. However, it has brought 
some positives too. Business managers/owners are 
now examining their overheads and identifying areas 
of waste and inefficiency, which in the boom went 
unnoticed. You must review all your overheads in 
detail. Key overheads for most practices are: 
•	Staff salaries,
•	Rent,
•	Professional indemnity insurance,
•	Advertising, 
•	Printing and stationery, and 
•	Telephone. 

Staff salaries. As a rule of thumb, your wage costs 
should be about a third of your total turnover. Some 
practices struggle to achieve this goal. Solicitors’ 
practices seem to be very reluctant to implement wage 
cuts or redundancies. Most other business sectors 
have all implemented pay cuts from 5% to 20% 
across all staff levels. You need to address this issue 
as soon as possible. A lot of practices are overstaffed, 
and you need to ask yourself whether yours should 
be a profitable one-solicitor practice or a struggling 
two-man show. The luxury of deciding what work 
you would like or not like to do is now gone – for 
example, litigation may not be your cup of tea, but it 
could be the difference between a profit and loss in 
your accounts.

Rent. This is an overhead that, if applicable to your 
practice, also requires examination. Are you paying 
too high a rent given the current economic climate? 
Meet with your landlord and discuss the possibility of 
a rent reduction. Every saving made will increase the 
profitability of the practice.

Professional indemnity insurance. Cover rocketed 
this year, but it’s a necessity that you have very little 
control over. You should, however, budget for this 
cost and ensure you have adequate finance available 
to pay for it when the time comes. Ensure you spend 
time completing the form and detail the services 
provided correctly.

Advertising. This is a necessary overhead if you are 
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serious about growing and developing your business, 
but spending should be monitored very closely. There 
are many ways of advertising at minimum cost to the 
business. Consider guest speaking at seminars, or 
writing articles in trade magazines or for national/
local newspapers. If your business is to thrive in today’s 
highly competitive environment, then everyone 
employed within your practice needs to be involved in 
marketing, from the receptionist to the senior partner. 
Ensure your receptionist is enthusiastic and positive 
when dealing with clients on the telephone. Consider 
sending emails/flyers detailing services offered by your 
firm. For example, a lot of your clients may not realise 
that solicitors deal with employment 
law issues and can help with day-to-day 
problems arising with staff. Referrals 
are the key to growing your business. 
Remind your clients that you are always 
looking for new business and ask them 
to refer you whenever possible. When a 
client makes a successful referral, thank 
them and acknowledge the referral 
made.

Printing and stationery/telephone. 
The area of printing and stationery is 
notorious for high profit margins. You 
should seek out alternative suppliers 
and try to obtain the best deal possible. Recycle paper 
where possible. There are savings to be made by 
simply switching your telephone service provider and 
ensuring you have the right business package to suit 
your needs. 

surviving the recession
Fee income for all solicitor practices is dropping – in 
some cases between 10% and 30%. Despite best 
efforts in saving and cutting costs, if the top line is 
reducing, the pressure on the bottom line will not be 
overcome. 

Timely and accurate billing is of utmost importance, 
given that all predictions indicate that economic 
growth will be slow and that there is a high level 
of uncertainty surrounding the current economic 
situation. Cash is king, and is crucial if your practice 

is to survive the difficult year ahead. If your practice 
is engaged in litigation, then insist on payment up 
front for medical reports. Consider setting a limit on 
outlays expended on behalf of clients and, if it reaches 
a certain level, then seek payment from the client 

immediately.
Prompt billing will inevitably lead to 

prompt payment, as clients have a clear sense 
of what the bill relates to. If you issue a 
client a bill months after the work has been 

carried out then, in some cases, the value of 
the work done is lost to the client. This can lead 

to arguments over the fee and discounts being issued. 
Try to resolve any issues surrounding fees as soon as 
possible and respond quickly to missing bill enquiries. 

when the going gets tough
It will be a tough task to grow your business in 2010. 
Clients are looking at the cost of fees. Past loyalties 
no longer mean you will retain the client and, as a 
result, clients will be on the move to and from other 
practices. 

You could also consider the possibility of buying 
another practice. A merger or an acquisition may be a 
good way of securing your future. When considering 
buying another practice, ensure you engage the 
services of suitably qualified professionals to carry out 
a due diligence on the target practice. Select a practice 
with a similar client base or perhaps a practice that has 

a specialised niche area of the market. 
Synergy of costs by merging a practice 
may turn a non-profitable practice 
into a profitable one by saving on rent, 
salaries and so on. Despite general 
opinions, a number of the financial 
institutions are prepared to back a 
merger or acquisition, particularly 
within the legal sector.

Consider other areas of expertise 
that may be within your firm that 
have not yet been exploited. Perhaps 
one of your solicitors has developed 
a particular field of expertise that has 

gone unnoticed due to the high level of conveyancing 
undertaken over the past few years. It may now be 
time to capitalise on this expertise and promote this in 
the year ahead. 

In summary, if you fail to plan, you plan to fail. 
Take the time to consider your business and know 
exactly where you need to be in 12 months’ time. The 
good times are over for the foreseeable future, and it 
is now essential to work at making a profit. 

The passive approach to profit making is not an 
option. Take control of your business and take an 
active approach to profit making. Profits are still there 
to be made, but the right approach must be taken. 
Remember: the bottom line is the bottom line.  g

Yvonne McCormack is a partner in the audit and accounts 
services section of Haydon Chartered Accountants. 
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t
he National Asset Management Agency Act 
was signed into law on 22 November 2009, 
and 21 December was the establishment 
day for the purposes of section 8 of the act.

Part 1 of the act comprises seven 
sections. Section 2 contains the purposes of the act, 
while section 7 sets out the offences under the act and 
provides, among other things, that it is an offence to 
disclose confidential information. 

It is also an offence if a person intentionally, 
recklessly or through gross negligence provides false 
or inaccurate information to NAMA. Furthermore, 
various offences are specified in relation to a person 
that intentionally withholds information. A credit 
institution that commits an offence is liable on 
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding €5,000 
or, on conviction on indictment, to a fine not 
exceeding €20,000,000. 

A person other than a credit institution that 
commits an offence is liable on summary conviction 
to a fine not exceeding €5,000, or imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding 12 months, or both; or, on 
conviction on indictment, to a fine not exceeding 
€5,000,000, or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 
five years, or both. Section 7 also deals with offences 
that have been committed by a body corporate and, 
in certain circumstances, exposes a director, manager, 
secretary or other officer to the latter set of sanctions. 

acquisition of bank assets 
Part 6, sections 80 to 111, deal with acquisition 
of bank assets and impose certain obligations on 
participating institutions. The applicant credit 
institution or participating institution must produce 
for inspection credit facility documentation, books 
and records kept in connection with an eligible bank 
asset. NAMA can make an application to the High 
Court in the event of non-compliance. A debtor, 
associated debtor, guarantor or surety of a credit 

facility that has been notified that the credit facility 
is an eligible bank asset must cooperate and must, 
in good faith, promptly furnish to the participating 
institution such information relating to the eligible 
bank asset as the participating institution requests. 
The participating institution may apply to the High 
Court for an order directing the person to comply 
with the requirement. In both instances, the court 
may make any interlocutory order it considers 
necessary in the circumstances. These hearings may 
be conducted otherwise than in public.

NAMA may acquire an eligible bank asset of a 
participating institution, although it is not obliged to 
acquire any particular, or any eligible bank asset on 
any grounds. 

powers in relation to assets 
Chapter 2 of part 9 facilitates the disposal of assets 
by NAMA by transfer, assignment, conveyance, sale 
or otherwise, notwithstanding a legal or equitable 
restriction on such sale and notwithstanding a 
contractual or statutory impediment, requirement for 
notice to, or documentation from, a third party or 
any other statutory restriction on sale (section 139). 
NAMA can discharge prior charges in accordance 
with their terms (section 140). It can apply to the 
District Court to enter onto land secured by an 
acquired charge in order carry out works to preserve 
the asset (section 141). In executing a deed of 
conveyance with regard to its interest in land, NAMA 
effects an extinguishment of all charges to which it 
has priority, and those chargees only have recourse 
to the proceeds of sale (section 142). NAMA, in 
executing a conveyance of its legal estate in land, 
brings to an end any equitable interest in the land, 
so that the purchaser (with or without notice) takes 
the land clear of that interest (subject to certain 
exceptions). The equitable interest thereafter attaches 
to the proceeds of sale (section 143).

given that no assets have yet been transferred to nama, it remains to be 

seen how effective it will be in achieving its purposes. Hugh B Byrne and 

louis mcentagart give an overview of some of the parts of the NAMA Act that 

may be relevant to practitioners

nama drama   ding     dong!
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Pursuant to chapter 3, NAMA is given the power 
to appoint statutory receivers where either a power of 
sale or a power of appointment becomes exercisable 
(section 147). These receivers are not subject to 
certain restrictions imposed under the Land and 
Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009, they are the 
deemed agent of the chargor, they are not displaced 
by the appointment of a liquidator or examiner, and 
they are not obliged to sell charged property at any 
particular time or at all.

Pursuant to chapter 4, NAMA can apply to court 
for a vesting order where the sum secured by its 
charge is unlikely to be recovered in a sale within 
three months and the power of sale is exercisable. 
On such application, a court shall make an order 
vesting the land in NAMA if satisfied that there is 
no reasonable prospect of redemption and if satisfied 
that the sum secured would not be recovered on sale 
within three months. On the making of the order, the 
court will order payment by NAMA to prior charge 
holders of the lesser of the value of their charge or 
the value of the land, and payment of the value of the 
charge or the value of the land or the remainder of 
it in the case of multiple charge holders. This order 
extinguishes the chargors equity of redemption, vests 
title in NAMA, and extinguishes the interest of other 

chargees (section 155). 
Chapter 5 facilitates the compulsory acquisition 

of land by NAMA where it can satisfy the conditions 
as set out in section 158. The right to acquire is 
subject to first making a reasonable attempt to 
acquire the land by agreement. The acquisition must 
be on application to court and must be on notice 
to interested parties, and the court is obliged to 
consider objections from persons claiming an interest 
or estate in the land. The order will be made if the 
court is satisfied that either the conditions in section 
158(1) or (2) apply. Following the making of an 
acquisition order, NAMA may serve a notice to treat 
on interested parties and may, prior to conveyance 
or ascertainment of price, enter into possession. 
NAMA may apply for an order vesting the land in 
it prior to the fixing of compensation and prior to 
the conveyance of estates or interests to it where 
such vesting is necessary in connection with the 
purpose for which it has been authorised to acquire 
the land. Compensation in default of agreement 
shall be assessed in accordance with the Acquisition 
of Land (Assessment of Compensation) Act 1919. The 
effect of the transfer order is to vest the fee simple 
free from encumbrances in NAMA, together with 
all estates, rights, titles and interests from the date 

nama drama   ding     dong!

We said ‘Nama’, not ‘llama’
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specified in the order. All rights of way, easements 
and wayleaves in, on, relating to or over the land shall 
vest in NAMA. Persons so affected will be entitled to 
compensation.

Pursuant to Chapter 6, a person who owns charged 
land and other relevant land (or where he holds an 
option with regard to, or interest in, other land) 
cannot deal with it without reasonable notice to 
NAMA, where the fact that such relevant land or 
interest or option is not owned by NAMA gives rise 
to it not being able to realise the full value of the 
charged land. Failure to comply with this restriction 
can render a transfer voidable at NAMA’s option, 
save as against a purchaser in good faith for value. 

A debtor, associated debtor or a person who is a 
person on whose behalf the debtor or 
associated debtor acts as nominees or 
trustee in relation to an acquired bank 
asset shall not, if such person is in 
default in relation to an acquired bank 
asset, acquire a legal or beneficial 
interest in any property comprised in 
the security forming an acquired bank 
asset (section 172(3)).

The minister may also prohibit 
or restrict the acquisition by certain 
persons in a prescribed class of debtor, 
or persons connected with those 
persons, of any legal or beneficial 
interest in property comprised in the 
security forming an acquired bank 
asset, where that person is in material 
default of any payment obligation to 
NAMA or a NAMA group entity for 
which a satisfactory arrangement to 
remedy the default has not been made. The minister 
can regulate the requirements that such a person 
would have to meet in order to acquire property 
forming part of the security comprised in an 
acquired bank asset or bank assets of a specified class 
of acquired bank assets.

legal proceedings
Chapter 2 of part 10 relates to legal proceedings 
commenced on or after 30 July 2009 and applies to 
legal proceedings commenced by a person who is 
a debtor, associated debtor, guarantor or surety in 
relation to a bank asset, or a participating institution 
in connection with a bank asset if the bank asset 
is specified (whether at the commencement of the 
proceedings or afterwards) in an acquisition schedule.

A claim to which chapter 2 applies gives rise only 
to a remedy in damages or other relief that does not 
in any way affect the bank asset, its acquisition, or 
the interest of NAMA or the NAMA group entity or 
any property the subject of any security that is part 
of such bank asset. It is possible to apply for an order 
that a person may apply for a remedy other than or 
in addition to the aforesaid remedies, although the 
leave of court is required to make such an application. 

In effect, in order to apply for a remedy other than 
damages or a relief that does not in any way affect the 
bank asset, a two-stage mechanism is in place. Firstly, 
the applicant must apply for leave to apply for such a 
remedy. This application may be made on an ex parte 
basis. If leave is granted, the application for an order 
permitting a person to apply for an additional remedy 
is made. The court will only make the latter order if it 
is satisfied that, if the claim were established, damages 
would not be an adequate remedy. 

Chapter 3 of part 10 deals with legal proceedings 
generally and applies to all legal proceedings to which 
NAMA or the NAMA group entity is or becomes a 
party, relating to a designated bank asset or acquired 
bank asset, or otherwise relating to NAMA. The act 

provides, among other things, that:
• NAMA may elect to be substituted 

as plaintiff for a participating 
institution, 

• NAMA may elect to be substituted 
as a counterclaimant for a 
participating institution, 

• A judgment obtained by a 
participating institution shall 
be taken to have been assigned 
to NAMA or the NAMA group 
entity concerned, 

• The court shall make orders 
for costs in relation to any 
interlocutory applications and 
measure same. 

Limitations are also provided on the 
power to grant injunctive relief and in 
relation to judicial review.

Where an interlocutory application has been made, 
the court shall make orders for costs and, having heard 
submissions from the parties in relation to the level of 
the costs, the court shall measure the costs. These costs 
are enforceable against the party directed to pay the 
costs. If the costs are not discharged within 30 days, 
any party to the proceedings can apply to court, or the 
court can, of its own motion, impose such terms as to 
the continuation of proceedings pending the discharge 
of the costs. 

This mechanism ensures that costs are discharged 
on an ongoing basis and may provide parties to the 
proceedings with comfort against costs incurred in 
proceedings involving a party with solvency issues. 
A different procedure is in place in relation to costs 
arising from a review of whether or not a bank asset is 
an eligible bank asset (see section 118). 

Given that no assets have yet been transferred to 
NAMA, it remains to be seen how effective NAMA 
will be in achieving the purposes of the act.  g

Hugh B Byrne and Louis McEntagart are practising 
barristers and the co-authors of The National Asset 
Management Agency Act 2009: Annotations and 
Commentary (Bloomsbury Professional). 
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i
n the current economic climate, there has 
been much discussion of mortgages and, more 
particularly, the defaulting of borrowers on 
such mortgages. It is not, then, surprising 
that a number of new measures have been 

introduced, changing not only the law in relation to 
the enforcement of such securities, but also the manner 
in which they are created. In particular, the Land and 
Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009 has created a new 
legal regime, the effects of which will be felt for many 
years to come. In tandem with this major piece of law 
reform are changes to Circuit Court rules that will 
streamline the operation of such suits in practice. 

Conceptual and procedural changes
The mortgage provisions contained in the new act 
came into effect on 1 December 2009. Parts 10 and 
11 of the act re-enact many of the provisions relating 
to mortgages contained in the Conveyancing Acts 
1881-1911. For the most part, these changes are a 
restatement of the existing law, but there are some 
conceptual and procedural changes introduced that are 
of significance. 

The first point of note is that parts 10 and 11 apply 
to all mortgages created after the commencement date 
– that is, mortgages created prior to that date would 
seem to be subject to the old legal rules, with only new 
mortgages being governed by the act. 

Secondly, most of the provisions can be ‘contracted 
out of’, as was the case under the Conveyancing Acts, 
and most lending institutions already have standard 
mortgage documentation in place to take account of 
this. However, the provisions of part 10 may not be 
contracted out of for new mortgages for residential 
premises, described as ‘housing loan mortgages’. A 
‘housing loan mortgage’ is broadly defined by the act 
as a credit agreement on the security of a mortgage to 
enable a person to buy, construct, improve or refinance 
a house to be used as the principal residence of the 
borrower or one of his dependants, or to construct a 
dwelling where the borrower is dealing as a consumer. 

It will not be possible for a lender to exercise their 
rights of possession and sale over properties secured 

there has been much recent discussion of mortgages and borrowers 

defaulting on them. a series of new legal measures have introduced 

significant changes into the way mortgage enforcement suits are run. 

neil maddox explains

suits you,  sir
by a housing loan mortgage without a court order, 
unless they obtain the written consent of the borrower. 
This latter requirement is particularly onerous, as 
the consent must be given within seven days of the 
taking of possession or sale of the property, a hugely 
impractical requirement. The mortgagee in possession 
will no longer be in adverse possession of the property, 
and will not extinguish the borrowers’ rights after 12 
years. 

further changes
Further changes have been introduced to reflect the 
fact that a mortgage is security for a loan. As such, all 
of a mortgagee’s remedies in event of default by the 
mortgagor must now be exercised to realise the security 
or protect the mortgaged property, and this must be 
averred to in evidence. A particularly useful provision 
has been introduced for summarily taking possession of 
abandoned property in order to protect the mortgaged 
property. This is independent of the mortgagee’s right 
of possession and does not in any way affect that power. 

Furthermore, a mortgagee who takes possession in 
these circumstances is relieved of having to account 
strictly as a mortgagee in possession would normally 
be obliged to do. The application can be made (one 
would assume in a summary manner) before either the 
District Court or any other court seised of proceedings 
relating to the mortgaged property. If enforcement 
proceedings were already in being and the mortgagee 
wished to seek such an emergency order, it can be done 
as part of those proceedings. The mortgagee must 
satisfy the court that the property is abandoned and, 
as a matter of urgency, an order should be granted 
to prevent deterioration, damage or the entry of 
trespassers (for example, the presence of squatters on 
the land). The court is granted a broad discretion as to 
the terms of the order and, in particular, may specify 
the length of the period of possession, the works that 
are to be carried out, and the costs allowable to the 
mortgagee. It seems clear that the costs of taking 
possession of and repairing the property, as well as 
those incurred in making it fit for sale, will be allowed 
to the mortgagee in any account. 

• procedural 
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The creation of legal mortgages over unregistered 
land is now brought into line with the law for 
registered land and will in future operate by way of 
charge. A mortgagee’s remedies will now vest on 
the execution of the mortgage, but they will become 
exercisable in the same manner as before. Also, much 
of the court’s discretion to deal with mortgage suits 
has been given statutory expression, and a number of 
archaic and unused doctrines have been abolished or 
substantially amended. 

The distinction between the power of sale arising 
and becoming exercisable has also been abolished. 
After the commencement of this part, a mortgagee’s 
remedies vest as soon as the mortgage is created, 
and are no longer dependant upon some default 
occurring. A mortgagee may now have the power to 
sell the property, free from the equity of redemption, 
irrespective of whether the power of sale has become 
exercisable. He is still not concerned to inquire if there 
is any irregularity in the exercise of the power of sale. 
Prior to the commencement of this chapter, it was 
extremely important for a purchaser of mortgaged 

lands from the mortgagee to discover if the power 
of sale has arisen (normally after some default had 
occurred) in order to pass good title to a purchaser. 
This is no longer the case, and a purchaser from such a 
mortgagee need no longer be concerned to see if some 
default had occurred, as was previously the case.

Part 10 also introduces a requirement, much 
followed in practice, that the mortgagee give 28 days 
written notice to the mortgagor before any of the 
rights become exercisable. This gives the mortgagor 
time to redeem the situation before the matter is 
brought to court. 

new Circuit Court Rules
Part 10 of the 2009 act indicates that, where a 
mortgage is a ‘housing loan mortgage’, the Circuit 
Court has exclusive jurisdiction to hear enforcement 
claims on foot of it – that is, jurisdiction has been 
removed from the High Court to hear such claims. 
Part 10 applies prospectively, to all mortgages created 
after 1 December 2009, and this prohibition does 
not apply to all existing mortgages as of that date. 
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However, there has been an agreement among the Irish 
lending institutions that they will pursue these cases in 
the Circuit Court. It should be noted, however, that a 
plaintiff moving on foot of one of these ‘old’ mortgages 
may still be called upon to prove that the court has 
jurisdiction by virtue of the rateable valuation of the 
property, as the 2009 act does not grant it to mortgages 
created prior to its commencement. 

In anticipation of the increase in mortgage suits 
that will be processed by the Circuit Court, procedural 
changes have been introduced to the Circuit Court Rules 
by virtue of SI 264 of 2009. 

First, a new form of civil bill is introduced (a 
possession/well-charging civil bill)  and addended to 
the SI. The hearing will now be on affidavit evidence 
(as it currently is in the High Court) unless there is an 
issue that requires determination at plenary hearing. 
The civil bill is returnable to the county registrar, who 
is given wide powers to make directions in relation 
to how the matter may proceed. If no 
appearance or defence is filed, or if no 
replying affidavit is filed that reveals 
a prima facie defence to the claim, the 
county registrar may make an order of 
possession of the property. These are far 
more extensive powers than those vested 
in the master of the High Court. If such 
an affidavit is filed, the matter is sent 
forward to the circuit judge for hearing. 

Registration of Deeds and Title Act
The 2006 act abolished land certificates 
and certificates of charge. They were 
still of legal effect, however, for three 
years after the commencement of 
the act. As such, a chargeholder who 
retained the land certificate could 
prevent the registration of further 
encumbrances. As of 1 January 
2010, the transitional period has ceased, and these 
certificates are worthless. It will be possible to register 
encumbrances against a folio without the production 
of the land certificate. Any person or body who held 
a land certificate by way of security and who has not 
registered that interest as a lien under the 2006 act 
should do so immediately, as they risk losing priority to 
another encumbrancer who registered their interest in 
the interim. 

Judgment mortgages
Part 11 of the 2009 act abolishes many of the archaic 
requirements in relation to the registration and 
enforcement of judgment mortgages contained in the 
Judgment Mortgages Acts 1850-58, and all judgment 
mortgages registered from its commencement must 
be done under the new legislation. It appears that all 
judgment mortgages registered prior to 1 December 
2009 will be subject to the old law, as a ‘judgment 
mortgage’ is defined in the act as a mortgage registered 
pursuant to part 11 – that is, the 2009 act does not 

apply to judgment mortgages registered under the old 
legislation. It is thus conceivable that the validity of 
such a mortgage may still be challenged for failing to 
comply with the 1850-58 acts, but this will no longer 
be possible for ‘new’ judgment mortgages.

In particular, section 6 of the 1850 act, which 
required a highly detailed judgment affidavit, is 
repealed by this section. A much simpler form of 
affidavit is now used and is available on the Property 
Registration Authority website. This signals the death 
knell for the ‘technical defence’ to the enforcement of 
a judgment mortgage, whereby a minor inaccuracy or 
omission in the judgment affidavit could invalidate it.

However, much of the old law relating to the 
position of a judgment mortgagee as a volunteer for 
the purposes of priority, the effect of registration, and 
so on, remains unchanged by these new provisions. 
Nevertheless, it is of significance that all judgment 
mortgages will now operate by way of charge, and 

all judgment mortgagees who have 
registered their mortgages pursuant 
to the terms of part 11 will be given 
statutory power to apply for possession 
and sale of premises. This part also 
cures the difficulty caused by the 
judgment of Laffoy J in Irwin v Deasy, 
whereby a judgment mortgage was 
unenforceable against registered land 
held on a joint tenancy unless all 
co-owners were also subject to the 
judgment. 

All judgment mortgages registered 
pursuant to section 116 are now 
specifically empowered to apply, among 
other things, for an order for sale in 
lieu of partition under this act. A court 
will then have a discretion as to how the 
interests of the other co-owner(s) are 
discharged, and this may include a sale 

of the property with a division of the proceeds between 
the judgment creditor and the co-owners. 

welcome changes
It is essential that practitioners dealing with such 
securities familiarise themselves, not just with the 
provisions of the 2009 act, but also with the new court 
and Land Registry rules that follow from it. It will 
be a necessity for many banking and conveyancing 
lawyers to be familiar with both the old law and the 
new for many years to come, which will create a 
complication in the medium term for the practitioner. 
Overall, though, these changes are to be welcomed as 
simplifying many of the old and impractical rules in 
this area   g

Dr Neil Maddox is a Dublin-based barrister and lecturer 
at NUI Maynooth and is the author of Mortgages: Law 
and Practice (Round Hall, 2007) and The Land and 
Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009: A Commentary 
(Round Hall, 2009).

“It will be 

a necessity 

for many 

banking and 

conveyancing 

lawyers to be 

familiar with 

both the old law 

and the new for 

many years to 

come”
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newly admitted in northern ireland 
at the admission ceremony for newly-admitted solicitors in Northern Ireland on 12 January 2010 were (l to r): Ken murphy (director general of the Law 
Society of Ireland), Barry Finlay (past-president of the Law Society of Northern Ireland), Norville J connolly (president of the Law Society of Northern 
Ireland), the Lord chief Justice of Northern Ireland Sir Declan morgan, Gerard Doherty (president of the Law Society of Ireland), John D Shaw (past-

president of the Law Society of Ireland) – both newly-admitted – and alan hunter (chief executive of the Law Society of Northern Ireland)

the AGM of the Midland 
Bar Association was held 

on 10 February. Mary Ward 
has begun her second year at 
the helm, ably assisted by Anne 
Marie Kelleher (secretary), 
Brian O’Meara (treasurer) and 
Susan Fay (PRO). President 
of the Law Society Gerard 
Doherty and director general 
Ken Murphy were present 
and solicitors were updated 
on professional indemnity 

insurance, commercial 
undertakings and the Law 
Society’s loan guarantee to the 
SMDF. The director general 
also advised of the threat to 
the reciprocal recognition of 
qualifications with England 
and Wales. The incoming 
president advised of upcoming 
seminars and said that it was 
bar association policy to run 
seminars locally at a low cost in 
these straitened times. 

new galway merger 
matthew molloy & company, Solicitors, of Woodquay, Galway, and Seymour 

& company, Solicitors, of Knocknacarra, Galway, have merged. The 
new firm, molloy Seymour & company, will operate from the Woodquay 
offices and will continue to operate and develop its branch offices in 

Knocknacarra and Nenagh

michael macnamara scholarship winner
Peter mannion from Tuam, co Galway, is the winner of the michael 
macNamara Scholarship, sponsored by rDJ Glynn Solicitors (l to r): 

Pádraic Brennan (rDJ Glynn Solicitors), Dr James J Browne (NuI Galway 
president), Peter mannion and Dr William Golden (dean, college of 

Business, NuI Galway). rDJ Glynn Solicitors established the scholarship, 
which is a competition open to all applicants for the LLm in Law, 

Technology and Governance in NuI Galway

midlands’ meeting in mullingar
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at the annual general meeting were (front, l to r): anne marie Kelleher 
(secretary), Gerard Doherty (Law Society president), mary Ward (mBa 

president) and Ken murphy (director general). (Back, l to r): rhona Kelly, 
charlie Kelly, aidan O’carroll, Brian O’meara (treasurer), Dermot Scanlon 

and Susan Fay (PrO)
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leman corporate appointment
The partners of Leman Solicitors have appointed Simon hollywood to lead the firm’s 

corporate unit. a graduate of DePaul university, chicago and university college 
Dublin, Simon joined the firm from a&L Goodbody, where he worked for five years on 
corporate and commercial issues, advising entrepreneurs and SmEs in a wide range 

of areas and sectors. (L to r): Larry Fenelon, Simon hollywood and John hogan

new partner for 
Beale and Co
Beale and 
company 
Solicitors LLP 
has appointed 
new partner 
John Sheils 
to their Dublin 
office

new York 
appointment for 
mOp
matheson 
Ormsby Prentice 
has appointed 
Pat English as 
resident counsel 
to its New York 
office

Class of ’59 – revisited
Following the publication of our class of ’59 photo in the January/February 2010 issue (see page 42), michael connellan Solicitors has contacted us 
to say that the photo featured those solicitors who were admitted in the michaelmas term. There was an earlier admission in the Trinity term of 1959,  

a photo of which we are very happy to publish here. (front, l to r): Neasa Gibbons, Jill Greensmith, John halpin (Law Society president), 
Louise O’connell and rosaleen Walsh. (Back, l to r): michael hogan, Kevin mcGilligan, Dominic mockler, Fionnuala Duane, Noelle maguire, 

michael Fitzsimons, michael connellan and Barry cusack
 

gallen alliance expands
Irish law firm Gallen alliance Solicitors has expanded 

with new offices in London, located in Broadgate 
Tower, London, which will be jointly managed by John 

Gallen (managing director, Dublin) and Susan atkinson 
(previously of Sidley austin LLP, London). This follows 
a threefold growth of the firm’s Ireland practice during 
2009, and the recent appointment of new senior team 
members Susan atkinson, Fiona Patten, claire Trinder, 

andreas carney and rod O’rourke

mOVe
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southside solicitors cruise     over to ‘the george’
On the south side of 

Dublin Bay lies Dun 
Laoghaire – one of the grandest 
maritime harbours in the world. 
The waterfront is graced by 
a number of fine Victorian 
buildings, one of which is  
home to the Royal St George 
Yacht Club. 

Each year, ‘the George’ 

witnesses an assembly of judges, 
solicitors, barristers, notaries 
and guests who congregate 
for the Southside Solicitors’ 
annual dinner. The entire event 
has been organised annually 
for a remarkable 25 years by 
prominent Dun Laoghaire 
solicitor and member of ‘the 
George’ Justin McKenna.
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rory O’riordan, Judge Vivian Lavan and Justin mcKenna

Eric Farrell, Sharon Scally and Gerard Doherty Dr Stephen murphy and aisling crowley

The Partners at Law Team (l to r): Ethna ryan, Eoghan O’mahony, Susan Gray, andy Vallely, ann Foley, alan mcGill, Karen Brennan and cilian mcKenna
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southside solicitors cruise     over to ‘the george’

Karl O’connor, Jonathan Dunphy and John O’Doherty

colm allen Sc and Judge Vivian Lavan

Pat coady and Fiona Duffy coady

Yvonne Eames and Geraldine Kelly

Sharon mcElligott and Vincent mcDonagh

Emer O’malley and John O’malley

Yvonne chapman and Fionnuala monks

Denise mcNulty and Deirdre 
mcDermott

Karen Brennan, ann Foley and Ethna ryan

Pat coady, Ken Byrne and Kevin O’higgins
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“a great oak is fallen” and “the 
whole locality is orphaned” 

were two of the comments heard on the 
streets of Rathdowney as this community 
of south-west Laois reflected on the 
death of Paul (PP) Ryan. A solicitor 
in the town for 67 years, he served 
rich and poor, country people and 
townspeople, with equal commitment 
and skill. Lengthy consultations 
facilitated good counsel. Smaller farmers 
recalled how, in the difficult 1940s 
and ’50s, Paul Ryan helped them with 
advice, encouragement and a strategic 
word with the bank manager (or Land 
Commission inspector) to acquire 
life-enhancing additional acres. He 
consistently endeavoured to further the 
welfare of the town. He was involved in developing Rathdowney 
Mart (1958); in the 1960s, he tried with others to prevent the 
closure of Perry’s Brewery and was instrumental in having the 
Dutch-owned Harp Textiles factory established. Behind the 
involved citizen was a private, reflective and devout individual. 

Paul was born on Rathdowney Square, where his parents  
James Ryan and Margaret (O’Grady) had a thriving business. 
One of the happiest periods of his life was as a boarder in 
Rockwell College in the 1930s. Right to the end, he remembered 
his inspiring teachers. He loved to revisit his alma mater, most 
recently in 2008. An outstanding scholar, he was the winner of 
the ‘Gold Medal for General Excellence’ in his final year. Gifted 
on the playing field, he captained Rockwell to Senior Munster 
Schools honours in 1937 and was selected as hooker on the 
Munster Schools rugby team in the same year. Later, he played 
for St Mary’s and was a stalwart of Rathdowney Rugby Club in its 
heyday. 

A scholarship winner, he studied in UCD under George 
O’Brien, Dan Binchy and Paddy McGilligan for his BA (Law) 
degree. He was one of the first to carry out postgraduate 
research on the new 1937 Constitution, with his Master’s thesis 
Fundamental Rights (1941) quoted to effect in later publications. 
After qualifying as a solicitor, he took his LLB (1949). This 
Dublin phase was characterised by an active intellectual life 
involving such friends as David Bell, Seamus Henchy, Desmond 
and Peig Roche and Desmond Williams. He returned to 
Rathdowney in 1942 to begin his solicitor’s practice.

Yet despite his academic expertise, perhaps his deeper 
instincts came to focus on the farming life. He valued the 
rigours and relaxation of the fields and the caring for cattle that 
took him away from the stresses of office life. He had a real 

interest in the natural world, whether 
in bird or fish on the Erkina River, and 
in trees and their cultivation. These 
interests merged in his love of good 
conversation, language, literature and 
history. 

The award of first place in Ireland 
in Leaving Certificate French in 1937 
anticipated his life-long devotion 
to literature. He loved to quote 
from a wide range of poets. Keats, 
Verlaine, Rupert Brooke and local 
poet Paddy Campion were particular 
favourites. On one occasion, when he 
was defending a publican (a habitual 
offender) for out-of-hours opening, 
and knowing the weakness of his case, 
Paul slipped in the following lines: 

‘Then those who stood without the tavern, 
Cried open thou the door…
We have but a little while to stay,
And when departed shall return no more.’

The bemused judge joined in, then briskly, yet sympathetically, 
administered the minimum fine. 

Paul’s knowledge of local, regional and national history was 
immense. A devotee of hurling, he told numerous stories of 
the All-Ireland finals of his youth, when he and his friend Mick 
Meehan would often cycle 50 miles or more to championship 
matches. He knew most families within a 20-mile radius, 
and others well beyond. That knowledge was at least three 
generations deep. To journey with Paul Ryan was to see and hear 
the lore of every townland, street, castle and farm recounted in 
depth and with sympathy. He belonged to a long line of Irish 
historians – the keepers of the seanchas. His going has left a great 
void in the knowledge-cum-memory bank of this region. 

He married Kathleen Kirwan from nearby Donaghmore in 
1951 and theirs has been a great love affair. Fully supportive of 
him in his long public life, Kathleen provided a haven of rest 
in their home and tended Paul there to the end. Committed to 
education, he saw their seven offspring established in rewarding 
careers. Continuity in the practice of law and farming has 
been achieved. At the wake in the house, at the church and in 
the graveyard, Kathleen, their four sons, three daughters, 18 
grandchildren and numerous friends saw and felt the honour 
and affection that so many people held and felt for PP Ryan. 

Go ndéana Día trócaire ar a anam dílís. 

WJS

pp ryan 
(1918 – 2009) 
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the untimely death of Ruairí Dunne 
on 31 December 2009 has deprived 

our legal community of a most talented, 
professional and respected colleague. 

Ruairí was born on 4 May 1981 at 
Rock Cross, Cavan. Having attended St 
Patrick’s College, Cavan, he graduated 
from Trinity College Dublin and DIT 
before opting to become a solicitor, 
the profession of his sister Sinéad 
and uncle Cormac, a member of the 
judiciary since 2002. He was indentured 
to Garrett J Fortune & Co, Cavan and 
studied at Blackhall Place. He was within 
months of qualifying but, unfortunately, 
became extremely ill in 2009. He was a 
person with cystic fibrosis and had been 
on the active list for a double-lung transplant at the Freeman 
Hospital, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, but regrettably the 
Lord called him home before he could have the life-giving 
transplant. 

Ruairí was always composed and in good humour. He had a 
great zest for life and met the challenge of his illness with great 
courage. Even when he was very unwell, he raised the spirits of us 
all with his good-natured banter. He had something to complain 
about, but never did. 

As an apprentice solicitor, his work experience was diverse 
and extensive. He attended on counsel in many courts, travelled 
to prisons, met various defendants and drafted varied court 
documents. Most importantly, he met with clients on a regular 
basis. All clients, without exception, commented on his courteous 
manner, his attentiveness to the brief and, most importantly, his 
willingness to listen and give them time and respect. On several 

occasions, he had to leave his studies to 
attend on counsel during High Court 
personal injury actions, as clients had 
specifically requested his guidance. 

Ruairí packed more into his short 
life than many of us do in a full lifetime. 
He travelled worldwide, attending a 
variety of sporting events, including 
British Opens, the Ryder Cup, world 
snooker at the Crucible, the Rugby 
World Cup, Heineken Cup finals,  
the French Tennis Open, Wimbledon, 
cricket at Lords and many GAA 
matches. He was an avid supporter  
of his local football club, Cavan Gaels, 
and acted as assistant secretary to  
the club. 

While interested in several sports, his greatest sporting 
love was golf. Ruairí probably felt that his greatest sporting 
achievement was being a member of the County Cavan Golf 
Club team that won the Ulster Jimmy Bruen Shield in 2008. 
However, it was his winning of the Brendan Mulhall Memorial 
Golf Tournament in 2008 that gave him boasting rights over his 
local legal golfing colleagues. 

Ruairí bore his illness with dignity and considerable fortitude, 
particularly in the latter months of 2009. To his parents Ray and 
Maura, his sisters Sorcha and Sinéad, his brothers Fergal and 
Joseph, his classmates in Blackhall Place, and to his wide circle of 
friends, we offer our deepest condolences. 

Let us hope that the greens are true and the fairways wide on 
the golf courses that Ruairí now strides. 

GJF

ruairí dunne 
(1981 – 2009)

Get more at gazette.ie
Gazette readers can access back issues of the magazine as far back as Jan/Feb 1997 
right up to the current issue at gazette.ie. You can also check out current news,
forthcoming events, employment opportunities and the latest cPD courses, as well 
as lots of other useful information at lawsociety.ie.
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student spotlight

across from the Judges’ 
Yard at the Four Courts 

on Chancery Place, there is a 
red-brick Victorian building that 
looks as if it has had little done 
to it since Victorian times. A sign 
above the door, which would 
be cheery were the paint not so 
faded, says ‘After School Klub’. 
Inside is a draughty corridor and, 
at the end, a narrow staircase that 
leads to a dark basement. At the 
bottom of the stairs, surrounded 
by murals of The Simpsons, a 
shutter is pulled down from 
ceiling to floor, locked. 

Declan Keenan gestures to it. 
“That’s the tuck shop,” he says. 
“Four of the boys run it. At the 
end of each term, they make a 
corporate decision on what to 
do with the profits – whether to 
reinvest them or take a dividend. 
They took €42 each home last 
Christmas. Not a jelly leaves 
that shop without being paid and 
accounted for.” 

In the next room over, a boy is 
playing pool. He looks up. “Can 
I work in the shop next year?” he 
asks Keenan. 

This is the Dublin Christian 
Mission, and the boys are 
members of the mission’s After 
School Klub, which is one of 
the local initiatives supported by 
student volunteers from the Law 
Society at Blackhall Place, which 
the Gazette has been reporting 
on in recent issues. Alongside 
this club is another homework 
club, in the nearby St Paul’s CBS 
on North Brunswick Street. 

Though the tuck shop is 
closed when I visit, it aptly 
captures the philosophy and 
spirit of the clubs run at the 
mission. 
 
You’re important
“Everything we do,” says 
Keenan, “we try and emphasise 
to the children: you’re 
important. You have a role to 
play in this life. You can either 
sit back – or get up and get 
involved.” 

The school system, he feels, 
fails to promote the children’s 
self-worth, or to encourage 
ambition. Keenan himself 

dropped out of school aged 
14, “convinced I was stupid”, 
before returning to education as 
a mature student and qualifying 
as a social worker. (He started 
working at the mission soon 
after qualifying, and has been 
doing so for nearly 20 years.) 

“I see a lot of my own 
attitude from [back] then in 
these kids. That makes it easier 
for me to challenge them.” 

Despite being badly in need 
of a coat of paint, and more, the 
mission is a hive of activity on a 
Tuesday afternoon. Volunteers 

are preparing soup for the 
children. A computer room 
brimming with donated old PCs 
is humming. Boys are playing 
football on an improvised 
indoor court in the mission’s 
hall. A Law School trainee is 
supervising children doing their 
homework. 

longest-running picket
The mission itself is an 
extraordinary, if somewhat 
eccentric, place. Founded 
in 1828, the second-oldest 
Protestant city mission in the 
world, it bore close witness to 
the Civil War action at the Four 
Courts: a Free State soldier 
was shot there while taking up 
a position that overlooked the 
Four Courts, and the visitors’ 
book from the period, which 
Keenan shows me, bears marks 
from where it was grazed by 
bullets. 

The mission entered the 
history books again – or, more 
accurately, the record books 
– when it was subjected to the 
longest-running picket ever. A 
picket by the Legion of Mary 
lasted for some 65 years, from 
1923 to 1989, and did much to 
inhibit the mission’s integration 
with the local community. 

That has all changed, 
however. Today, it is a non-
denominational facility where 
children can get support without 
preaching, Keenan says. And 
with 120 members from the local 
community – up to 65 of whom 
attend on any one day – the After 
School Klub is clearly a much-
valued local facility, with the 
Law Society volunteers a key 
part of it.    g

Colin Murphy is a freelance 
journalist.

mission of mercy

Declan Keenan, who runs aSK, 
has worked at the mission for 

nearly 20 years
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Sean Grouse (11), arron mcKenna 
(12) and Scott Fitzsimons (11)

attending the after School Klub (aSK) of the Dublin christian mission are 
(l to r): Jordan O’reilly, Sean Grouse, Scott Fitzsimons (behind), 
Dylan O’Neill (in front) and arron mcKenna, from St Paul’s cBS, 

North Brunswick Street
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round one of the Trainee 
Solicitor Moot Court 

Competition took place at the 
end of 2009, writes Trina Murphy. 
Six PPCI students from Dublin 
travelled to Cork to compete at 
the semi-final stage with their 
Cork counterparts. 

This in-house competition 
promotes advocacy skills and 
assists students in developing 
the confidence to represent 
clients in court when they 
qualify as solicitors. 

Dublin’s six semi-finalists 
were Christopher Bollard, Amy 
Lawless, Nicola McGuinness, 
Cathal Grennan, Cian Martin 
and Sarah Tully. 

Cork’s six semi-finalists were: 
Brid Heffernan, Aoife Byrne, 
Claire O’Sullivan, Clifford 

Healy, Sean O’Reilly and Liam 
Crowley. 

Judge Seán Ó Donnobháin 
adjudicated and was assisted by 
Eamon Murray (president of 
the Southern Law Association), 
Geoffrey Shannon (Law Society 
deputy director of education), 
Louise Crowley (UCC law 
faculty) and Katherine Kane 
(course leader, Law Society, 
Cork). 

The moot court final 
showdown took place in 
Blackhall Place on 23 February 
2010 (full report in April). 
The qualifying finalists were 
Christopher Bollard (Dublin), 
Amy Lawless (Dublin), Sean 
O’Reilly (Cork) and Clifford 
Healy (Cork). First-sub: Cathal 
Grennan (Dublin). 

the third annual soccer 
clash between Dublin and 

Cork’s 2009 PPCI soccer teams 
took place at Garyduff Sports 
Grounds, Cork, on 22 January 
2010, writes Liam Crowley. The 
day after the Cork Law Ball, 
it was always going to be a 
demanding fixture for the men 
from the South. 

Dublin was the stronger 
team in the first half, securing 
two goals. The half-time  
team pep talk from Eoghan  

O’Tuama injected some 
badly-needed life into his 
team-mates. The result? Four 
goals from the Leesiders in the 
second half! 

After the soccer, both 
teams, as well as 30 or more 
supporters, watched the 
Munster v Northampton 
Rugby game in Bob Foxes. 
Plans are afoot for the Cork 
crew to visit their Dublin 
counterparts before the end of 
the PPCI in March. 

Cork students have a ball

Getting together at the 2009 
PPcI ball in cork were (l to r): 
Siobhan reidy, amanda moore 

and Lisa mansfield

Enjoying the ball in the Vienna Woods hotel, Glanmire, cork, were 
(l to r): Proinsias Lyne, Brian O’connor, Wayne O’Sullivan and 

Stephen Loftus

attending the Law Society 
student 2009 PPcI ball on  

21 January 2010 were (l to r): 
Proinsias Lyne and Neal horgan

Cork chase ball moot court students

Semi-finalists in the moot court competition 2010 are (l to r): cathal 
Grennan, amy Lawless, chris Bollard, Sean O’reilly and clifford healy

members of the victorious cork 2009 PPcI soccer team against Dublin 
were (front, l to r): David cowhey, Gearoid mcKernan, colm Dawson, 

Tom O’mahoney, Neal horgan and Wayne O’Sullivan. (Back, l to r): Fergal 
Griffin, Liam crowley, Stephen Loftus, Paul crowley and Eoghan O’Tuama
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Law Society of Ireland 
Diploma Programme Spring 2010   
The Law Society’s Diploma Team is pleased to announce their programme for Spring 
2010.  There are four courses to choose from: -

•	 Diploma	in	Employment	Law	–	webcast   17 April 2010 
•	 Diploma	in	Commercial	Litigation	–	webcast  20 April 2010 
•	 Certificate	in	Taxation	Law	(NEW)   21 April 2010 
•	 Certificate	in	District	Court	Advocacy (NEW)  24 April 2010 
    

Both the Diploma courses will be delivered using blended learning via webcasting 
resource. All	lectures	will	take	place	in	the	Education	Centre	in	Blackhall	Place.	However	
to	facilitate	those	students	unable	to	attend	Dublin	on	a	weekly	basis,	lectures	will	also	be	
webcast	‘live’	on	our	secure	internet	site.	This	means	that	students	can	decide	to	attend	
the	onsite	lecture	or,	alternatively,	to	access	the	lecture	online	via	the	course	website.	In	
addition,	lectures	will	be	archived	within	the	course	website	for	the	duration	of	the	course	
and	can	be	viewed	at	a	later	date	on	demand	by	all	students.

The fee for Diploma courses is €2,160 and for Certificate courses is €1,180.  

For	further	information	on	these	courses,	webcast	information	and	application	forms,	visit	
the	Diploma	Programme	pages	of	our	website: www.lawsociety.ie; contact us by email: 
diplomateam@lawsociety.ie or telephone: 01 672 4802.

Diploma flyer 2010.indd   1 24/02/2010   17:07
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BOOK reViews

this book is a welcome and 
up-to-date publication 

on judicial review. The need 
for a publication that keeps 
practitioners up to date in this 
area is clear. By de Blacam’s own 
description, this book represents 
the largest project of this kind 
undertaken by him. 

The book commences with a 
brief and adequate explanation 
of the meaning of the term 
‘judicial review’ and continues 
with what the author describes 
as the modern history of the 
remedy of judicial review, 
quickly bringing the reader 
up to the present by outlining 
the merging of the various 
traditional remedies formerly 
available – that is, certiorari, 
mandamus, prohibition and 
quo warranto – into a single 
remedy by way of an application 
for judicial review. While 
the merger of the traditional 
remedies has yet to be formally 
established, de Blacam 
clearly demonstrates that the 
unification of the remedies 
has, in his own words, tended 
to impel the courts towards a 
standardisation of the rules and 
a rejection of the anomalies. 

In the following chapters, the 
book helpfully categorises the 
justification for review, making 
reference to the European 
Convention on Human Rights and 
other international agreements. 
It later contains an examination 
of the application of the 

European Convention on Human 
Rights and incorporation of the 
European Convention on Human 
Rights Act 2003 in the context 
of judicial review. De Blacam 
conducts an interesting analysis 
of the application of the ECHR 
in practice to date in the context 
of judicial review, citing the 
fact that the ECHR has had its 
most profound impact on claims 
regarding immigration law. 

Judicial Review continues with 
the defences to an application, 
the remedies available, the 
scope of those remedies and 
the procedure, which includes a 
practical guide for practitioners 
in respect of time limits and 
the papers required for such 
applications. The following 
chapters take the reader from 
the pre-leave stage to the post-
leave stage and right up to the 
costs stage. De Blacam sets out 
clearly those decisions that are 
subject to review, the principles 
of review and the effect of the 
review. 

He proceeds to deal with 
procedure in special cases 
under statute. As an asylum 
practitioner, I was particularly 
interested in the chapter 
regarding the procedure in 
immigration and refugee 
cases, given the fact that the 
restrictions to challenges by way 
of judicial review in this area 
and the time limits available are 
so radically different to those 
in other areas of law. Given the 

constantly changing landscape 
of judicial review in this area, 
it would have been impossible 
for de Blacam to give a full, up-
to-date account of recent cases 
in this area. He summarises 
the Immigration and Protection 
Bill in the context of judicial 
review, which was before the 
Dáil at the time of writing. It 
will certainly be interesting 
to see how this controversial 
proposed legislation will impact 
on judicial review in this area. 

Possibly the best thing about 
the book is the clear and concise 
manner in which it is written, 
making the book a really handy 
reference tool for practitioners 
and providing them with the 
necessary in-depth analysis for 
further research. For example, 
parts 2-6 of the book contain 
the very useful headings of 
judicial review as a remedy in 
respect of error, unfairness, 
breach of fundamental rights, 
unreasonableness, abuse of 

power, and breach of European 
law – allowing the reader to 
quickly access the relevant 
sections. In the final chapters, 
the author deals in a practical 
manner with the procedures 
in respect of case stated, habeas 
corpus, statutory appeals and 
article 234 reference. 

In summary, I had initially 
expected this mere 700-
page edition to be academic, 
comparative and unlikely to be 
of any major practical use. On 
the contrary, however, Judicial 
Review (2nd edition) contains a 
comprehensive review of this 
area of law in Ireland. Because 
of the manner in which the 
book is structured, practitioners 
can use it serially and to 
good effect in their work. It 
is reasonable to assume that 
almost every practitioner will, 
at some point, be furnished 
with a decision – be it 
planning, immigration, public 
procurement or otherwise – that 
would warrant an enquiry as to 
whether judicial review would 
be an option. The book is an 
excellent guide, as it is written 
logically and with clarity. It 
would certainly be a welcome 
addition, if not a must, for every 
solicitor’s practice.   g

Carol Sinnott is a solicitor at 
Sinnott & Company, Solicitors, 
Rathmines, Dublin, and a member 
of the Refugee and Immigration 
Practitioners’ Network.

books
Judicial review (2nd edition)
mark de Blacam. Bloomsbury Professional (formerly Tottel), www.tottelpublishing.com. 
ISBN: 978-1-84766-143-2/978-1-84766-143-2. Price: €250 (€225 online at www.tottelpublishing.com).
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council report
Law Society council meeting, 
22 January 2010

professional indemnity 
insurance 
Eamon Harrington reported 
that, as of close of business on 
the previous day, 2,261 firms 
had provided the Society with 
confirmation of professional in-
demnity insurance (PII) cover. A 
further five firms had confirmed 
that they had arranged cover and 
were seeking finance to enable 
payment of the relevant fees. 
Twenty-three firms had been 
referred to the Law Society-
appointed broker for assistance.

Mr Harrington confirmed 
that a complete review of all 
matters pertaining to the PII 
process was being conducted 
and no aspects were being omit-
ted. It was intended to collate 
information from the profession 
in relation to their experiences 
in the course of the most recent 
renewal process. The task force 
also intended to explore risk-
management issues, PII systems 
operating in other jurisdictions, 
possible improvements to the 
renewal process, and a range of 
other procedural items, includ-
ing standard proposal forms and 
variable renewal dates. 

Commercial undertakings
John D Shaw reported on the 
work of the working group that 
had been established to consider 
the Society’s response to the ac-
tions taken by the insurers and 
the financial institutions, follow-
ing the exclusion of commercial 
undertakings from the minimum 
terms of cover. 

The Council noted that, since 
the Lynn and Byrne cases, it had 
been recognised that the system 
of undertakings and certificates 
of title was far from perfect. Fol-
lowing an appearance before an 
Oireachtas committee, the Law 
Society had given a commitment 

to review all matters in rela-
tion to undertakings. The only 
agreed system related to residen-
tial property, and this had been 
comprehensively examined and 
various amendments had been 
made to the documentation. 

The Council noted that, his-
torically, where a commercial 
property was involved, banks 
tended to retain their own so-
licitor to either investigate the 
title and/or to perfect the secu-
rity. However, many banks had 
unilaterally applied the agreed 
residential system to commer-
cial property. With the crash in 
property values, it had become 
apparent that, in a significant 
number of cases, the security 
had not been perfected and this 
had potentially serious conse-
quences for clients, solicitors 
and the state. It was now be-
ing suggested that the Society 
should introduce regulations to 
prohibit solicitors from giving 
undertakings in commercial loan 
transactions. 

The Council noted that a 
number of public interest fac-
tors were pertinent to the mat-
ter: 
• Unlike the residential prop-

erty system, where a solici-
tor specifically did not act 
for the bank, in commercial 
property transactions the so-
licitor was required to act for 
the bank when providing the 
undertaking or certificate of 
title. This prima facie caused 
a conflict of interest with the 
solicitor’s own client. 

• The country was only now 
coming to grips with the 
enormity of the cost of reck-
less lending. An essential part 
of any banking system was 
to ensure that proper secu-
rity was in place where loans, 
particularly of a substantial 

nature, were advanced. Best 
practice would require banks 
to retain their own solicitor 
to ensure that this happened. 
Had this been done at the 
time of the Lynn and Byrne 
cases, it was arguable that the 
losses incurred by the banks 
would have been substan-
tially less. 

• It was in the public interest 
that solicitors were insured 
and, therefore, the stability 
of the PII market was critical. 
Insurers were naturally wary 
where there was a potentially 
unquantified risk, which was 
the case when solicitors pro-
vided commercial undertak-
ings. 

• PII for commercial undertak-
ings was not part of the mini-
mum terms and conditions 
and, where such insurance 
was available, the terms were 
specific to each insurer and 
solicitor. The terms of the 
insurance might contain ex-
clusions or other conditions 
that would restrict cover. 

• There was no guarantee that 
insurance for commercial 
undertakings would be avail-
able in the future. Insurance 
must be in place at the time 
the claim is made, not just 
when the work is done. 

• There was no agreed system 
or documentation for com-
mercial undertakings or cer-
tificates of title. Where there 
was no universal cover, prob-
lems would obviously arise 
in matching the terms of 
insurance to the specific un-
dertakings in any individual 
transaction. 

• The Society was acutely con-
scious of introducing any 
change that might impose 
additional costs on business 
but, at the same time, obvi-

ous flaws in the registration 
of securities for banks must 
be addressed. 

The Council noted that discus-
sions with the Irish Banking 
Federation and with the princi-
pal commercial lenders would 
continue and that the matter 
would be considered further at 
the next Council meeting. 

solicitors regulation 
authority
The director general reported 
that, following contacts made 
by the Society, the EU commis-
sioner for the internal market, 
Charlie McCreevy, had written 
to Lord Mandelson of the Brit-
ish government expressing un-
ease about the proposals made 
by the Solicitors Regulation Au-
thority to restrict the automatic 
recognition of Irish solicitors’ 
qualifications in England and 
Wales. 

Criminal legal aid fees
The Council discussed a pro-
posal from the Department of 
Justice, Equality and Law Re-
form to reduce criminal legal aid 
fees by a further 8%. The Coun-
cil noted that criminal lawyers 
had already suffered a reduction 
in fees of 8%, and that this had 
been applied in circumstances 
where an agreed increase had 
been resisted and delayed for 
ten years or more, so that cur-
rent criminal legal aid fees were 
already completely out of date. 
Also, criminal lawyers were be-
ing expected to do additional 
work, for example, reviewing 
videotapes, without any pay-
ment. The Council urged that 
these points would be strongly 
reiterated to the department  
in the Society’s forthcoming 
meeting.  g
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practice notes

solicitors advising clients in 
relation to trusts, including 

will trusts, should be aware 
that, since 1 December 2009, 
the Land and conveyancing 
Law Reform act 2009 is in 
force.

existing will trusts and 
settlements
It is not necessary to update 
wills or trusts already made  
by clients to reflect the act.  
For instance, reference in 
existing wills to the Settled 
Land acts (which have been 
repealed since 1 December 
2009) or to perpetuity periods 

(which are no longer necessary 
after 1 December) will not be 
invalid. 

however, in the event that 
a client is reviewing his will 
for other reasons, continuing 
to make reference to these 
provisions is now outdated. 
Therefore, it will be best 
practice to update an existing 
will to reflect the act at such an 
appropriate opportunity. 

The act applies to all 
will trusts and settlements 
currently in force. Practitioners 
should be aware that the act 
therefore now applies in the 
interpretation of the provisions 

of such existing will trusts and 
settlements.

new will trusts and 
settlements
The main provisions of 
a standard will and trust 
precedent will likely require 
some amendment to reflect 
the changes introduced by the 
act. Practitioners should fully 
understand the provisions of 
the act so that appropriate 
advice can be given to 
clients and their precedents 
can be updated. Particular 
attention will be required in 
advising clients on trusts of 

land, life interest trusts and 
discretionary trusts, whether 
made under a will or inter vivos. 

The Law Society held a cPD 
event on 25 September 2009 
that included details of these 
issues. The DVD and notes 
can be purchased directly 
from the Law Society. Both the 
Law Society and STEP will be 
providing further cPD courses 
in 2010. It is understood that 
various third-party publications 
will be updating their will and 
trust precedents in the early 
part of next year. 

Probate, administration 
and trusts committee

LAND AND CONveyANCING LAw RefORM ACT 2009

many firms have closed 
in recent months and, 

in this context, the issue of 
whether undertakings given by 
a firm that is now closed can, 
or should, be taken over by the 
new solicitors nominated by 
clients of the former practice 
often has to be considered.

When a firm closes, 
the original undertakings 
furnished on behalf of that 
firm fail, because the solicitor 
or solicitors who gave those 
undertakings no longer have 
control of the matter and 
cannot achieve compliance.

a solicitor should be aware 
that the view of the Guidance 
and Ethics committee is that, 
when a file is transferred in any 
circumstances from one firm 
to another, a solicitor should 
not take over any undertaking 
given on behalf of the first firm 
without as full an investigation 
of the matter as they would 
carry out if they themselves had 
been giving the undertaking in 
the first place. This is even 
more important where the 
undertaking was given by a 
solicitor who has now ceased 
practice, particularly where 

the practice closed following 
regulatory action taken by the 
Law Society. 

In conveyancing trans-
actions, where the undertaking 
relates to a mortgage and 
the second solicitor cannot 
immediately satisfy him/
herself in respect of the title, a 
better option might be for the 
deeds on the file to be returned 
to the lender. The lender itself 
always has the option of calling 
for the deeds on foot of the 
original undertaking. 

The second solicitor cannot 
be forced by the lender, or 

any other recipient of an 
undertaking, to assume the 
burden of work left unfinished 
by another solicitor, nor can  
(s)he be forced to give a 
straight replacement under-
taking in substitution for the 
undertaking given by the first 
solicitor. The first solicitor 
may have done something in 
relation to the title that makes 
it impossible for the new 
solicitor to certify the title or to 
give an unqualified undertaking 
in respect of it. 

Guidance and ethics 
committee

taKing OVer undertaKings frOm ClOsed praCtiCes
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aVIES (VaT information 
exchange system) is a 

return outlining details of 
overseas supplies made by 
VaT-registered businesses. 
Prior to 1 January 2010, a 
VaT-registered business was 
obliged to submit a VIES return 
only where it made supplies 
of goods above a certain 
threshold to other Eu member 
states. From 1 January 
2010, all Irish VaT-registered 
businesses providing services 
to customers in other Eu 
member states must submit 
VIES returns where the 

customer is a business 
customer (such supplies are 
referred to as ‘business-to-
business’ (‘B2B’) supplies). 

example: on 9 february 
2010, aBc Solicitors, an irish-
established solicitors’ firm, 
invoices f Schmitt GmbH, 
a German company located 
in Hamburg, for €10,000 in 
relation to irish legal services 
supplied. aBc Solicitors must 
submit a vieS return outlining 
the name of the German 
company (‘f Schmitt GmbH’), 
the company’s German vat 
registration number, and the 

total value of the services 
supplied to f Schmitt GmbH 
during the quarter ending 31 
March 2010. 

There is no threshold amount 
for filing returns for service 
suppliers. Supplies to private 
customers (‘B2c’ supplies) do 
not have to be included on the 
VIES returns. 

 If a solicitor’s firm has not 
previously completed VIES 
returns and is supplying B2B 
services to an Eu client, it must 
register immediately with the 
VIma office. all firms that are 
required to submit VIES returns 

in respect of services must 
do so electronically and within 
specified time limits to avoid 
the imposition of penalties. 
returns will include details of 
the value of services provided, 
the name of the customer, and 
the customer’s VaT registration 
number. VIES returns must be 
made quarterly, with the option 
to elect to file monthly.  

 Further information can 
be obtained from the VIES 
Section, Government Offices, 
millennium centre, Dundalk, co 
Louth; tel: 042 935 3700.

taxation committee

Vies returns fOr sOliCitOrs

the attention of all solici-
tors’ firms is drawn to the 

provision of the Solicitors 
(Practice, conduct and disci-
pline) Regulations 1996 (SI no 
178 of 1996), in regulation 
6(iv) of those regulations, 
which provides that all so-
licitors who are listed on the 

professional notepaper of the 
professional practice of a so-
licitor shall hold a current prac-
tising certificate issued by the  
Society. 

Therefore, it is prohibited 
for a solicitors’ firm to list 
on its notepaper the name 
of any person on the roll of 

Solicitors who does not hold 
a practising certificate. This  
prohibition includes the listing 
of consultants or retired part-
ners not holding a practising 
certificate. 

Firms’ notepapers are 
monitored on a regular basis 
by the Society’s regulation 

Department, and any apparent 
breaches of this provision may 
be subject to investigation 
and, if appropriate, regula-
tory and/or disciplinary action 
and/or legal proceedings.

John elliot, 
Registrar of Solicitors and 

director of Regulation

sOliCitOrs On firms’ Headed nOtepaper must HOld 
praCtising CertifiCate
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THE NEXT TIME YOU ARE IN TOWN WHY NOT AVAIL OF THE 

LAW SOCIETY’S B&B FACILITY

tel: 01 672 4800
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legislation update

acts passed in 2009
Commencement date in-
formation is up to date to 
10/2/2010. Details of all bills, 
acts and statutory instru-
ments since 1997 are on the 
library catalogue – www.law-
society.ie (members’ and stu-
dents’ area) – with updated 
information on the current 
stage a bill has reached and 
the commencement date(s) 
of each act. The full text of 
recent acts is on www.irish-
statutebook.ie and on www.
oireachtas.ie.

Anglo Irish Bank Corporation 
Act 2009
Number: 1/2009
Date enacted: 21/1/2009
Commencement date: 21/1/ 
2009

Appropriation Act 2009
Number: 42/2009
Date enacted: 20/12/2009
Commencement date: 20/12/ 
2009

Aviation (Preclearance) Act 
2009
Number: 16/2009
Date enacted: 8/7/2009
Commencement date: Com-
mencement order(s) to be made 
(per s 21(2) of the act): 5/8/2009 
for all sections of the act other 
than section 19 (repeal of Air 
Navigation and Transport (Prein-
spection) Act 1986) (per SI 315/ 
2009)

Broadcasting Act 2009
Number: 18/2009
Date enacted: 12/7/2009
Commencement date: 12/7/ 
2009; 1/10/2009 appointed as 
the establishment day for the 
Broadcasting Authority of Ire-
land for the purposes of part 2 
(ss 5-38), s 49, s 157 and part 12 
(ss 174-179) of the act (per SI 
389/2009)

Charities Act 2009
Number: 6/2009
Date enacted: 28/2/2009
Commencement date: Com-
mencement order(s) to be made 
(per s 1(2) of the act): 1/9/2009 
for ss 1, 2, 5, 10 (other than sub-
sections 3 and 4) and 99 (per SI 
284/2009)

Companies (Amendment) Act 
2009
Number: 20/2009
Date enacted: 12/7/2009
Commencement date: 12/7/ 
2009

Companies (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009
Number: 45/2009
Date enacted: 23/12/2009
Commencement date: 23/12/ 
2009 for ss 1, 2, 3(a) to (h) and 4; 
commencement order(s) to be 
made for other provisions (per s 
6(2) of the act)

Courts and Court Officers 
Act 2009
Number: 36/2009
Date enacted: 24/11/2009
Commencement date: 4/12/ 
2009 for all sections of the act 
(per SI 477/2009)

Criminal Justice 
(Amendment) Act 2009
Number: 32/2009
Date enacted: 23/7/2009
Commencement date: 23/7/ 
2009

Criminal Justice 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Act 2009
Number: 28/2009
Date enacted: 21/7/2009
Commencement date: Com-
mencement order(s) to be 
made (per s 1(3) of the act): 
27/7/2009 for s 28 (per SI 
293/2009); 1/8/2009 for the 
following provisions: (a) part 
 

1; (b) ss 25 to 27; (c) ss 29 to 
33; (d) ss 35, 37 and 39; (e) s 40 
(insofar as it inserts ss 9A and 
9B of the Firearms and Offensive 
Weapons Act 1990); and (f) ss 41 
to 44; 1/1/2010 for s 34 (per SI 
310/2009); 25/8/2009 for the 
following provisions: (a) part 2 
(ss 4-20); (b) ss 45 and 46; (c) s 
48 (other than para (c)(iii)); (d) 
ss 49-51 (per SI 330/2009)

Criminal Justice 
(Surveillance) Act 2009
Number: 19/2009
Date enacted: 12/7/2009
Commencement date: 12/7/ 
2009

Defamation Act 2009 
Number: 31/2009
Date enacted: 23/7/2009
Commencement date: 1/1/ 
2010 for all sections of the act 
(per SI 517/2009)

Defence (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009
Number: 35/2009
Date enacted: 24/11/2009
Commencement date: 24/11/ 
2009

electoral (Amendment) Act 
2009
Number: 4/2009
Date enacted: 24/2/2009
Commencement date: 24/2/ 
2009

electoral (Amendment) (No 
2) Act 2009
Number: 9/2009
Date enacted: 25/3/2009
Commencement date: 25/3/ 
2009

enforcement of Court Orders 
(Amendment) Act 2009
Number: 21/2009
Date enacted: 14/7/2009
Commencement date: 14/7/ 
2009
 

european Parliament (Irish 
Constituency Members) Act
2009
Number: 17/2009
Date enacted: 8/7/2009
Commencement date: First 
day of the parliamentary term 
beginning in 2009 (per s 10(2) 
of the act)

european Union Act 2009
Number: 33/2009
Date enacted: 27/10/2009
Commencement date: 27/10/ 
2009 for s 8 (continuation in 
force of certain statutory instru-
ments); 1/12/2009 for all other 
sections – ss 1 to 7 and s 9 (per 
SI 451/2009)

finance Act 2009
Number: 12/2009
Date enacted: 3/6/2009
Commencement date: 1/1/ 
2009 for part 1, except where 
otherwise expressly provided in 
part 1 (per s 32(8) of the act); 
3/6/2009 for other sections, ex-
cept where otherwise expressly 
provided or where commence-
ment order(s) are to be made. 
See act for details

financial emergency 
Measures in the Public 
Interest Act 2009
Number: 5/2009
Date enacted: 27/2/2009
Commencement date: 27/2/ 
2009

financial emergency 
Measures in the Public 
Interest (No 2) Act 2009
Number: 41/2009
Date enacted: 20/12/2009
Commencement date: 21/12/ 
2009 for all sections of the act 
(per SI 590/2009)

financial Measures 
(Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 2009
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Number: 14/2009
Date enacted: 26/6/2009
Commencement date: 26/6/ 
2009 for all sections other 
than section 17 (amendment of  
section 6 of the Credit 
Institutions Financial Support) 
Act 2008), which came into 
force on 1/12/2009 (per SI 
455/2009)

financial Services (Deposit 
Guarantee Scheme) Act 2009
Number: 13/2009
Date enacted: 18/6/2009
Commencement date: 18/6/ 
2009 for all sections except s 4, 
for which a commencement or-
der shall be made (per s 12(2) of 
the act) 

foreshore and Dumping at 
Sea (Amendment) Act 2009
Number: 39/2009
Date enacted: 15/12/2009
Commencement date: 15/12/ 
2009 for part 1 (s 1, ‘Preliminary 
and general’); 15/1/2010 for 
part 2 (ss 2-27, ‘Foreshore’) and 
schedule 1 (per s 1(4) of the act); 
15/2/2010 for part 3 (ss 28-38, 
‘Dumping at sea’) and schedule 
2 (per s 1(5) of the act)

forestry (Amendment) Act 
2009
Number: 40/2009
Date enacted: 20/12/2009
Commencement date: 20/12/ 
2009

Gas (Amendment) Act 2009
Number: 3/2009
Date enacted: 17/2/2009
Commencement date: 17/2/ 
2009

Harbours (Amendment) Act 
2009
Number: 26/2009
Date enacted: 21/7/2009
Commencement date: 21/7/ 
2009

Health Insurance (Miscellane-
ous Provisions) Act 2009
Number: 24/2009
Date enacted: 19/7/2009
Commencement date: 19/7/ 
2009

Health (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009
Number: 25/2009
Date enacted: 21/7/2009
Commencement date: Com-
mencement order(s) to be 
made (per s 1(4) of the act): 
1/8/2009 for part 1 (ss 1-3) 
and s 65; 1/9/2009 for part 
2 (ss 4-14, dissolution of the 
National Council on Age-
ing and Older People) (per SI 
288/2009); 1/10/2009 for part 
3 (ss 15-25) (dissolution of the 
Women’s Health Council) (per 
SI 401/2009); 1/1/2010 for 
part 6 (ss 48-59, dissolution of 
the Crisis Pregnancy Agency) 
(per SI 543/2009)

Houses of the Oireachtas 
Commission (Amendment) 
Act 2009 
Number: 44/2009 
Date enacted: 21/12/2009
Commencement date: 1/1/ 
2010 (per s 15(3) of the act)

Housing (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009
Number: 22/2009
Date enacted: 15/7/2009
Commencement date: Com-
mencement order(s) to be 
made for all sections, except s 
100 (per s 1(4) of the act). Sec-
tion 100 (amendments to the 
Residential Tenancies Act 2004) 
came into force on 15/7/2009, 
the date of enactment; 
1/12/2009 for various sections 
of the act – see SI 449/2009 
for details. SI 449/2009 com-
mences most of part 1 (ss 1-9, 
‘Preliminary and general’), all 
of chapter 1 (ss 10-13, ‘Hous-
ing services’) of part 2, and 
section 35 (‘Anti-social behav-
iour strategy’); 1/1/2010 for 
part 3 (ss 43-49, ‘Incremen-
tal purchase arrangements’); 
1/2/2010 for chapter 6 (ss 36-
42, homelessness action plans) 
of part 2 and for s 8 and sched-
ule 2 insofar as they apply to 
the amendments to the Hous-
ing (Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Act 1992 as set out at item 5 
in part 4 of schedule 2 (per SI 
540/2009)

Industrial Development Act 
2009
Number: 11/2009
Date enacted: 19/5/2009
Commencement date: 19/5/ 
2009

Investment of the National 
Pensions Reserve fund and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act 
2009
Number: 7/2009
Date enacted: 5/3/2009
Commencement date: 5/3/ 
2009 for s 3(d) and (e); 30/3/2009 
for all other sections of the act 
(per SI 102/2009) 

Labour Services (Amendment) 
Act 2009
Number: 38/2009
Date enacted: 9/12/2009
Commencement date: 20/1/ 
2010 (per SI 12/2010)

Land and Conveyancing Law 
Reform Act 2009
Number: 27/2009
Date enacted: 21/7/2009
Commencement date: 1/12/ 
2009 for all sections except s 
132 (relating to review of rent in 
certain cases) (per SI 356/2009); 
28/2/2010 for s 132 (per SI 
471/2009)

Legal Services Ombudsman 
Act 2009
Number: 8/2009
Date enacted: 10/3/2009
Commencement date: Com-
mencement order(s) to be made 
(per s 1(2) of the act)

Local Government (Charges) 
Act 2009
Number: 30/2009
Date enacted: 21/7/2009
Commencement date: 24/7/ 
2009 for all sections of the act 
(per SI 279/2009)

National Asset Management 
Agency Act 2009
Number: 34/2009
Date enacted: 22/11/2009
Commencement date: 21/12/ 
2009 for all sections of the act 
(per SI 545/2009); 21/12/2009 
appointed as the establishment 

day for the National Asset 
Management Agency (per SI 
547/2009)

Nursing Homes Support 
Scheme Act 2009
Number: 15/2009
Date enacted: 1/7/2009
Commencement date: 
Commencement order(s) to 
be made (per s 2 of the act): 
3/7/2009 for the following 
provisions: (a) the definitions 
of ‘approved nursing home’ 
and ‘long-term residential 
care services’ in section 3, 
insofar as these definitions 
relate to section 40 and the 
National Treatment Purchase 
Fund Board (Establishment) 
Order 2004 (SI 179/2004) (as 
amended by section 41 of the 
Nursing Homes Support Scheme 
Act 2009), and (b) ss 40 and 41 
(per SI 256/2009); 5/10/2009 
for ss 3, 21, 22 and 36 (per SI 
381/2009); 28/9/2009 for s 44 
(per SI 394/2009); 27/10/2009 
for all remaining provisions of 
the act (per SI 423/2009)

Oireachtas (Allowances to 
Members) and Ministerial 
and Parliamentary Offices 
Act 2009
Number: 29/2009
Date enacted: 21/7/2009
Commencement date: Vari-
ous dates – see act

Public Health (Tobacco) 
(Amendment) Act 2009
Number: 23/2009
Date enacted: 16/7/2009
Commencement date: 16/7/ 
2009

Public Transport Regulation 
Act 2009
Number: 37/2009
Date enacted: 27/11/2009
Commencement date: 27/11/ 
2009, apart from the following 
provisions of the act for which 
commencement order(s) are to 
be made: part 2 (ss 5-28, ‘Li-
censing of public bus passenger 
services’) (per s 5 of the act); s 
29 (‘Amendments to name and 
functions of Dublin Transport 
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Authority’) (per s 29(2)); s 44 
(‘Amendment of Planning and 
Development Act 2000’) (per 
s 44(2)); s 46 (‘Measures to 
enhance public bus services – 
traffic calming measures’) (per 
s 46(9)); 1/12/2009 appointed 
as the appointed day for the 
purposes of s 30, date on which 
the name of the Dublin Trans-
port Authority is changed to 
the National Transport Au-
thority (per SI 467/2009). Dis-
solution day order to be made 
for the dissolution of the Com-
mission for Taxi Regulation 
(per s 31 of the act). The fol-
lowing commencement orders 
have been made: 1/12/2009 

for ss 5, 23, 29(1)(b), (c) (other 
than paragraphs (e) and (f) of 
the amendment effected by 
that paragraph), (e), (g), (h), 
(i), (j), (k) and 29(2) (per SI 
466/2009); 4/1/2010 for s 44 
(per SI 575/2009)

Residential Tenancies 
(Amendment) Act 2009
Number: 2/2009
Date enacted: 28/1/2009
Commencement date: 28/1/ 
2009

Social welfare and Pensions 
Act 2009
Number: 10/2009
Date enacted: 29/4/2009

Commencement date: 29/4/ 
2009 for part 5 (ss 14-23, ‘Pro-
visions relating to pension 
schemes’); 1/5/2009 for most 
other sections – see act for de-
tails

Social welfare and Pensions 
(No 2) Act 2009
Number: 43/2009
Date enacted: 21/12/2009
Commencement date: 
21/12/2009 for part 1 (ss 1-3, 
‘Preliminary and general’); vari-
ous commencement dates for 
part 2 (ss 3-20, ‘Amendments 
to Social Welfare Acts’) – see act 
for details; commencement 
order(s) to be made for part 3 (s 

21, ‘Amendment to Pensions Act 
1990’) (per s 1(4) of the act)

Statute Law Revision Act 
2009
Number: 46/2009
Date enacted: 23/12/2009
Commencement date: 23/12/ 
2009

Twenty-eighth Amendment 
of the Constitution (Treaty of 
Lisbon) Act 2009
Date enacted: 15/10/2009
Commencement date: 15/10/ 
2009  g

Prepared by the 
Law Society Library

QUALITY 
HOSPICE 
CARE FOR 
ALL

Over 6,000 people use hospice care each year.

Hospice care involves the total care of patients and their families 
at the stage in a serious illness where the focus has switched from 
treatment aimed at cure, to ensuring quality of life.  It seeks to 
relieve the symptoms of illness and cater for a person’s entire 
needs – physical, emotional, psychosocial and spiritual. 

The demand for hospice care is growing.  While the service has 
expanded in recent years, much more needs to be done to ensure 
quality end-of-life care for all. 

Please remember the Irish Hospice Foundation when drafting a 
will.  

Irish Hospice Foundation, Morrison Chambers, 332 Nassau Street, 
Dublin 2
Tel: 01 679 3188; Fax: 01 673 0040
www.hospice-foundation.ie

No-one should have to face death without appropriate care and 
support. 

“As a society, perhaps the most sensitive 
measurement of our maturity is the manner 
in which we care for those who are facing 
the ultimate challenge – the loss of life.”

(RepoRt of the NatioNal advisoRy Committee 
oN palliative CaRe, 2001)
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solicitors disciplinary tribunal
reports of the outcomes of solicitors disciplinary tribunal inquiries are published by the 
law society of ireland as provided for in section 23 (as amended by section 17 of the 
Solicitors (Amendment) Act 2002) of the Solicitors (Amendment) Act 1994

In the matter of Ambrose 
Steen, a solicitor, and in the 
matter of the Solicitors Acts 
1954-2002 [2851/DT39/08 
and 2009 no 13SA]
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Ambrose Steen
(respondent solicitor)

On 2 December 2008, the So-
licitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solicitor 
guilty of misconduct in his prac-
tice as a solicitor in that he had: 
a) Delayed in initially comply-

ing with the complainant’s 
instructions to perfect the 
complainant’s title to lands in 
Co Meath,

b) Subsequently delayed in the 
handing over of documenta-
tion in relation to those lands 
to the complainant’s new so-
licitors as requested,

c) Failed to respond to corre-
spondence from the Society, 
and in particular the Society’s 
letters dated 17 July 2006, 
2 August 2006, 14 August 
2006, 21 September 2006, 
4 January 2007, 15 January 
2007, 19 February 2007, 

d) Failed to comply with the 
direction of the Complaints 
and Client Relations Com-
mittee at its meeting on 20 
September 2006 that he pro-
vide the complainant within 
the next 14 days all docu-
mentation required by her,

e) Failed to comply with the 
direction of the Complaints 
and Client Relations Com-
mittee at its meeting on 20 
September 2006 that he pay 
€550 towards the cost of the 
investigation in the light of 
his failure to correspond with 
the Society, 

f) Failed to comply with a no-
tice pursuant to section 10 

of the Solicitors (Amendment) 
Act 1994 dated and served 2 
April 2007 requiring delivery 
to the Society of all docu-
ments in relation to the com-
plainant’s complaint within 
ten days of the notice. 

Having made the findings of 
misconduct, the Solicitors Dis-
ciplinary Tribunal recommend-
ed that the matter be brought 
forward to the High Court.

On 13 July 2009, the Presi-
dent of the High Court made an 
order that: 
1) The respondent solicitor 

should not be permitted 
to practise as a sole practi-
tioner, that he be permitted 
only to practise as a solici-
tor under the direct control 
and supervision of another 
solicitor of at least ten years’ 
standing, to be approved in 
advance by the Law Society 
of Ireland, 

2) The Law Society do recover 
the costs of the proceedings 
herein and the costs of the 
proceedings before the Solic-
itors Disciplinary Tribunal as 
against the respondent when 
taxed or ascertained.

In the matter of Rita Hamil-
ton and Aine Sheahan, solici-
tors, carrying on practice as 
Hamilton Sheahan & Co, So-
licitors, at Main Street, Kin-
negad, Co Westmeath, and 
in the matter of the Solicitors 
Acts 1954-2008 [6522-6587/
DT51/09]
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Rita Hamilton
(first-named respondent solici-
tor)
Aine Sheahan
(second-named respondent sol-
icitor)

On 28 October 2009, the So-
licitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solicitors 
guilty of misconduct in their 
practice as solicitors in that 
they: 
a) Caused or allowed a deficit 

of approximately €7,600 to 
arise in the client account,

b) Failed to maintain proper 
books of account,

c) Caused or allowed debit bal-
ances to appear in the clients’ 
ledger,

d) Failed to keep files in a prop-
er order so that documenta-
tion supporting entries in the 
books of accounts could be 
appropriately vouched with-
out delay or difficulty,

e) Lodged certain settlement 
cheques payable to clients to 
the client account without 
the clients’ written endorse-
ment or written authority, in 
breach of section 76(17) of 
the Solicitors (Amendment) Act 
1994, 

f) Failed to comply with the 
provisions of section 68(1) 
and section 68(6) of the So-
licitors (Amendment) Act 1994 
in many cases,

g) Caused or allowed numer-
ous fake section 68(1) letters 
to be fabricated in the weeks 
after the investigation letter 
was received, which were not 
sent to the clients,

h) Caused or allowed numerous 
fake section 68(1) letters to 
be placed on clients’ files, 

i) Caused or allowed numerous 
fake letters that gave the im-
pression of compliance with 
section 68(6) to be fabricated 
in the weeks after the inves-
tigation letter was received, 
which were not sent out to 
the clients,

j) Caused or allowed numerous 
fake letters that gave the im-

pression of compliance with 
section 68(6) to be placed on 
clients’ files,

k) Caused or allowed up to 17 
apparently genuine copy let-
ters to be altered in the weeks 
after the investigation letter 
was received, to give the im-
pression of compliance with 
section 68(6),

l) Created other fake letters, 
which were reproduced in 
appendix 6 of the investiga-
tion report. 

The tribunal ordered that the 
respondent solicitors: 
a) Are hereby censured,
b) Jointly and severally pay a 

sum of €7,500 to the com-
pensation fund,

c) Jointly and severally pay the 
whole of the costs of the Law 
Society of Ireland, including 
witness expenses, as taxed by 
a taxing master of the High 
Court, in default of agree-
ment. 

In the matter of Hilary Fit-
zpatrick, a solicitor carrying 
on practice as HL Fitzpatrick 
& Company, Solicitors, at 
Church Street, Ballyconnell, 
Co Cavan, and in the matter 
of the Solicitors Acts 1954-
2008 [4253/DT76/09] 
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Hilary Fitzpatrick
(respondent solicitor)

On 17 November 2009, the So-
licitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solicitor 
guilty of misconduct in his prac-
tice as a solicitor in that he: 
a) Altered a deed of transfer 

from the date of actual trans-
fer in November 2005 to a 
date in May 2007, 

b) Altered a family home decla-
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ration by dating it 31 August 
2007, although it had been 
supplied for the purposes of 
completion of a transaction 
in November 2005, 

c) Retained monies for stamp 
duty where the transaction 
was exempt from duty, 

d) Gave the Society an assur-
ance by letter dated 8 June 
2009 that he had no difficulty 
in relation to the stamping or 
registration of documents on 
files when in the file the sub-
ject matter of the complaint 
alone this confirmation was 
untrue, 

e) Failed to respond to the So-
ciety’s correspondence and in 
particular the Society’s let-
ters of 29 November 2007, 
17 December 2007, 16 April 
2008, 12 September 2008, 2 
February 2009, 17 February 
2009, 17 April 2009. 

The tribunal ordered that the 
respondent solicitor:
a) Do stand censured, 
b) Pay the whole of the costs of 

the Law Society of Ireland, 
to be taxed by a taxing master 
of the High Court in default 
of agreement. 

In the matter of Hilary Fit-
zpatrick, a solicitor carrying 
on practice as HL Fitzpatrick 
& Company, Solicitors, at 
Church Street, Ballyconnell, 
Co Cavan, and in the matter 
of the Solicitors Acts 1954-
2008 [4253/DT77/09] 
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Hilary Fitzpatrick
(respondent solicitor)

On 17 November 2009, the 
Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solici-
tor guilty of misconduct in his 
practice as a solicitor in that he: 
a) Updated a deed from May 

2003 to 28 May 2007, there-
by avoiding the payment of 
interest and penalties on the 
deed, 

b) Failed to respond to the 
Society’s correspondence 

and, in particular, the Soci-
ety’s letters of 20 December 
2007, 4 February 2008, 16 
April 2008, 11 August 2008, 
29 August 2008, 28 October 
2008 and 12 January 2009,

c) Failed to comply with the 
direction of the Complaints 
and Client Relations Com-
mittee at its meeting of 13 
May 2009 that he, within 
four weeks, furnish to the 
Society a letter confirming 
that he had not outstand-
ing difficulties in relation to 
stamping and registration of 
documents on any of his files.

The tribunal ordered that the 
respondent solicitor:
a) Do stand censured,
b) Pay the whole of the costs of 

the Law Society of Ireland as 
taxed by a taxing master of 
the High Court, in default of 
agreement. 

In the matter of Eamon P 
Comiskey, a solicitor for-
merly practising as principal 
of Eamon Comiskey & Com-
pany, Solicitors, at Ballycar-
nan, Portlaoise, Co Laois, 
and in the matter of the So-
licitors Acts 1954-2008 [7337/
DT84/09] 
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Eamon P Comiskey
(respondent solicitor)

On 24 November 2009, the 
Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solici-
tor guilty of misconduct in his 
practice as a solicitor in that he: 
a) Failed to comply with an 

undertaking dated 23 July 
2007 to discharge and to fur-
nish discharges in respect of 
a named bank covering the 
property purchased by the 
named complainant’s client 
and, in particular, a named 
premises in Co Offaly in a 
timely manner or at all,

b) Failed to reply to the Soci-
ety’s correspondence, and in 
particular to the Society’s let-
ters of 12 February 2009, 18 

March 2009 and 31 March 
2009 in a timely manner or 
at all, 

c) Failed to attend at the meet-
ings of the Complaints and 
Client Relations Committee 
on 13 May 2009 and 24 June 
2009, despite being required 
to do so, 

d) Failed to attend at a meeting 
of the Complaints and Client 
Relations Committee on 30 
July 2009, despite being di-
rected to so attend by order 
of the High Court made on 
13 July 2009. 

The tribunal ordered that the 
respondent solicitor do stand 
censured.

The tribunal made no order 
in respect of costs. 

In the matter of Kathryn 
Monaghan, a solicitor car-
rying on practice as Kathryn 
Monaghan & Associates, 
Tuam Road, Galway, and 
in the matter of the Solici-
tors Acts 1954-2008 [8202/
DT66/09] 
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Kathryn Monaghan
(respondent solicitor)

On 11 December 2009, the So-
licitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solici-
tor guilty of misconduct in her 
practice as a solicitor in that she: 
a) Updated a deed from 17 

February 2008 to 8 Decem-
ber 2008, thereby avoiding 
the question of interest and 
penalty on stamp duty of 
€24,600, 

b) Updated a deed from August 
2006 to 18 December 2008, 
thereby avoiding interest 
and penalty on stamp duty of 
€8,750, 

c) Failed to advise the lender 
that the entire proceeds of 
the mortgage was not going 
to be applied in accordance 
with the stated purpose set 
out in the letter of loan sanc-
tion in respect of the prop-
erty identified at paragraph 

2.4(h) and (i) of the investi-
gation report, 

d) Acted for six clients in rela-
tion to the purchase of four 
investment properties in a 
development and failed to 
advise the lender prior to 
the investigation of her prac-
tice that the purchase price 
informed to the lender was 
greater than the actual pur-
chase price in respect of each 
of the properties as set out 
in paragraphs 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 
and 2.8 of the investigation 
report, 

e) Failed to protect the clients’ 
interests in a situation where 
the lender was misinformed 
about the true purchase price 
of the properties, 

f) Updated the four deeds in 
respect of four named prop-
erties from 22 June 2007 to 
dates in August and Sep-
tember 2007, thereby avoid-
ing interest and penalties on 
stamp duty due. 

The tribunal ordered that the 
respondent solicitor: 
a) Do stand censured, 
b) Pay a sum of €2,500 to the 

compensation fund, 
c) Pay 50% of the costs of the 

Law Society of Ireland as 
taxed by a taxing master of 
the High Court in default of 
agreement.

In the matter of Michael 
Gleasure, a solicitor formerly 
practising as Michael Gleas-
ure & Co, Solicitors, 7 Maine 
Street, Tralee, Co Kerry, 
and in the matter of the So-
licitors Acts 1954-2008 [6697/
DT80/08 and High Court 
record no 2009 no 107 SA] 
Law Society of Ireland
(applicant)
Michael Gleasure
(respondent solicitor)

On 8 October 2009, the So-
licitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
found the respondent solicitor 
guilty of misconduct in his prac-
tice as a solicitor in that he: 
a) Misappropriated client funds 
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by improperly transferring 
monies from the client ac-
count to the office account 
and, in particular, improp-
erly transferred monies from 
the client account to the 
office account in circum-
stances where he had failed 
to furnish fee notes and 
where there was no evidence 
of work done to justify the 
transfer of funds in respect 
of fees, 

b) Misappropriated monies to-
talling in or about €18,150 
from the client ledger ac-
count of a named client by 
improperly transferring 
monies in or about that 
amount to the office ac-
count, 

c) Misappropriated monies to-
talling in or about €42,670 
from the client account of 
named clients by improperly 
transferring monies in or 
about that amount to the of-
fice account, 

d) Misappropriated monies to-
talling in or about €50,820 
from the client deposit ac-
count of a named client 
by improperly withdraw-
ing monies in or about that 
amount from the client de-
posit account, 

e) Improperly withdrew mon-
ies totalling in or about 
€11,154 (or a part thereof) 
from the client account of a 
named client, 

f) Failed to apply monies re-
ceived to the credit of named 
clients for the purpose for 
which they were received, 
namely, failed to discharge 
the balance due to redeem 
capital on an outstanding 
loan and misapplied the said 
monies, or a part thereof, by 
improperly transferring the 
sum of in or about €7,865 
from the client account to 
the office account,

g) Misappropriated the sum 
of in or about €8,470 from 
the client account of named 
clients by improperly trans-
ferring monies in or about 
that amount to the office 
account, 

h) Misappropriated monies 
from the client account of 
named clients by convert-
ing monies received for pay-
ment of stamp duty and land 
registry fees to his own use 
by transferring monies total-
ling in or about €3,628.79 
from the client account to 
the office account, 

i) Misappropriated funds of 
in or about €3,630 from 
the client ledger account of 
named clients by way of an 
allocation of a payment pre-
viously made out of the cli-
ent account in the amount 
of €1,210 to the client 
ledger account of the above 
named clients, together with 
a further transfer from their 

client ledger account to the 
office account of €2,420, 

j) Misappropriated monies 
from the client account of a 
named client by improperly 
transferring monies to the 
office account such that the 
sum of in or about €95,462 
remained on the client ledg-
er as at 29 August 2006, in 
circumstances where a bal-
ance of in or about €100,519 
was due to the client,

k) Misappropriated monies to-
talling in or about €3,025 
from the client account of a 
named client by improperly 
transferring monies in or 
about that amount to the of-
fice account,

l) By his acts, caused a deficit 
in funds payable to and/or 
on behalf of clients of his 
former practice, by the com-
pensation fund of the Soci-
ety, as at 28 August 2008, of 
in or about €116,112.66,

m) Improperly transferred 
monies from deposits re-
ceived in conveyancing mat-
ters from the client account 
to the office account,

n) Breached regulation 7 of the 
Solicitors’ Accounts Regulations 
2001 (SI no 421 of 2001) by 
withdrawing monies from 
the client account that were 
not properly available to be 
so withdrawn in accordance 
with the provisions of that 
regulation, 

o) Breached regulation 11 of 
the Solicitors’ Accounts Regu-
lations 2001 by failing to fur-
nish bills of costs in accord-
ance with the provisions of 
that regulation. 

The tribunal directed that: 
i) The respondent solicitor is 

not a fit person to be a mem-
ber of the solicitors’ profes-
sion,

ii) The name of the respond-
ent solicitor be struck off the 
Roll of Solicitors,

iii) The respondent solicitor 
pay the whole of the costs of 
the Law Society of Ireland, 
to be taxed by a taxing mas-
ter of the High Court, in de-
fault of agreement. 

The tribunal directed that the 
matter be referred forward to 
the High Court and, on 14 De-
cember 2009, the President of 
the High Court ordered that:
1) The respondent solicitor is 

not a fit person to be a mem-
ber of the solicitors’ profes-
sion, 

2) The name of the respondent 
solicitor shall be struck from 
the Roll of Solicitors, 

3) The Law Society do recover 
the costs of the proceedings 
herein and the costs of the 
proceedings before the So-
licitors Disciplinary Tribunal 
as against the respondent 
when taxed or ascertained. g  
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news of irish case law information and legislation 
from firstlaw’s awareness service on Justis

compiled by Bart Daly

firstlaw update

Criminal law

european arrest warrant
European Union law – surrender 
– statutory interpretation – con-
tra legem – purposive approach – 
literal approach – two warrants – 
moot point – Case C-105/03, Pu-
pino [2005] ECR I-5285 – statu-
tory presumption – European 
Arrest Warrant Act 2003 – In-
terpretation Act 2005 – whether 
the surrender of the respondent on 
two warrants was possible.
The judicial authority in Po-
land had issued two separate 
warrants on which surrender 
of the respondent was sought. 
The High Court refused sur-
render on the basis of an in-
terpretation of s22 of the Eu-
ropean Arrest Warrant Act 2003, 
as amended, implementing the 
Framework Decision and the rule 
of speciality. The minister ap-
pealed against the judgment of 
the High Court and contended 
that the trial judge had erred in 
law in interpreting s22 as re-
quiring the court to refuse the 
surrender of the respondent 
and in holding that only a lit-
eral interpretation of s22 was 
appropriate. The minister con-
tended that s18 of the Interpre-
tation Act 2005 applied to s22 of 
the act of 2003.

The Supreme Court (per 
Denham J; Fennelly J concur-
ring) held that, while the sec-
ond warrant was withdrawn, 
it was an exceptional case, en-
abling the court to consider 
whether to hear a point of law 
in circumstances that had ren-
dered the matter moot. By s22, 
the Oireachtas intended to im-
plement the Framework Decision 
and the words of the section 
were clear. Section 22 provided 
for a specific statutory pre-
sumption and there was noth-

ing before the court to rebut 
that presumption. A purposive 
approach was also possible as 
to s22 and the rule of specialty. 
The court had to follow the 
decision in Case C-105/03, Pu-
pino ([2005] ECR I-5285). No 
issue of contra legem applied to 
s22. The court could order the 
surrender of a person on more 
than one arrest warrant. The 
facts of the case had altered and 
the respondent was no longer 
sought as to one offence. The 
respondent would be surren-
dered on one warrant only. 

Per Macken J: There existed 
the distinct possibility that 
more than one judicial authori-
ty might issue an arrest warrant 
in respect of the same person.
Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform (applicant/
appellant) v Gotszlik (re-
spondent), Supreme Court, 
19/2/2009 [FL16323]

immigratiOn and 
asYlum

Judicial review 
Unreasonableness – deportation – 
subsidiary protection – reasons for 
decision – O’Keefe unreasonable-
ness – anxious scrutiny – Nigeria 
– human sacrifice – persecution on 
religious grounds – country of ori-
gin information.
The applicant sought leave for 
judicial review to quash a deci-
sion of the respondent to make 
deportation orders against the 
first and second-named appli-
cants. They alleged, inter alia, 
that they fled Nigeria, where 
the family of the husband of 
one of the applicants sought 
to make a human sacrifice of 
her children. Documents were 
exhibited in country-of-origin 
information that had been re-
lied upon to demonstrate these 

practices, subsequent to the 
initial interview. The applicant 
was informed, upon the refusal 
of her application for asylum, 
that she might make an applica-
tion for subsidiary protection, 
against which a determination 
was subsequently made. It was 
alleged that the minister should 
have supplied reasons for his re-
jection of the documents. The 
issue arose as to the appropriate 
test to be applied and whether 
O’Keefe unreasonableness or 
anxious scrutiny was applicable. 

McCarthy J held that the 
O’Keefe test was the appropri-
ate one to be applied and that 
the reliefs sought would be re-
fused. No substantial grounds 
had been advanced by the ap-
plicants for leave. There was 
no suggestion that the minister 
erroneously sought to balance 
the right in question against 
the entitlement of the state to 
maintain immigration control. 
O(H) and O(E) (a minor) and 
(O)(CA) (a minor), both su-
ing by their mothers and next 
friend O(H) (applicants) v 
Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform (respondent), 
High Court, 28/11/2008 
[FL16506]

praCtiCe and 
prOCedure

security for costs
Inability to meet costs in event that 
plaintiff should lose – existence of 
prima facie defence on part of mov-
ing party – discretion not to make 
order sought – whether special 
circumstances made out – whether 
plaintiff’s inability to discharge de-
fendant’s costs flow from wrong al-
legedly committed by moving party 
– whether security for costs should 
be ordered – Companies Act 1963 
(No 33), section 390.

The plaintiff instituted pro-
ceedings seeking damages  
from the defendant in rela-
tion to an alleged breach of a 
construction contract. The de-
fendant denied the allegations 
made by the plaintiff in its 
pleadings and brought an ap-
plication for security for costs 
pursuant to section 390 of the 
Companies Act 1963 against the 
plaintiff. 

Mr Justice Clarke directed 
that the defendant pay security 
for costs, holding that:
1) In order to succeed in ob-

taining security for costs, an 
initial onus rested upon the 
moving party to establish:
a) That he had a prima facie 

defence to the plaintiff’s 
claim, and 

b) That the plaintiff would 
not be able to pay the 
moving party’s costs if the 
moving party be success-
ful. 

2) In the event that the above 
two facts are established, 
then security ought to be 
required unless it could be 
shown that there were spe-
cific circumstances in the 
case that ought to cause the 
court to exercise its discre-
tion not to make the order 
sought. 

3) The court retained a discre-
tion not to order security 
for costs where the plaintiff 
could establish, on a prima 
facie basis, that his inability to 
pay the costs of the defendant 
was due to the wrongdoing 
of the defendant that he as-
serted in his proceedings. 
In order for a plaintiff to be 
correct in his assertion that 
his inability to pay stemmed 
from the wrongdoing assert-
ed, four propositions must 
necessarily be true: 
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i) That there was action-
able wrongdoing on the 
part of the defendant (for 
example, a breach of con-
tract or tort),

ii) That there was a causal 
connection between that 
actionable wrongdoing 
and a practical conse-
quence or consequences 
for the plaintiff,

iii) That the consequence(s) 
referred to in (ii) had giv-
en rise to some specific 
level of loss in the hands 
of the plaintiff, which 
loss was recoverable as 
a matter of law (for ex-
ample, by not being too 
remote), and

iv) That the loss concerned 
was sufficient to make 
the difference between 
the plaintiff being in 
a position to meet the 
costs of the defendant in 
the event that the defen-
dant should succeed, and 
the plaintiff not being in 
such a position.

Connaughton Road Con-
struction Ltd (plaintiff) v 
Laing O’Rourke Ireland Ltd 
(defendant), High Court, 
16/1/2009 [FL16306]

taxatiOn

income tax
Reliefs – restrictions – statutory 
interpretation – principles gov-
erning interpretation of taxa-
tion statutes – words and phrases 
– ‘limited partner’ – taxpayer’s 
status – whether expression ‘gen-
eral partner’ in statute expressly 

and in clear and unambiguous 
terms encompasses person who is 
partner under partnership estab-
lished in foreign jurisdiction whose 
liability is limited and who has no 
implied authority to bind firm but 
who is entitled to participate in 
management of partnership busi-
ness – whether taxpayer limited 
partner – Limited Partnership 
Act 1907, sections 3, 4, 5, 6 – In-
vestment Limited Partnerships 
Act 1994, section 43 – Taxes 
Consolidation Act 1997, section 
1013.
Section 1013(2) of the Taxes 
Consolidation Act 1997 provides 
that “(a) Where, in the case of 
an individual who is a limited 
partner in relation to a trade, 
an amount may apart from this 
section be given or allowed un-
der any of the specified provi-
sions – (i) in respect of a loss 
sustained by the individual in 
the trade … in a relevant year 
of assessment, or (ii) as an al-
lowance to be made to the in-
dividual for the relevant year of 
assessment either in taxing the 
trade or by means of discharge 
or repayment of tax to which 
he or she is entitled by reason 
of his or her participation in 
the trade, such an amount may 
be given or allowed … where 
the individual is a limited part-
ner in relation to a trade by 
virtue of paragraph (d) of the 
definition of ‘limited partner’ 
… only against income consist-
ing of profits or gains arising 
from the trade, and only to the 
extent that the amount given 
or allowed or, as the case may 
be, the aggregate amount in 

relation to that trade does not 
exceed the amount of his or 
her contribution to the trade at 
the relevant time.” Section 43 
of the Investment Limited Part-
nerships Act 1994 provides that 
“in any proceedings involving a 
limited partnership established 
under, or by its terms governed 
by, the law of another state, the 
liability of the partners, its or-
ganisation and internal affairs 
shall be determined according 
to the law of that state.” The 
appeal commissioner deter-
mined that the taxpayer was 
a general, and not a limited, 
partner. The inspector of taxes 
appealed that determination by 
way of case stated to the High 
Court, asserting that, to quali-
fy as a limited partnership, the 
partnership must not display 
any of the indicia of a gen-
eral partnership. The taxpayer 
argued that his tax status as a 
limited partner was governed 
by the law of the foreign juris-
diction where it was based and 
not Irish law, by virtue of sec-
tion 43 of the act of 1994, and 
that he did not come within the 
ambit of section 1013 of the act 
of 1997. 

Ms Justice Laffoy answered 
the question posed to the  
effect that the taxpayer did not 
fall within paragraph (d) of the 
definition of limited partner 
in s1013(1) of the 1997 act, 
as amended, holding that the 
determination of whether the 
taxpayer was a limited part-
ner by reference to paragraph 
(d) of the definition in section 
1013(1) of the act of 1997, so  

as to be subject to the restric-
tions on the availability of relief 
imposed by s1013, was a two-
stage process. The first stage 
was to determine the charac-
teristics, rights and obligations 
of the taxpayer qua partner 
under the partnership by refer-
ence to the law of the foreign 
jurisdiction. That approach 
was mandated by common law 
and by section 43 of the act of 
1994. The second stage was to 
determine whether, applying 
Irish law, the characteristics, 
rights and obligations of the 
taxpayer qua partner matched 
the characteristics, rights and 
obligations of a general part-
ner within the meaning of 
paragraph (d) in the context of 
section 1013 as a whole, to the 
extent that one could conclude 
that the expression ‘general 
partner’ in paragraph (d) clear-
ly and unambiguously captured 
the taxpayer.

The definition of ‘limited 
partner’ in section 1013(1) of 
the 1997 act did not incorpo-
rate the definitions of general 
partner and limited partner 
contained in the act of 1907 or 
the corresponding definitions 
contained in the act of 1994 by 
reference, because those defini-
tions were statute specific. 
Quigley (Inspector of Taxes) 
(appellant) v Harris (re-
spondent), High Court, 
28/11/2008 [FL16304]  g
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news from the eu and international affairs Committee
Edited by TP Kennedy, Director of Education, Law Society of Ireland

eurlegal

the purpose of this article is 
to alert practitioners to the 

general provisions of directive 
2006/123/EC, the Services Di-
rective. Solicitors may well need 
to be broadly familiar with the 
provisions of the directive and 
the Irish implementing regula-
tions when acting on behalf of 
clients in the following circum-
stances:
•	Advice relating to the rights 

of service providers based in 
another member state who 
wish to provide services ei-
ther by establishing in Ireland 
or by way of providing such 
services from his or her own 
member state,

•	Preliminary advice for Irish 
clients who wish to provide 
their services in the same 
manner as above in another 
member state,

•	Advice to Irish professional 
bodies and competent au-
thorities in regard to their 
obligations when dealing 
with incoming applications, 
especially when the incoming 
service provider is not subject 
to regulation in his or her 
own home member state.

The current directive, which 
was adopted as long ago as 12 
December 2006, was due for 
implementation not later than 
31 December 2009. Although 
Ireland has not met this deadline 
(and it is not alone in this re-
gard), the Department of Enter-
prise, Trade and Employment 
published a consultation paper 
in August 2009, which some-
what unusually contains a draft 
set of regulations tracking the 
provisions of the directive. As 
stated above, the purpose of this 

article is to describe in broad 
terms the thrust of the directive. 
For more detailed information, 
practitioners should refer to the 
draft proposed regulations at-
tached to the consultation paper, 
which hereafter will be referred 
to as ‘the proposed regulations’.

Further information as to the 
ongoing implementation pro-
cess can be obtained from the 
department’s website, www.en-
temp.ie. Although the proposed 
regulations are unlikely to de-
part significantly from the cur-
rent draft, the manner of their 
implementation may change. It 
is understood that some of the 
provisions of the directive, for 
example, those relating to the 
establishment of single points of 
contact (of which see later in this 
article), may be implemented 
by way of administrative action 
rather than by way of regulation 
as such.

main objectives
The primary aim of the directive 
is to make it much easier for ser-
vice providers established in an-
other member state to provide 
services in Ireland. This will be 
achieved by enabling service 
providers to exercise a right to 
freely establish and to provide 
such services. In addition, the 
directive aims to facilitate the 
provision of cross-border servic-
es in Ireland to clients and cus-
tomers of the service provider 
without the need to go so far as 
establishing.

to whom does it apply?
The directive applies to an ex-
tremely wide range of services. 
In fact, the directive has not at-
tempted to set out a definitive 

list, but has simply listed those 
services to which the directive 
does not apply. Those excluded 
are listed as follows:
• Non-economic services of 

general interest,
• Financial services,
• Electronic communication 

services and networks,
• Services in the field of trans-

port,
• Services of temporary work 

agencies,
• Healthcare,
• Audiovisual and radio broad-

casting services,
• Gambling activities,
• Activities that are connected 

with the exercise of official 
authority,

• Private security services,
• Services provided by nota-

ries and bailiffs who are ap-
pointed by an official act of 
government.

Furthermore, the directive does 
not apply to the field of taxation.

The proposed regulations set 
out in greater detail the kind of 
services that are included in the 
above general list of non-appli-
cable services. 

The commission has also 
published a handbook that at-
tempts, without being exhaus-
tive, to describe some of the 
likely services that will be cov-
ered. By way of example, these 
would include the activities of 
most of the regulated profes-
sions, such as legal and fiscal 
advisers, architects, engineers, 
accountants and surveyors, as 
well as many of the well-known 
service-related fields of activity 
relating to business activities, 
craftsmen, advertising, distribu-
tive trades, tourism, construc-

tion services, and real estate ser-
vices, to mention but just a few.

This handbook is available 
on the commission website at 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_
market/services-dir/proposal_
en.htm.

Conflict with other directives
In order to avoid any conflict 
that might arise between the 
provisions of the directive and 
any other community legisla-
tion, the directive specifically 
provides that the provisions of 
such other community legisla-
tion shall prevail. Although such 
other community legislation 
would take precedence, such 
precedence would not arise in 
regard to provisions of the di-
rective not in conflict with other 
community legislation.

This will be of particular in-
terest to the legal professions, 
as the existing Lawyers Directives 
cover the rights of lawyers to es-
tablish or provide services in an-
other member state. However, 
it should be borne in mind that, 
where a matter is dealt with in 
the directive but not covered in 
the Lawyers Directives, then the 
relevant provision in the direc-
tive would apply.

achieving its aims
The directive envisages that 
member states will be under 
an obligation to simplify exist-
ing administrative procedures. 
Member states will be obliged 
to:
• Set up ‘single points of con-

tact’ through which persons 
wishing to obtain relevant 
information can do so,

• Make information on nation-
al requirements easily acces-

the Services Directive
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sible, and
• Provide for the availability 

of information by electronic 
means.

Member states will be under a 
general obligation to examine 
the procedures and formalities 
that enable a service provider to 
provide services either by way 
of establishment or by means of 
providing services from his own 
member state. If the procedures 
and formalities are not suffi-
ciently simple, then the member 
states are under an obligation to 
simplify them. It should be not-
ed that the commission reserves 
the right to introduce harmon-
ised forms at community level. 
A unique and practical feature of 
the directive will be the require-
ment for member states to es-
tablish single points of contact.

single points of contact
Member states will be required 
to ensure that all information 
to enable a service provider to 
complete the necessary proce-
dures and formalities to access 
the relevant service market in 
a member state shall be made 
available through a single point 
of contact in that member state. 
It may well be the case that, in 
some if not all member states, 
such information can be ob-
tained through one single point 
of contact for all professions, 
although some member states 
may elect to have such points 
of contact for individual profes-
sions.

The explanatory notes to the 
proposed regulations provide 
that the national single point of 
contact (NSPC) in Ireland will 
be based, initially, in the Inter-
nal Market Unit of the Depart-
ment of Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment.

In any event, the point of 
contact will set out:
• All procedures and formali-

ties needed and, 
• In particular, all declarations, 

notifications, or applications 
necessary for authorisation 
from the competent authori-

ties, including
• Applications for inclusion in 

a register, a roll, or a data-
base, or for registration with 
a professional body or asso-
ciation, and

• Any applications for authori-
sation needed to exercise ser-
vice activities.

information to be made 
available 
In addition to the information 
that must be made available 
through single points of con-
tact, member states will also be 
required to ensure that further 
information is easily accessible 
to providers and, it should be 
noted, to recipients of those ser-
vices, namely: 
• Information relating to the 

requirements applicable to 
providers established in the 
relevant member state, in 
particular the procedures and 
formalities to be completed,

• Contact details of the compe-
tent authorities,

• The means of, and conditions 
for, accessing public registers 
and databases,

• The means of redress gener-
ally available in the event of 
disputes,

• Details of relevant associa-
tions and organisations, other 
than competent authorities.

Competent authorities will 
continue to be responsible for 
supplying information, in par-
ticular where an authorisation is 
required.

electronic means
A further significant feature of 
the directive is that member 
states will be obliged to ensure 
that all procedures and formali-
ties may be easily completed 
at a distance and by electronic 
means through the relevant 
point of single contact and, it 
should be noted, with the rel-
evant competent authority.

freedom of establishment
In relation to the right of a ser-
vice provider to establish in a 

member state other than his 
own and to provide services in 
that member state, the direc-
tive deals with conditions re-
lating to authorisation schemes 
and requirements, which are 
either prohibited (and which I 
have described in this article as 
‘the black list’) or are subject to 
evaluation.

The following definitions in 
the proposed regulations should 
be noted: 
• ‘Authorisation scheme’ is de-

fined as meaning any proce-
dure under which a provider 
or recipient is in effect re-
quired to take steps in order 
to obtain from a competent 
authority a formal decision, 
or an implied decision, con-
cerning access to a service ac-
tivity or the exercise thereof, 

• ‘Establishment’ is defined 
as meaning the actual pur-
suit of an economic activity 
for an indefinite period and 
through a stable infrastruc-
ture from where the business 
of providing services is actu-
ally carried out. 

authorisation scheme 
conditions
Clearly, in many instances, the 
right to establish in a mem-
ber state will be subject to the 
service provider obtaining an 
authorisation or licence from a 
competent authority.

The directive contains exten-
sive provisions in regard to such 
schemes that, among others, 
provide that:
• Authorisation schemes are 

only permitted provided they 
are not discriminatory, are 
justified in the public inter-
est, and the objectives cannot 
be obtained by other means,

• Such schemes are based on 
criteria that preclude the 
competent authorities from 
exercising their power of as-
sessment in an arbitrary man-
ner.

The criteria upon which au-
thorisation schemes must be 
based are:

• Non-discriminatory,
• Justified by an overriding in-

terest in the public interest,
• Proportionate to that public-

interest objective,
• Clear and unambiguous,
• Objective,
• Made public in advance, and 
• Transparent and accessible.

duration of authorisations
The directive prohibits authori-
sations for limited periods of 
time. However, there are excep-
tions in cases where:
• The authorisation is being 

automatically renewed or is 
subject only to the continued 
fulfilment of requirements,

• The number of available au-
thorisations is limited by an 
overriding reason relating to 
the public interest, or

• A limited authorisation pe-
riod can be justified by an 
overriding reason relating to 
the public interest.

authorisation procedures
In general, such procedures 
must be clear and made public 
in advance. Other points to note 
are that:
• The application will be dealt 

with objectively and impar-
tially,

• Procedures shall not be dis-
suasive, unduly complicated, 
or delay the provision of the 
service,

• Procedures shall be easily ac-
cessible,

• Charges will be reasonable 
and proportionate, and

• Applications will be pro-
cessed as quickly as possible.

The relevant provision con-
tains a warning that, failing a 
response by the competent au-
thority within a set time period 
or as extended in justified cir-
cumstances, the authorisation 
shall be deemed to be granted.

‘Black list’ for establishment
A central feature of the directive 
is that it sets out a list of require-
ments that are prohibited and 
that, again, for the purposes of 
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this article, are described as the 
‘black list’.

Member states are prohibited 
from making access to, or the 
exercise of, a service activity in 
their territory subject to a num-
ber of requirements. These are 
as follows:
1) Discriminatory require-

ments based on nationality,
2) In the case of companies, a 

requirement as to the loca-
tion of its registered office,

3) Also in the case of compa-
nies, nationality require-
ments in regard to holding 
shares, management or su-
pervision,

4) Residential requirements 
within the territory for the 
persons at (3) above,

5) A prohibition on establish-
ment in more than one 
member state,

6) A prohibition on being en-
tered in the registry or en-
rolled with more than one 
professional body or associa-
tion of more than one mem-
ber state,

7) Restrictions on the freedom 
to choose between a princi-
pal or secondary establish-
ment,

8) A restriction to have its prin-
cipal establishment in the 
territory,

9) A restriction to choose be-
tween the form of an agency, 
branch or subsidiary,

10) Conditions as to reciprocity,
11) The granting of authorisa-

tions subject to economic 
needs or market demands,

12) The direct or indirect in-
volvement of competing op-
erators,

13) An obligation to provide 
or participate in a financial 
guarantee or to take out 
insurances from a provider 
established in their territory,

14) An obligation to have been 
pre-registered in the terri-
tory.

Please note that the foregoing 
is a short summary of detailed 
requirements. Readers should 
consult the specific provisions of 

the directive and the proposed 
regulations.

requirements to be evaluated
Apart from the list of prohibited 
requirements, the directive also 
imposes an obligation on mem-
ber states to examine whether or 
not, within their legal systems, 
certain non-discriminatory re-
quirements are compatible with 
conditions laid down in the di-
rective.

These requirements are 
identified as follows:
• Quantitative or territorial re-

strictions,
• Obligation on a service pro-

vider to take a specific legal 
form,

• Requirements that relate to 
the shareholding of a com-
pany,

• Requirements that reserve 
access to particular providers,

• A ban on having more than 
one establishment in a mem-
ber state,

• Requirements fixing a mini-
mum number of employees,

• Fixed minimum/maximum 
tariffs,

• An obligation to supply other 
specific services jointly.

These requirements must then 
be evaluated in accordance with 
the following conditions:
• The requirements must not 

be discriminatory according 
to nationality or, in the case 
of companies, according to 
the location of the registered 
office,

• The requirements must be 
justified by an overriding 
public interest,

• The requirements must not 
go beyond what is necessary 
to attain the objective.

In the event that the require-
ments are not compatible with 
the specified conditions, then 
member states are under an 
obligation to adapt the relevant 
laws.

free movement of services 
Before summarising the main 

provisions in the directive relat-
ing to the freedom to provide 
services, it is worth bearing in 
mind the distinction between 
‘establishment’ and the pro-
vision of services. The com-
mission handbook, previously 
referred to, deals with this dis-
tinction at some length. The 
following quote may be helpful: 
“Establishment involves the ac-
tual pursuit of an economic activity 
through a fixed establishment for 
an indefinite period. By contrast, 
according to the case law of the 
ECJ, the freedom to provide ser-
vices is characterised by the absence 
of a stable and continuous participa-
tion in the economic life of the host 
member state.”

The directive then specifies 
the steps that member states are 
obliged to undertake in order 
to ensure that service providers 
established in a member state 
can provide services in another 
member state.

freedom to provide services
In some respects, the provi-
sions relating to the freedom 
to provide services for service 
providers mirror the provisions 
relating to the rights of estab-
lishment. Apart from specify-
ing that member states shall not 
make access to or the exercise 
of a service activity subject to 
compliance with certain prin-
ciples, the directive also sets out, 
as in the case of establishment, a 
‘black list’ of requirements.

what principles must be 
observed?
The principles referred to above 
are as follows:
• The requirements must not 

be discriminatory with regard 
to nationality nor, in the case 
of legal persons, with regard 
to the member state in which 
they are established,

• The requirement must be 
justified on grounds of public 
policy, public security, public 
health or the protection of 
the environment,

• The requirements must be 
proportional, in that they 

must be suitable for the at-
tainment of the objective 
pursued.

‘Black list’ for services
Member states are prohibited 
from imposing any of the fol-
lowing requirements:
• An obligation for the provid-

er to have an establishment in 
the territory of the member 
state,

• An obligation to obtain an 
authorisation from a compe-
tent authority in the territory 
of the member state,

• A ban on the provider setting 
up a certain form or type of 
structure in the territory,

• The application of specific 
contractual arrangements 
between the service provider 
and the recipient that prevent 
or restrict service provided by 
the self-employed,

• An obligation on the provider 
to possess an identity docu-
ment issued by a competent 
authority,

• Requirements that affect the 
use of relevant equipment 
and material,

• Restrictions on the freedom 
of recipients to services.

general
Other provisions of the direc-
tive relate to such matters as the 
rights of recipients to services, 
professional liability, mutual as-
sistance between member states, 
codes of conduct, and some in-
teresting provisions relating to 
multidisciplinary activities.

Finally, it should be noted 
that, according to the notes 
to the proposed regulations, 
the Department of Employ-
ment, Trade and Employment 
is screening all existing services 
that come within the scope of 
the directive for compatibility 
with the directive. As a result of 
this screening process, a num-
ber of existing pieces of legisla-
tion and other rules are being 
changed to bring them in line 
with the directive.  g

John Fish is a solicitor.
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recent developments in european law
freedOm Of 
estaBlisHment

case c-531/06 and joined cases 
c-171/08 and c-172/07, com-
mission v italy, apothekerkammer 
des Saarlandes and others, 19 
may 2009. These cases related 
to whether Ec law precludes pro-
visions in Italian and German 
legislation that provide that only 
pharmacists may own and oper-
ate a pharmacy. The EcJ held that 
excluding the possibility for phar-
macists to operate pharmacies or 
to acquire stakes in companies 
or firms operating pharmacies is 
a restriction on the freedom of 
establishment and the free move-
ment of capital. The restriction 
can be justified by the objective 
of ensuring that the provision of 
medicinal products to the public is 
reliable and of good quality. Where 
there is uncertainty as to the exis-
tence or extent of risks to public 
health, it is important that a mem-
ber state should be able to take 
protective measures without hav-
ing to wait until the reality of those 
risks becomes fully apparent. a 
member state may take measures 
that reduce, as far as possible, a 
public health risk, including a risk 
to the reliability and quality of the 
provision of medicinal products to 
the public. If medicinal products 
are consumed unnecessarily or in-
correctly, they may cause serious 
harm to health. Overconsumption 
or incorrect use of medicinal prod-
ucts leads to a waste of financial 
resources. The financial resources 
that may be available for health-
care are not unlimited. member 
states may require that medicinal 
products be supplied by pharma-
cists enjoying genuine profession-
al independence. a pharmacist 
pursues the objective of making a 
profit. however, as a pharmacist 
by profession, he is presumed to 
operate the pharmacy not with a 
purely economic objective, but 
also from a professional view-
point. his private interest connect-
ed with the making of a profit is 

thus tempered by his training, by 
his professional experience, and 
the legal and professional respon-
sibility he owes. Non-pharmacists 
lack training, experience and re-
sponsibility equivalent to those 
of pharmacists. Thus, they do 
not provide the same safeguards 
as pharmacists. a member state 
may, therefore, take the view that 
the operation of a pharmacy by a 
non-pharmacist may represent a 
risk to public health, in particular 
to the reliability and quality of the 
supply of medicinal products at 
retail level. The court also found 
that it was not established before 
it that a measure less restrictive 
than the exclusion on non-phar-
macists would make it possible 
to ensure just as effectively the 
level of reliability and quality in the 
provision of medicinal products to 
the public that results from the ap-
plication of that exclusion. having 
regard to the discretion that it is 
allowed, a member state may take 
the view that there is a risk that 
less restrictive rules designed to 
ensure the professional indepen-
dence of pharmacists, such as a 
system of controls and penalties, 
would not be observed in prac-
tice, given that the interest of a 
non-pharmacist in making a profit 
would not be tempered in a man-
ner equivalent to that of self-em-
ployed pharmacists and that the 
fact that pharmacists, when em-
ployees, work under an operator 
could make it difficult for them to 
oppose instructions given by him. 
Freedom of establishment and the 
free movement of capital do not 
preclude national legislation that 
prevents persons not having the 
status of pharmacist from owning 
and operating pharmacies. 

free mOVement 
Of gOOds

case c-531/07, fachverband 
der Buch und Medienwirtschaft 
v LiBRo Handelsgesellschaft 
mbH, 30 april 2009. austrian law 
provides that German language 

books are to be sold at a fixed 
price. The publisher or importer 
is to fix and publish a retail price, 
and the importer is not to fix a 
price below the retail price fixed 
or recommended for the state of 
publication, less any value added 
tax comprised in it. The applicant 
is the trade association of the 
chamber of commerce for the 
book and media trade. It is given 
the power to publish the retail 
prices to which the booksellers 
are subject for the sale in aus-
tria of German language books. 
LIBrO operates 219 shops in 
austria, and 80% of the books 
it sells come from outside the 
state. From august 2006, it ad-
vertised books published in Ger-
many for sale in austria at prices 
that were lower than the minimum 
set for austria on the basis of Ger-
man prices. The applicant applied 
to the austrian court seeking an 
order directing LIBrO to cease 
such advertising. The court of 
first instance granted the order, 
holding that, even if the price 
scheme restricts the free move-
ment of goods, it is “justified for 
cultural reasons and by the need 
to maintain media diversity”. an 
appellate court asked the EcJ 
whether the austrian rules on 
the price of imported books are 
compatible with Ec law. The EcJ 
referred to settled case law that 
all trading rules enacted by mem-
ber states that are capable to hin-
dering intra-community trade are 
to be considered as measures 
having equivalent effect to quan-
titative restrictions. In this case, 
the court found that, even if the 
austrian provisions concern sell-
ing arrangements, they do not, 
by prohibiting importers from fix-
ing a price below that of the state 
of publication, affect in the same 
manner the marketing of domes-
tic books and those from other 
member states. German lan-
guage books from other member 
states are treated less favourably 
than domestic books. austrian im-
porters and foreign publishers are 

restricted from fixing minimum re-
tail prices, whereas austrian pub-
lishers are free to fix, for domes-
tically printed books, retail prices 
for the national market. There 
is, therefore, a restriction on the 
free movement of goods. The EcJ 
found that the restriction was not 
justified. The protection of books 
as cultural objects can be consid-
ered to be an overriding require-
ment in the public interest capa-
ble of justifying measures restrict-
ing the free movement of goods. 
Such measures must be appro-
priate for achieving the objective 
fixed and cannot go beyond what 
is necessary to achieve it. In this 
case, the objective of the protec-
tion of books as cultural objects 
could be achieved by measures 
less restrictive for the importer. 
For instance, the importer or the 
foreign publisher could be allowed 
to fix a retail price for the austrian 
market that takes the conditions 
of that market into account. 

litigatiOn

case c-180/06, Renate ilsinger v 
Martin dreschers, 25 may 2009. 
In august 2002, ms Ilsinger re-
ceived a letter addressed to her 
from Schlank & Schick. The letter 
gave the impression that she had 
won a prize of €20,000. as re-
quested by the letter, she tore off 
a coupon conta ining an identifica-
tion number and attached this to 
the “prize claim certificate” and 
returned it to Schlank & Schick. 
She argued that she also placed a 
trial order at the same time. This 
was contested by the respondent, 
and it argued that she had not 
ordered any goods. The award of 
the prize did not depend on such 
an order. By December 2002, 
she had not received the prize 
claimed and brought proceedings 
in austria under consumer protec-
tion legislation. She also relied on 
article 16 of regulation 44/2001, 
which allows a consumer to bring 
proceedings against the other 
party to a contract where the con-
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sumer is domiciled. The EcJ held 
that a contract must exist within 
the meaning of article 15 for it 
to apply. There must be a firm of-
fer, which is sufficiently clear and 
precise with regard to its object 
and scope, to give rise to a link 
of a contractual nature. The mail 
order company must have de-
clared itself to be unconditionally 
willing to pay the prize at issue 
to consumers who so request. 
It is for the austrian court to de-
cide whether that requirement is 
fulfilled. If there was no contrac-
tual undertaking to pay the prize, 
article 15 cannot apply. In that 
case, article 15 will only apply if 
the misleading prize notification 
was followed by conclusion of a 
contract by the consumer with the 
mail order company evidenced by 
an order placed. 

case c-420/07, Meletis apos-
tolides v david charles orams & 
Linda elizabeth orams, 28 april 
2009. Following the invasion of 
cyprus by Turkish troops in 1974, 

it was partitioned into two areas. 
In the northern part of the island, 
the Turkish republic of Northern 
cyprus was established, recog-
nised by no state other than 
Turkey. The republic of cyprus, 
which acceded to the Eu in 2004, 
has de facto control only over the 
southern part of the island. The 
application of Ec law in the north-
ern part of the republic of cyprus 
has been suspended by a proto-
col annexed to the act of acces-
sion. The Orams had purchased 
land in the northern part of cy-
prus to build a holiday home on 
it. mr apostolides sued in the re-
public of cyprus, arguing that he 
was the rightful owner – his family 
had been forced to leave the land 
at the time of partition. The court 
initially gave judgment against the 
Orams in default of appearance, 
ordering them to return the land 
and pay compensation. They ap-
pealed the decision, but the ap-
peals court also held against 
them. mr apostolides then sought 
to enforce the judgment in Eng-

land using the Brussels i Regula-
tion (44/2001). The court of ap-
peal referred to the EcJ a number 
of questions concerning the inter-
pretation and application of the 
regulation. The EcJ found that the 
suspension provided for in the act 
of accession of cyprus is limited 
to the application of Ec law in the 
northern area. however, the judg-
ments concerned were given by a 
court sitting in the government-
controlled area. The fact that the 
judgments concerned land in the 
northern area did not preclude 
the application of the Brussels i 
Regulation. The court found that 
the dispute fell within the scope 
of the regulation. The fact that 
the judgments cannot, as a prac-
tical matter, be enforced where 
the land is situated does not 
preclude the recognition and en-
forcement of those judgments in 
another member state. The court 
then considered whether the Eng-
lish court could refuse to enforce 
the judgment as being contrary to 
English public policy. a court of a 

member state cannot, without un-
dermining the aim of the Brussels 
i Regulation, refuse recognition of 
a judgment emanating from an-
other member state solely on the 
ground that it considers that na-
tional or Ec law was misapplied. 
The national court may refuse 
recognition only where the error 
of law means that recognition or 
enforcement of the judgment is 
regarded as a manifest breach 
of an essential rule of law in the 
legal order of the member state 
concerned. In this case, the court 
of appeal had not referred to any 
fundamental principle within the 
British legal order that the rec-
ognition or enforcement of the 
judgments in question would be 
liable to infringe. The fact that mr 
apostolides might encounter dif-
ficulties in having the judgments 
enforced cannot deprive them of 
their enforceability. Therefore, 
that situation does not prevent 
the courts of another member 
state from declaring such judg-
ments enforceable.  g
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Wedding ceremony and reception 
in elegant Blackhall Place

Full catering and bar services for up to 200 people  •  Private grounds with extensive car parking
Attractive location for photographs, both inside and outside  •  Centrally located and easily accessible

Prestigious premises designed by Thomas Ivory  •  Available to soliciors’ families and friends
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Section 73(1) of the Registration of Title Act 2006 pro-
vides that the Property Registration Authority (PRA) 
shall cease to issue land certificates and certificates of 
charge under the Registration of Title Act 1964. The sec-
tion commenced on 1 January 2007. 

The subsection also provides that section 105 of the 
Registration of Title Act 1964 (requirement to produce 
land certificates or certificates of charge) will only apply 
to certificates issued before commencement, and then 
only for a three-year period after the commencement 
of the section. 

Section 73(2) of the 2006 act provides that land cer-
tificates and certificates of charge issued before com-
mencement of section 73 that are not already cancelled 
will cease to have force or effect three years after the 
commencement of the section, that is on 31 Decem-
ber 2009. Until that date, land certificates must be 
furnished with all applications by the registered owner. 
Certificates of charge, where issued, must be produced 
on all releases of charge except where such release is by 
discharge. 

From 1 January 2010, both land and charge 
certificates will cease to have any force and effect 
and should not be lodged with applications. In the 
interim, if an application is lodged without the land cer-
tificate, where one issued, it will be rejected. If the land 
certificate is not forthcoming, the application should be 
held over and relodged after 31 December 2009. 

registration of lien created through deposit or pos-
session of land certificate or certificate of charge
Section 73(3)(b) of the 2006 act provides that a holder of 
a lien may apply to the authority for registration of the 
lien in such manner as the authority may determine. 

The section applies to a person holding a lien. This 
may include a solicitor’s letter of undertaking to lodge a 
land certificate or certificate of charge. 

The application shall be on notice by the applicant 
to the registered owner and must be accompanied by 
the original certificate (see section 73(3)(c)). 

The last date for lodgement of applications was 
31 December 2009. Applications lodged after that 
date will not be accepted. Applicants must therefore 
ensure that the prescribed notices are served in good 
time, as the application may only be lodged after the 
expiration of 26 days from such service. 

Where the certificate is claimed to be lost or de-
stroyed, the applicant for a lien must first apply for its 
production to be dispensed with, pursuant to rule 170(2) 
Land Registration Rules 1972. 

This procedure can be lengthy, as the authority must 
satisfy itself that the certificate has been lost or de-
stroyed and has not been pledged as security (other than 
in respect of the application before it). Proofs would in-
clude affidavits from the applicant and registered owner 
and notices would be directed in the Law Society Gazette 
and a local or national newspaper. 

impOrtant nOtiCe: 
abolition of land certificates and certificates of charge

lOst land 
CertifiCates

Registration of Deeds and Title Acts 
1964 and 2006
An application has been received from 
the registered owners mentioned in 
the schedule hereto for an order dis-
pensing with the land certificate issued 
in respect of the lands specified in the 
schedule, which original land certificate 
is stated to have been lost or inadvert-
ently destroyed. The land certificate 
will be dispensed with unless notifica-
tion is received in the registry within 
28 days from the date of publication of 
this notice that the original certificate is 
in existence and in the custody of some 
person other than the registered owner. 
Any such notification should state the 
grounds on which the certificate is be-
ing held.
Property Registration Authority, Chancery 
Street, Dublin 7 (published 5 March 2010)

Regd owner: Eileen Kelly; folio: 
DN5336; lands: property situate in 
the townland of Baldoyle and barony 
of Coolock; Co Dublin

wills

Carthy, John (deceased), late of Ball-
inamona (and also Ballyknockan), The 
Ballagh, Enniscorthy, Co Wexford. 
Would any person having knowledge 
of a will executed by the above-named 
deceased, who died on 4 September 
2008, please contact Ensor O’Connor, 
Solicitors, 4 Court Street, Enniscorthy, 
Co Wexford; tel: 053 923 5611, fax: 053 
923 5234

WPG DocStore’s professional 
e-discovery support service 

from €500 per GB. 
ISO 27001 certified; 
tel: (01) 2454800, 

email: crogan@wpg.ie 
or website: 

www.wpg.ie/docstore.htm

a caring Legacy: 
bequests to The carers 

association (chY10962) help 
to support home-based family 

care in Ireland. 

For information: 
Emma at 057 9370210. 

fundraising@carersireland.com 
or www.carersireland.com.

stressed?
do you want to hide away, 

relax and rejuvenate?
robin hill has two 

accommodation options, 
self-catering and B&B. 

Set in tranquil beautiful 
surroundings overlooking cork 

harbour. huge selection of 
massage, holistic & beauty 

therapies, acupuncture, 
homeopathy, chinese herbal 

medicine, NLP, colonic 
hydrotherapy & retreat 

packages available.

tel: 021-4812222
www.robinhillclinic.com

robin Hill Clinic
Lake road

rushbrooke, cobh, co cork

selling or Buying 
a seven-day liquor 

licence 
Contact 0404 42832

Garvey, Liam (deceased), late of 5 
Greenlands Terrace, Rosses Point, 
Sligo, who died on 11 January 2010. 
Would any person holding or having 
any knowledge of a will made by the 
above-named deceased please contact 
Donncha O’Connor, Johnson & John-
son, Solicitors, Ballymote, Co Sligo; 
tel: 071 918 3304, fax: 071 918 526; DX 
241001 Ballymote

Moran, Joseph (deceased), late of 2 
St Patrick’s Terrace, Inchicore, Dublin 

8. Would any person having knowledge 
of the whereabouts of a will made by 
the above-named deceased, who died 
on 20 December 2009, please contact 
Maurice E Veale & Co, Solicitors, 6 
Lower Baggot Street, Dublin 2; tel: 01 
676 4067

Murphy, Brendan (deceased), late of 
1195 Piper Hall, Crosschapel, Blessing-
ton, Co Wicklow. Would any person 
having knowledge of the whereabouts 
of a will made by the above-named de-
ceased, who died on 4 December 2009, 
please contact Peter Benson, O’Connor 
Solicitors, 8 Clare Street, Dublin 2; 
email: pbenson@oconnorsolrs.ie, tel: 01 
676 4488

Murphy, Dorris (deceased), late of 
Talbot Lodge Nursing Home, Mala-
hide, Co Dublin, and formerly of 30 
Kilnamanagh Road, Walkinstown, 
Dublin 12, who died on 14 January 
2009. Would any person having knowl-
edge of a will made by the above-named 
deceased please contact Dominic Dowl-
ing, Solicitors, 37 Castle Street, Dalkey, 
Co Dublin; tel: 01 284 9778, fax: 01 284 
9780, email: john@dalkeylaw.com

O’Beirne, Padraic (deceased), late 
of Carroward, Four Mile House, Co 
Roscommon. Would any solicitor hold-
ing or having any knowledge of a will 
made by the above-named deceased, 
who died on 2 December 2002, please 
contact Peter H Jones & Co, Solicitors, 
Goff Street, Roscommon; tel: 090 662 
6925, email: pjones@iol.ie

Pidgeon, Hannah (deceased), late 
of 38 Kilmore Avenue, Artane, Dub-

lin 5. Would any person having any 
knowledge of a will made by the 
above-named deceased, who died on 
29 December 2009, please contact 
Ciaran O’Donohoe, solicitor, Mi-
ley & Miley, 35 Molesworth Street, 
Dublin 2; tel: 01 678 5122, fax: 01 
661 9935, email: ciaran.odonohoe@
mileyandmiley.ie

Vanston, Richard (deceased) (ward 
of court) (hospitalised for 50 
years), date of birth: 9 October 1920. 
Would any person having knowledge 
of a will made by the above-named 
deceased, who died on 13 October 
2009 at St Dympna’s Hospital, Car-
low, please contact Joseph P Farrell, 
Solicitors, no 1 Maryborough Street, 
Graiguecullen, Carlow; tel: 059 917 
3247, fax: 059 917 3267

Woods, Ann (deceased), late of 6 
Lady’s Residence, Mount St Vincent, 
O’Connell Avenue, Limerick, who 
died on 11 October 2009. Would 
any person having knowledge of a 
will made by the above-named de-
ceased please contact Eamonn Caro-
lan, Patrick J Carolan & Co, Solici-
tors, Kingscourt, Co Cavan; DX no 
184001 Kingscourt; tel: 042 966 7433

misCellaneOus

For sale: seven-day ordinary publi-
can’s licence. Please contact Johnson 
& Johnson, Solicitors, Ballymote, Co 
Sligo; tel: 071 918 3304, fax: 071 918 
3526, email: johnson.johnson@secure-
mail.ie. Reference: C001860100
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• lost land certificates – €144 (incl VaT at 21%)

• wills – €144 (incl VaT at 21%)

• title deeds – €288 per deed (incl VaT at 21%)

• employment/miscellaneous – €144 (incl VaT at 21%)

rates in tHe prOfessiOnal nOtiCe seCtiOn are as fOllOws:

HigHligHt YOur nOtiCe BY putting a BOx arOund it – €33 extra

prOfessiOnal nOtiCe rates

all nOtiCes must Be paid fOr priOr tO puBliCatiOn. CHeques sHOuld 
Be made paYaBle tO law sOCietY Of ireland. Deadline for april Gazette: 
16 march 2010. For further information, contact the Gazette office on tel: 01 672 4828 
(fax: 01 672 4877)

nOtiCe tO tHOse plaCing reCruitment 
adVertisements in tHe law sOCietY gaZette

Please note that, as and from the august/September 2006 issue of the 
Law Society Gazette, nO recruitment advertisements will be published 
that include references to years of post-qualification experience (pqe).

The Gazette Editorial Board has taken this decision based on legal advice, 
which indicates that such references may be in breach of the employment 
equality acts 1998 and 2004. 

free emplOYment 

register
reCruitment

free 

register
JOB-seeKers’

for law society members to advertise for all their legal 
staff requirements, not just qualified solicitors.
Log in to the new expanded employment recruitment register in the 
employment opportunities section on the members’ area of the 
Law Society website, www.lawsociety.
ie, or contact Trina murphy, recruitment 
administrator, at the Law Society’s 
cork office, tel: 021 422 6203 or 
email: t.murphy@lawsociety.ie

for law society members seeking a solicitor position, 
full-time, part-time or as a locum.
Log in to the new self-maintained job-seekers’ register in the 
employment opportunities section on the members’ area of the 
Law Society website, www.lawsociety.
ie, or contact Trina murphy, recruitment 
administrator, at the Law Society’s cork 
office, tel: 021 422 6203 or email: 
t.murphy@lawsociety.ie

title deeds

In the matter of the Landlord and 
Tenant Acts 1967-2005 and in the 
matter of the Landlord and Ten-
ant (Ground Rents) (No 2) Act 1978 
and in the matter of an application 
by Hurstgreen Limited and in the 
matter of 51 Upper Leeson Street, 
Dublin 2
Take notice that any person having any 
interest in the freehold or leasehold 
estate of the following property: all 
that and those the hereditaments and 
premises known as 51 Upper Leeson 
Street in the city of Dublin, held under 
lease dated 15 February 1957 made be-
tween John Berkeley, Knox Moses and 
Henry Derek Hurley of the one part 
and Harold Spiro of the other part for 
a term of 94 years at a rent of £20 per 
annum.

Take notice that Hurstgreen Limit-
ed, being the person currently entitled 
to the lessee’s interest under the said 
lease, intends to apply to the county 
registrar of the county of Dublin for 
the acquisition of the freehold inter-
est and all intermediate interests in 
the aforesaid property, and any party 
asserting that they hold a superior in-
terest in the aforesaid property is called 
upon to furnish evidence of their title 
to same to the below named within 21 
days from the date of this notice.

In default of any such notice being 
received, the said Hurstgreen Limited 
intends to proceed with the application 
before the Dublin county registrar at 
the end of 21 days from the date of this 
notice and will apply for such directions 
as may be appropriate on the basis that 
the persons beneficially entitled to the 
superior interest including the freehold 
reversion in the aforesaid premises are 
unknown and unascertained.
Date: 5 March 2010
Signed: Dundon Callanan (solicitors for 
the applicant), 17 The Crescent, Limerick

In the matter of the Landlord and 
Tenant Acts 1967-2005 and in the 

matter of the Landlord and Ten-
ant (Ground Rents) (No 2) Act 1978 
and in the matter of an application 
by Patrick Kerins and in the matter 
of premises situate at Strand Street, 
Tralee, Co Kerry, known as The 
School, Strand Street, Co Kerry
Take notice that Patrick Kerins intends 
to submit an application to the county 
registrar for the county of Kerry for 
the acquisition of the freehold interest 
in the property known as The School, 
Strand Road, Tralee, Co Kerry, and 
any party asserting that they hold a su-
perior interest in the aforesaid property 
is called upon to furnish evidence of 
title to the aforementioned property to 
the below-named solicitors within 21 
days from the date of this notice.

In particular, such persons who 
are entitled to the interest of Patrick 
Donovan, pursuant to a lease dated 20 
September 1879 and made between 
Patrick Donovan of the one part and 
Sir Henry Donovan of the other part 
for a term of 35 years from 25 March 
1879, subject to the annual rent of 
one shilling, in the property known as 
dwellinghouse numbers 92, 93 and 94 

Strand Street and subsequently com-
prising a schoolhouse property, should 
provide evidence of their title to the 
below-named solicitors within 21 days 
from the date of this notice.

In default of any such notice being 
received, the said Patrick Kerins in-
tends to proceed with the application 
before the county registrar at the end 
of the 21-day period from the date of 
this notice and will apply to the coun-
ty registrar for the county of Kerry  
for directions as may be appropriate 
on the basis that the person or persons 
beneficially entitled to the superior  
interest including the freehold rever-
sion in the aforesaid property are un-

known or unascertained.
Date: 5 March 2010
Signed: Gerald Baily & Co (solicitors for 
the applicant), Church Place, Church 
Street, Tralee, Co Kerry

reCruitment

Solicitor’s apprenticeship sought 
by hard-working, highly qualified law 
graduate, soon to become AITI-regis-
tered tax consultant. Passed all FE1s, 
trained typist, very confident and ex-
cellent work experience. Tel: 086 331 
3039
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True Pedigree
www.benasso.com

For more information on these or other vacancies, please 
visit our website or contact Michael Benson bcl solr. in strict 
confi dence at: Benson & Associates, Suite 113,
The Capel Building, St. Mary’s Abbey, Dublin 7.
T +353 (0) 1 670 3997  E mbenson@benasso.com

Remaining the number one Irish legal 
recruitment consultancy takes a dogged 
determination, thinking creatively, spotting 
new opportunities and keeping an open mind

Private Practice
Commercial Litigation-Assistant : Our client is a Top Tier law fi rm with an enviable client base searching 
for exceptional candidates to deal with a broad mix of Commercial Litigation. You will have a fi rst class academic 
background coupled with excellent communication skills.

Corporate Finance-Assistant/Associate: Leading Dublin practice requires a high calibre lawyer to deal 
with corporate advisory work including mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, management buy outs, reverse 
takeovers and debt and equity fi nancings as well as advising on fl otations and fundraisings.

Intellectual Property-Assistant: First rate Dublin law fi rm is seeking a strong junior lawyer to join its IP 
department. Candidates must have a science degree.  .

EU/Competition-Assistant: Our client is a fi rst class legal practice whose client base includes prestigious 
public service and private sector organizations operating both in the domestic market and internationally. You 
will be a Solicitor or Barrister with excellent exposure to EU and Competition Law, gained either in private 
practice or in-house. 

Funds-Assistant/Associate: Top ranking law fi rm requires excellent Funds specialists at all levels. You will 
advise investment managers, custodians, administrators and other service providers of investment funds on 
establishing operations in Ireland.  

Projects/PPP – Senior Associate/Partner - Belfast:  One of Northern Ireland’s leading Commercial 
law fi rms has a superb opportunity for an innovative, highly motivated individual with vision and energy to 
quickly create a strong, separate practice area. You must have signifi cant experience of major projects and a 
track record of PPP work on both procurement authority and bidder sides.  An excellent package commensurate 
with the role, which will include imminent entry to Partnership, will be available to the successful candidate.  

In House
Telecoms-Assistant: A major player in the Telecoms industry is looking for bright solicitors with outgoing 
personalities to work with its international sales team focusing on opening up new markets.  Fluency in either 
Spanish or French is an essential pre-requisite.  

Legal Counsel- Senior Associate/Salaried Partner level: Our client is a major player in the tobacco 
industry and requires a senior lawyer to advise the Irish market on all legal matters affecting the business. You 
will be a Solicitor or Barrister. Prior in house experience whilst desirable is not essential.  

Partnership
Our clients include the leading Irish legal practices. Signifi cant opportunities exist in the following areas: 
Employment; Funds; Insolvency; Litigation


